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ABSTRACT
Uric acid, a component in human kidney stones, crystallizes in an anhydrous
(UA), a metastable dihydrate (UAD), a rare monohydrate, and an ionized
monosodium urate form in vivo. In the body, these crystals exhibit a variety of
morphologies and colors which differ from laboratory grown uric acids. These
observations provided the motivation to study the effect of several molecular
dyes and physiologically relevant metal cations on the crystallization of UA and
UAD. All cationic and neutral dopants investigated were included in UA and
UAD crystals, while anionic dyes were excluded. At low concentrations, the
dyes were preferentially incorporated into the {001} and {201} growth sectors of
UA. In UAD, variable inclusion behaviors were encountered.

Inclusions

occurred on the {011} growth sector/hillock, on the {102} growth sector, and
non-specific inclusions were also observed. Most of the dyes induced
morphological changes in UA and UAD crystals at higher concentrations. The
amount of dye/metal cation included and absorption spectra of the dyes in the
single crystals of both UA and UAD were determined.
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Unlike physiologically derived crystals, laboratory grown UAD crystals are
less stable and spontaneously transform to UA under ambient conditions.
Using a combination of techniques, the mechanism and kinetics of the phase
transformation of pure and doped UAD crystals were investigated. Intrinsic
sample parameters (e.g. crystal size and shape) and environmental conditions
(e.g. temperature and humidity) were considered. The dehydration reaction
was found to be irreversible and highly anisotropic. This was rationalized on
the basis of crystal structure and morphology. Most of the included dyes
exhibited a stabilizing effect on UAD crystals, which was explained in terms of
host-guest interactions as a function of variability in the structure of the dyes.
To better understand the microscopic effects of the dye impurities, the (100)
face of UA crystals was studied in the presence of Bismarck brown dyes by
atomic force microscopy. From topographical imaging, growth inhibition along
the c-direction was observed in the presence of the dyes. Incremental dye
concentrations also pinned advancing steps and reduced the velocity of b-steps
due to high impurity incorporation. These results complement what was
observed in bulk UA crystal growth.
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Most living organisms utilize minerals in a controlled manner in order to
form functional structures such as bones, teeth, and shells. This process is called
biomineralization. On the other hand, pathological deposition refers to the
process of unwanted crystal formation within an organism with harmful effects.
Notable pathological crystallization processes in the human body include gout,
kidney stones, gallstones, osteoarthritis, atherosclerosis and brain plaques.1 One
of the necessary preconditions in these diseases is that the bodily fluids have to be
supersaturated with respect to the substance deposited. However, supersaturation
is not a sufficient condition for any of the diseases to occur; the environment where
the deposition occurs has a vital role in triggering crystallization.1

Uric acid is the most abundant organic crystalline compound in human
kidney stone deposits (Figure 1.1). Different forms of uric acid crystals have
been recognized as noticeable components in these pathological deposits,2-4
1

including anhydrous uric acid (UA),5, 6 uric acid dihydrate (UAD),5, 7 uric acid
monohydrate (UAM), the structure of which was only recently reported,8 as
well as the ionized forms monosodium urate monohydrate (MSU)9-12 and
ammonium acid urate.13, 14
Uric acid was first isolated in 1776 from urinary calculi by Karl Wilhelm
Scheele. He called the substance lithic acid and later proved that it is a common
urine component.15, 16 In 1798 George Pearson similarly isolated uric acid from
200 urinary calculi specimens, and after characterizing it in detail he suggested
the name ouric or uric oxide.17 In 1875 Ludwig Medicus proposed the first
structure of uric acid, without definitive evidence.16, 18 The first total synthesis
of uric acid was performed in 1895 by the 1902 Nobel laureate Emil Fischer,19-21
proving the accuracy of Medicus’ proposed structure. It has a molecular
formula of C5H4N4O3 (168.11 g/mol).
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The molecular structure of uric acid, 7,9-dihydro-1H-purine-2,6,8
(3H)-trione, numbered according to Fischer.19
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Uric acid is the final product of purine catabolism, in humans, formed from
the oxidation of xanthine by xanthine oxidase (Figure 1.2). It is formed in the
liver and excreted by the kidneys with an average daily output of 600 mg in a
healthy person.22 Elevated serum and urinary uric acid levels can be due to a
number of factors. The risk factors include impaired renal excretion, uric acid
overproduction, low urine volume, high urinary acidity (pH <5.4), and genetic
mutations associated with renal uric acid transportation.23, 24
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Oxidation of xanthine to uric acid by xanthine oxidase in the final
step of human purine catabolism.

1.1.1 Gout
Gout is a painful joint ailment mainly caused by hyperuricemia (high blood
uric acid). Hyperuricemia is indicated by blood uric acid levels above 6 mg/dL
(360 µmol/L) in women and 7 mg/dL (420 µmol/L) in men.25,

26

Above these

levels MSU crystallization is induced in the joints, most often the big toe.
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There are three main causes of hyperuricemia: increased production,
decreased excretion, and/or a combination of the two. Higher uric acid
production is associated with higher consumption of purine rich foods from
beef, fish, and poultry27-29 or rapid breakdown of bodily tissues containing large
quantities of nucleotides due to tumor lysis syndrome and myeloproliferative*
disorders.22,

30

Abnormal kidney function, competition for excretion between

uric acid and other molecules (e.g. ketones),31 and certain drugs (e.g. diuretics)32
interfere with the normal excretion of uric acid raising the serum uric acid level.
Further causes include excessive alcohol consumption, high fructose diet, and
starvation. Ethanol accelerates adenine nucleotide degradation raising the
plasma concentration of hypoxanthine and xanthine both of which break down
to produce uric acid. Ethanol also promotes dehydration decreasing uric acid
excretion.33 Fructose contributes to hyperuricemia by increasing the conversion
of ATP to inosine, a precursor in purine metabolism. The interference is more
severe in people with a hereditary history of gout.34 During starvation the body
metabolizes high purine tissues for energy, increasing the amount of uric acid
produced. Likewise, during this stage the body burns fatty acids for energy,35
producing ketones as by products. As noted above competition for transport

* Myeloproliferative disorders = diseases of the bone marrow in which excess cells are produced.
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between uric acid and the ketones produced impairs the kidneys ability to
excrete uric acid efficiently.31

1.1.2 Kidney Stones
The occurrence of kidney stones in ancient times is well documented. A
kidney stone calculus as big as 6.5 cm in diameter was found in 7,000 year old
prehistoric remains of a boy from a 1901 excavation in Egypt.36 Analysis of the
calculus’ crust and body revealed that it contained common kidney stone
components such as calcium, magnesium, ammonium, and uric acid.36 Kidney
stones were also a known ailment in ancient Greece and Rome where
operations to remove stones were devised.37 Ancient Greek physicians also
used alkaline medicines to treat diseases from calculi.17
The kidneys are a pair of vital organs that perform several functions to keep
the blood clean and chemically balanced. One of their main functions is to
remove excess water and waste products such as uric acid, urea, and
ammonium ions that can otherwise accumulate to harmful levels in the blood.
The waste removal is carried out by the kidneys’ functional units called the
nephrons, which perform complex filtration and selective re-absorption
nutrients.38,

39

of

The filtration process is done at sites called the glomeruli
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(singular, glomerulus) which function as size exclusion filters. Plasma
constituents, water and any soluble ions and electrolytes, regardless of charge,
with a molecular radius less than 20 Å are freely filtered through the
glomeruli.39 As this dilute filtrate (pH ≈ 7.4) travels through the different
segments of the nephrons, most of the water, glucose, amino acids, sodium,
chloride, potassium, bicarbonate, and urea are reabsorbed. The concentrated
urine leaves the nephrons into the collecting tubes enriched with different
components including uric acid, calcium, potassium, and magnesium and has a
pH range of 4.7 – 8.0.38 When some of the components in the urine are
saturated, they can precipitate to form layers of crystals leading to kidney
stones.
The formation of kidney stones is related to increased urine acidity, decreased
urine volume or increased excretion of stone-forming components such as
calcium, oxalate, uric acid, cystine, and phosphate. A history of gout is also a
contributing factor in kidney stone formation.40 Kidney stones are usually a
complex matrix, but sometimes pure stones of one component such as calcium
oxalate or uric acid are observed. The deposition of uric acid stones, whether
they are part of a complex matrix or pure stones, is strongly associated with
hyperuricosuria, a condition where there is excessive urinary uric acid
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concentration, greater than 800 mg/24 hr in men and 750 mg/24 hr in women.40
The main contributing factors for hyperuricosuria are: (1) overproduction of
uric acid, for example due to high animal protein diet; (2) increased renal
tubular uric acid secretion or decreased uric acid reabsorption; and (3)
dehydration combined with low urine volume and high acidity which lowers
the solubility of uric acid.23, 24, 29, 40
The relationship between high animal protein intake and its influence on
kidney stone formation can be explained by the following scenarios: (1) High
protein intake may increase the intestinal absorption and urinary excretion of
calcium; (2) As a result of increased intestinal calcium absorption, the passive
absorption and urinary excretion of oxalate may increase; (3) High animal
protein may increase the endogenous production and urinary excretion of
oxalate from the metabolism of certain amino acids, especially glycine,
phenylalanine, tyrosine and tryptophan; and (4) The increased purine
consumption may lead to increased production and excretion of uric acid.41
The size of the kidney stones formed may range from that of a grain of sand
to a golf-ball. The stones can be smooth or jagged and usually are colored.42
They cause blood in the urine and pain in the abdomen, flank, or groin. The
pain is usually of sudden onset, very severe and intermittent, not improved by
7

changes in position, radiating from the back, down the flank, and into the groin
in some cases accompanied by nausea and vomiting.29,

40

With chronic

obstruction the risk of infection and impaired renal function is increased. The
majority of stones pass spontaneously within 48 hours. however, some stones
such as struvite (MgNH4PO4 6H2O) stones rarely do.40

There are several

factors which influence the ability to pass a stone including the size of the stone,
the size of the person, prior stone passage, prostate enlargement, and
pregnancy. Smaller stones (<5 mm in diameter) have a high chance of passage
while 5 - 7 mm stones have about 50% chance of passage.29 If a stone does not
pass (> 7mm in diameter), certain procedures such as lithotripsy, cystoscopy, or
percutaneous nephrolithotomy are used to fragment and/or remove stones of
different size in different locations of the renal or urinary tract. In extreme cases
open surgery may be needed.29, 40
Non-invasive treatments of kidney stones include hydration to increase urine
volume, a diet change to reduce calcium or uric acid intake, pain relief, and if
there is co-existing urinary infection, use of antibiotics is recommended.29 The
use of drugs which lower urine uric acid levels may help to gradually dissolve
pre-existing crystals of uric acid and prevent formation of new crystals. But, in
the presence of chronic gout, the use of other medications such as xanthine
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oxidase inhibitors to reduce uric acid production, or uricosurics to increase
excretion of uric acid, may be required.32, 43
Another method of non-invasive treatment, especially for uric acid stones,
involves increasing the pH of urine using alkali metal citrates though it is
neither safe nor easy to alter serum pH.44 The higher pH decreases the
possibility of uric acid precipitation as the solubility of uric acid increases with
increase in pH. Commonly used alkali citrates include potassium magnesium
citrate, potassium sodium citrate, sodium bicarbonate, potassium citrate, and
magnesium citrate.44
While rarely fatal by themselves, kidney stones can compromise normal
kidney function with long-term consequences. Kidney stone related costs
including doctor visits, treatment expenses, and wage losses also add up to
substantial amounts. In the United States 10 - 15% of the general population is
estimated to have a chance of developing kidney stones in their life time.45
Kidney stone associated doctors’ visits, diagnosis, hospitalization, and other
related treatment costs for the year 2000 was $2 billion dollars.46 When adjusted
for inflation, considering all other things equal, this equates to almost $2.5
billion dollars in 2010.

9

1.1.2.1 Kidney Stone Composition and Prevalence
The chemical composition and prevalence of kidney stones varies from
country to country and within regions of the same country as a function of
variations in lifestyle, race, gender, age, and to some extent differences in
climate. Calcium oxalate monohydrate and dihydrate (whewellite = CaC2O4
H2O, weddellite = CaC2O4 2H2O) are the two major kidney stone components.
Other significant components include apatite (Ca5(PO4,CO3)3OH), struvite
(MgNH4PO4 6H2O), anhydrous uric acid, and uric acid dihydrate. Brushite
(CaHPO4

2H2O),

whitlockite

(Ca9(Mg,Fe)(PO4)6(PO3OH)),

newberyite

(MgHPO4 3H2O), sodium urate monohydrate (NaC5H3N4O3 H2O), uric acid
monohydrate, and L-cystine ([-SCH2CH(NH2)COOH]2) are minor kidney stone
components.3,

4, 47-49

As can be seen in Table 1.1, the composition of kidney

stones varies from country to country and within the same country at different
periods (e.g. USA). The percentage of uric acid stones has steadily increased
over the past 60 years, consistent with the argument that high purine diet may
be partially responsible for uric acid stone formation.27-29 Protein rich foods
such as beef and seafood are a norm in today’s ‘low-carb’ dieting trend as
exemplified in common diet plans such as Atkins,50 South Beach,51 and Protein
Power.52
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Table 1.1.

% Frequency of occurrence of major kidney stone components
from different countries.

Composition

Country
year

Whewellite
Weddelite
Apatite
Struvite
Anhydrous uric acid
Uric acid dihydrate
Brushite
Cystine

1949
63.5
47.7
56.4
19.0
5.8
1.9
2.2

USA3, 4, 47
1962
43.0
61.0
61.5
15.7
8.6
2.3
0.9

1989
55.4
34.6
26.9
12.6
12.6
3.9
1.7
0.5

Brazil48
2005
57.9
52.6
27.1
11.8
15.3
2.4

Morocco49
2006
78.9
24.0
33.9
4.8
19.2
<1.0
1.0

In the United States the nationwide occurrence and prevalence of kidney
stones was investigated in two major studies.45, 53 The first study, which covered
two periods from 1976 to 1980 and 1988 to 1994, revealed that the prevalence of
kidney stones increased from 3.8 ± 0.21% in the first period to 5.2 ± 0.34% in the
second. With the exception of six states, there was an average of 41% increase in
urinary stone rates. Also, assuming 50 years of exposure, 12% of the total US
population will experience kidney stones at some point in their life time.45
There was heavy dependence on gender and age of the participants.45, 53 Men
were more afflicted by the disease than females. Similarly, progressive kidney
stone occurrence was observed with age, up to the age of 70 for men45, 53 and 60
years of age for women.45 For both genders, age groups between 20 and 39
years were the least affected.45 The above trends were also observed in studies
11

from a number of countries such as Argentina,54 Brazil,48 Canada,55 Germany,56,
57

the United Kingdom,41 Italy,58 Sweden,59 Turkey,60 Japan,61-63 and South

Africa.64, 65
In the US, in the period between 1988 and 1994, non-Hispanic Caucasians (5.9
± 0.43%) were more affected by kidney stones compared to Mexican Americans
(2.6 ± 0.19%) or non-Hispanic African Americans (1.7 ± 0.16%).45 Asian
Americans also had lower kidney stone incidence than White Americans.53 The
variation in kidney stone prevalence among the different races is attributed to
life-style factors such as dietary habits and socioeconomic differences of the
study subjects.45 The lower occurrence of kidney stones in the Black community
be it in the US or other countries such as South Africa64-66 is attributed to: (1)
lower serum and urinary calcium levels because of lower intake and absorption
of calcium,53,

65, 67

(2) higher carbohydrate intake resulting in higher urine

volume,53 and (3) higher liver damage in this group which fails to metabolize
circulating estrogens resulting in increased urinary citrate excretion.53,

68

Urinary citrate is known to reduce or inhibit the precipitation of calcium
compounds such as calcium oxalate monohydrate.68-70
Another trait observed in Black South Africans is that they have lower oxalate
absorption compared to White study subjects.64 This is because they have a
12

higher oxalate-degrading gastrointestinal bacterial which helps in controlling
oxaluria (the presence of oxalic acid or oxalates in the urine) and consequently
may contribute to lowering the risk of especially calcium stones in this group.67
An equally interesting finding is that calcium oxalate crystals precipitated from
urine samples of Black study subjects had higher inclusion of crystallization
inhibitory proteins (prothrombin fragment 1 and osteopontin), which further
may contribute to the lower incidence of urinary stones in this community.66
Geographically, kidney stone disease in the US is more prevalent in the South
(6.6 ± 0.48%) than in the Northeast (5.5 ± 0.77%), the Midwest (4.6 ± 0.70%), or
the West (3.3 ± 0.36%) of the country.45 Similar geographical variations were
reported from the UK41 and Turkey.60 Although there are no clear cut factors
that play a role in these discrepancies, water hardness, heat, diet, and preexisting medical conditions (hypertension, obesity) are considered to be some of
the culprits.41, 45, 60 For example the Southeastern part of the US is warmer than
the Northeastern part, so climate could be assessed as one of the causes for the
higher prevalence of the disease in the South. Also a higher number of stone
incidences are reported during summer. This could be a result of heat induced
dehydration which causes urine to be concentrated and hence creating a
conducive atmosphere for stone deposition.53
13

1.2 Uric Acids in Solution

1.2.1 Dissolution
Uric acid is a weak acid with two ionizable protons at positions N3 and N9 in
its ring system (Figure 1.1).71-73 Although uric acid has protons at positions N1
and N7, their dissociation is only observed when one or both positions N3 and
N9 are methyl substituted (see Figure 1.3).71, 73, 74 The protons at N3 and N9 are
more acidic and their dissociation produces four resonance hybrid structures
each,73 compared to the three produced from the ionization at N1 and N7
(acidity: N3-H > N9-H > N1-H > N7-H). Earlier it was reported71 that the first
ionization of uric acid correspond to the loss of the hydrogen at N9. This was
later disproved by spectrophotometric titration of uric acid and its Nmethylated derivatives73 and the crystal structures of sodium and magnesium
salts of uric acid9, 72 indicate that singly ionized uric acid is indeed a result of the
dissociation of the more acidic proton at N3. The second ionization of uric acid
from the loss of the proton at N9 occurs at a higher pH (pKa2 ≈ 10.3 – 10.6)71, 73, 74
and is not significant in physiological conditions (Figure 1.3).
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In aqueous solutions of physiologically relevant pH ranges the dissociation
equilibrium of uric acid is given by:

(1.1)

(1.2)

uric acid( aq ) ↔ H (+aq ) + urate( aq )

Ka =

[ H (+aq ) ][ urate ( aq ) ]
[ uric acid ( aq ) ]

Where Ka is the dissociation constant. The first dissociation constant, pKa1, of
uric acid at room temperature (24 – 25°C) is reported variably as 5.27 - 5.61
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depending on the reference.73-75 The pKa at a constant ionic strength is mainly
temperature dependent, decreasing with increasing temperature.75,

76

Above

pKa1 urate is the predominant species in solution; while the concentration of the
diurate becomes significant only at pH ≥ 9, which is not physiologically
relevant (refer to Figure 1.4). In the process of urine formation, as the fluid
travels through the renal system its pH becomes gradually more acidic as water
and other nutrients are continuously reabsorbed. As the urine becomes more
concentrated, the concentration of uric acid progressively increases both due to
the reduction in volume and conversion of urate to uric acid. These combined
factors of high uric acid concentration, low urine volume, and acidic
environment increase the risk of uric acid deposition in the renal tract.1, 16, 38
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Figure 1.4.
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Mole fraction of uric acid, urate, and diurate as a function of
solution pH. Graph based on Wilcox and Khalaf77 and Wang and
Konigsberger.76
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1.2.2 Solubility
Uric acid has low water solubility and it is negligibly soluble in all organic
solvents. Its aqueous solubility is independent of pH for pH ≤ 3 with negligible
dissociation,76 and its solubility equilibrium and associated solubility product
(Ks) can be represented by the relationships given in Equations (1.3) and (1.4),
respectively:

(1.3)

uric acid( s ) ↔ uric acid( aq )

(1.4)

K s = [uric acid( aq ) ]

At low pH the solubility of uric acid depends only on temperature. Its
solubility at different temperatures with fixed pH (pH ≤ 3) and narrow ionic
strength ranges has been determined.76 In various salt solutions with ionic
strengths 0.15 to 0.30 M and standard reference artificial urine solutions the
solubility of uric acid is constant.76, 78, 79 A plot of the evaluated pKs values vs.
temperature from these reports76,

78, 79

yielded a straight line with a slope of

-2.10 x 10-2 and intercept 4.28 for anhydrous uric acid. For uric acid dihydrate
slightly different values are obtained with a slope of -2.77 x 10-2 and intercept
4.24. This indicates that UAD has a slightly higher solubility than UA. Using
the relationship in Eq. 1.4, where Ks is equivalent to the concentration of uric
acid in solution, the following empirical formulas can be used to calculate the
17

concentrations of uric acid or uric acid dihydrate at any given temperature T in
degree Celsius (°C).16, 79

(1.5)

[uric acid( aq ) ] = 10 ( 0.021 T − 4.28 )

(1.6)

[uric acid.2 H 2O( aq ) ] = 10 (0.028T − 4.24 )

Using this relationship, the room temperature (24°C) and body temperature
(37°C) equilibrium concentrations of anhydrous uric acid are 0.17 mM and 0.31
mM, respectively. For the dihydrate 0.27 mM and 0.63 mM concentrations are
obtained in similar conditions, respectively. The solubility of both anhydrous
and uric acid dihydrate as a function of temperature based on equations (1.5)
and (1.6) is shown in Figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.5.

The solubility’s of anhydrous and uric acid dihydrate at different
temperatures calculated using equations (1.5) and (1.6).
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If the pH of the solution is increased uric acid starts to partially dissociate to
an ionized urate form. To accommodate the contribution of the urate formed in
solution Equations (1.3) and (1.4) are modified as follows:

uric acid( aq ) → H (+aq ) + urate( aq )

(1.7)

(1.8)


K 
[U ]tot = [uric acid( aq ) ] + [urate( aq ) ] = K s  1 + a+ 
 [H ] 

Where [U]tot is the total concentration of uric acid and urate in solution, where
the contribution of the diurate is negligible. The concentrations of uric acid,
urate, and the total concentration of both in solution at 37°C are shown in
Figure 1.6 as a function of pH.
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function of pH at 37°C. Data based on Konigsberger and
Konigsberger.79
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1.3 Laboratory Growth and Properties of Uric Acid Crystals

Laboratory grown uric acid crystals deposit either in the thermodynamically
stable anhydrous uric acid (UA) or the metastable uric acid dihydrate (UAD)
forms in acidic pH conditions. Various mono-urate salts of Na, K, Mg, Zi, Ni,
and Cu are precipitated at higher pH ranges.9, 72, 80, 81 In human kidney stones,
UA is the phase typically found in the highest abundance, though UAD is also
fairly common and is always found in association with UA.2-4,

6, 7

Less

frequently observed are uric acid monohydrate (UAM), the structure of which
was only recently reported,8 and monosodium urate monohydrate (MSU).9

1.3.1 Laboratory Growth of UA and UAD Crystals
Both UA and UAD crystallize readily in a laboratory setting using the
following protocol. Uric acid powder (Sigma-Aldrich, >99%, [69-93-2]) was
used as received in all experiments without further purification. Water used for
all experiments was purified by double filtration through Barnstead deionizing
cartridges followed by distillation. Saturated growth solutions were prepared
by dissolving 18 mg of uric acid in 100 ml of boiling distilled water. To create
optimum conditions for crystal growth the pH of the solution was adjusted
with a Na-acetate/acetic acid buffer to pH 4. Afterwards the saturated solution
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(1.0 mM) was left at room temperature (24 ± 1°C) for UAD crystals to deposit,
while UA crystals form preferentially in a water bath maintained at 37 ± 0.1°C.
Both pure UA and UAD crystals deposit as rectangular plates with typical
crystal sizes ranging from 150 – 250 µm in their longest dimension within 1 - 2
days.

1.3.2 Crystal Structure
Single crystals of UA, as determined by Ringertz,6 have monoclinic symmetry
with space group P21/a. The unit cell dimensions are a = 14.464(3), b = 7.403(2), c
= 6.208(1) Å, and β = 65.10° and there are four molecules per unit cell. UA
adopts a layered packing arrangement with each layer in the bc plane forming
1D hydrogen bonded parallel ribbons of uric acid molecules oriented headhead and tail-tail. H-bonding within ribbons consists of pairs of N3-H3…O3
(1.734 Å, 155.81°) and N1-H1…O1 (1.826 Å, 175.00°) bonds related by inversion
symmetry oriented along the [012] and [01] directions. Adjacent monolayers,
spaced 6.56 Å along a*, are directly connected via uric acid N-H. . .O hydrogen
bonds (N2-H2. . .O3: 1.901 Å, 168.03° and N4-H4. . .O2: 1.997 Å, 159.07°) thereby
creating a 3D network (Figure 1.7).82
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Figure 1.7.

Packing diagram of UA viewed along [001] constructed from
fractional coordinates reported by Ringertz,6 refcode: URICAC.

Over the years various attempts were made to determine the crystal structure
of UAD. The earliest attempts to determine its crystal structure date back to the
1960s. Using crystals obtained by fast cooling of a saturated uric acid solution,
UAD was first assigned to an orthorhombic system,5 however, the space group
could not be reliably determined due to inconsistencies in the expected
systematic absences. Shirley83 later reordered the cell parameters (making b
and c axes in UA and UAD essentially identical) in an effort to point out the
structural similarity between UAD and UA phases. Artoli et al.84 reported the
first complete crystal structure of UAD as orthorhombic with space group Pnab,
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based on data collected at room temperature on samples obtained from human
kidney stones. Parkin and Hope7 later revisited the structure determination of
UAD using laboratory grown crystals at 120 K and assigned it to the monoclinic
space group P21/c, with cell parameters a = 7.237(3), b = 6.363(4), c = 17.449(11)
Å, and β = 90.51(1)° and four molecules per unit cell.

While the atomic

positions in the Artioli and Parkin structures are essentially identical, all
structures referred henceforth are based on the latter’s coordinate system
(refcode: ZZZPPI02).
Like UA, UAD adopts a layered packing arrangement (See Figure 1.8).
Within UAD layers (ab plane), uric acid molecules form 1D hydrogen bonded
ribbons oriented head-to-head and tail-to-tail parallel to the [102] and [02]
crystallographic directions. Two pairs of H-bonds related by inversion
symmetry are formed, the first between two N3_H3…O3 (1.946 Å, 166.39°) and
the second pair between two N1-H1…O1 (2.000 Å, 170.14°). UAD molecules
within a given layer are also hydrogen bonded to water molecules, positioned
on either side of the layer. Neighboring water molecules are not hydrogen
bonded to one another, rather, they connect adjacent uric acid layers stacked
along the c-axis (layer spacing = 8.73 Å). Some hydrogen bonds, e.g. N-H. . .Ow
and O…Hw-Ow bonds, bridge between adjacent uric acid layers and complete
the 3D network of hydrogen bonds. The typical intermolecular hydrogen bonds
23

formed in each layer are found between N2_H2…Ow7 (1.877 Å, 170.37°),
N4_H4…Ow8 (1.801 Å, 162.52°), O2…Hw10 (1.957 Å, 163.97°), O2…Hw11 (2.099
Å, 165.61°) and O3…Hw12 (1.958 Å, 145.28°).82

Figure 1.8.

Packing diagram of UAD along [010] constructed from fractional
coordinates reported by Parkin,7 refcode: ZZZPPI02.
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1.3.3 Crystal Morphology
Laboratory grown pure UA and UAD crystals are transparent and colorless
with rectangular plate morphologies. UA crystals have a large (100) face
surrounded by (210), (201), (001), and sometimes minor (121) faces, while UAD
has a large (001) face bordered by (011) and (102) and occasionally smaller (210)
faces.85 Schematic 3D representations and photomicrographs of laboratory
grown UA and UAD crystals with their face indices are shown in Figure 1.9.

Figure 1.9.

(top) Schematic representations and (bottom) photomicrographs
of laboratory grown: (a) anhydrous uric acid and (b) uric acid
dihydrate crystals showing face indices. Scale bar = 50 µm.
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1.3.4 Differentiating UA and UAD Crystals
Differentiating UA and UAD crystals from each other is straightforward,
despite the obvious similarities in their crystal structures and morphologies.
Besides single crystal X-ray diffraction which unambiguously differentiates the
two crystal structures, there is a variety of routine techniques that can be used
to differentiate the two. The use of infrared spectroscopy allows us to
distinguish UAD from UA by its strong water absorption band at ~3440 cm-1.16
Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) is another technique we frequently employ,
where the two are convincingly set apart from each other by their unique
diffraction patterns (see Figure 1.10).
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Figure 1.10. Calculated PXRD patterns of UA (red) and UAD (black) crystals.
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Another fast and moderately simple technique that distinguishes UA and
UAD single crystals uses their conoscopic light interference pattern.
Transparent crystals are either optically isotropic (the cubic system) or optically
anisotropic (all other crystals). The trigonal, tetragonal and hexagonal systems
have one optic axis coinciding with the c-axis (the 3-fold, 4-fold, or 6-fold axis,
respectively) and they are referred to as optically uniaxial. The orthorhombic,
monoclinic, and triclinic systems with two optic axes are optically biaxial.86,

87

Both UA and UAD are monoclinic and belong to the lower symmetry biaxial
crystals. UA crystals are biaxial positive, whereas UAD crystals are biaxial
negative.5, 83
Biaxial crystals have three principal axes (α < β < γ) which are the primary
indices of refraction (n) of the crystal considered. In monoclinic crystals these
do not always lie along crystallographic directions. Hence, in UA nα = 1.588(3)
parallel to b, while nβ = 1.739(3) and nγ = 1.898(3) are offset by 45.6° from a* and
c. In UAD crystals the indices of refraction coincide with the crystallographic
directions with nα = 1.508(3) parallel to a, nβ = 1.691(3) parallel to c, and nγ =
1.728(3) parallel to b.5, 16, 83 As a result the optic plane for UAD is perpendicular
to the large (001) plate face and the crystals exhibit the characteristic conoscopic
light interference pattern shown in Figure 1.11 left. This helps to
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unambiguously and quickly differentiate UAD from UA which has a 45.6º tilt
in its optical plane through its largest (100) plate face (Figure 1.11 right).5, 83 The
conoscopic images were obtained using an Olympus BX-50 polarizing
microscope with 505 nm monochromatic light using a narrow bandpass filter.
The melatopes (points of maximum curvature) for these crystals are far from
each other and we were unable to observe them by our objective lens (N.A.† =
0.80) in both UAD and UA. This is due to the high optic axial angles, 2V angle,
in both UAD and UA. In UAD 2V(obs) = 40.4(6)° and (-)2V(calc) = 44(4)° while in
UA 2V(calc) = 83.8(6)°.5, 83

Figure 1.11. Conoscopic images for (a) uric acid dihydrate and (b) anhydrous
uric acid with relevant crystallographic axes.

†

N.A. = numerical aperture.
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1.4 Thesis Overview

In vivo deposited uric acid crystals, unlike their laboratory grown
counterparts, are typically colored and exhibit unusual crystal habits (see
Figure 1.12). The yellowish to yellow-brown coloration and variability in crystal
morphology is an indication of impurity inclusion during pathological
deposition, which affects the relative growth rates, morphology, and color.
If present as minor components in growth solutions, molecular dyes can be
permanently trapped and overgrown by the host matrix. In Chapters 2 and 3,
the effects of several molecular dye probes and physiologically relevant cations
on the crystal growth, inclusion behavior, and morphological changes of both
UAD and UA are discussed. The inclusion properties of cationic/neutral dyes,
concentration effects, and differences in λmax in solution and in the crystal
matrix of the two uric acid phases will be addressed.

Figure 1.12. Photomicrographs of pathologically deposited uric acid crystals.
Courtesy of Louis C. Herring Lab (Orlando, FL).
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Unlike some hydrated forms of uric acid, such as MSU which are stable at
room temperature, UAD is less stable and spontaneously transforms over time
to the thermodynamically stable anhydrous phase (UA). UA crystals can stay in
equilibrium with a saturated solution or air indefinitely without being
degraded under normal conditions.
The phase transformation of UAD occurs both in solution and in air even
under ambient conditions. In solution, the transformation occurs via a
dissolution and recrystallization process.88, 89 In air, clear transparent synthetic
UAD crystals turn into opaque and white polycrystalline blocks accompanied
by cracking in response to water loss and the subsequent collapse of the
hydrated framework16,

82, 88, 89

(see Figure 1.13). The solid state dehydration

kinetics of pure UAD as a function of temperature, humidity, and crystal size is
given in detail in Chapter 4.

Figure 1.13. Dehydration of UAD crystals at 37°C. Note the loss of
transparency and excessive cracking. Scale bar = 50 µm.
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Analysis of kidney stone samples have shown that when UAD is present, it is
almost always found in association with UA.3 The naturally derived UAD
crystals are much resistant to dehydration compared to synthetic crystals,
which might be due to the inclusion of small quantities of impurities in the
crystal matrix during their pathological crystallization.5,

88

The effect of

molecular dye impurities and physiologically relevant metal-cations on the
dehydration rates of laboratory grown UAD crystals is detailed in Chapter 5.
Atomic force microscopy is an excellent tool in investigating molecular level
events. It can provide information on molecular level growth mechanism and
kinetics of single seed crystals. Previously the real-time growth on the largest
plate face of UA in different solution conditions has been investigated.90
Chapter 6 will discuss the effect of select dye additives on the growth rate and
step velocity of UA (100) plate face in situ.
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CHAPTER 2 DOPING URIC ACID DIHYDRATE CRYSTALS

2.1 Introduction

Laboratory grown anhydrous uric acid (UA) and uric acid dihydrate (UAD)
single crystals deposit as clear colorless plates with well-defined rectangular
morphologies. On the other hand, when grown under physiological conditions,
uric acid crystals can exhibit a variety of morphologies and yellow-orange
pigmentations. Both the altered habits and coloration are a direct consequence
of chemical, stereochemical, and electrostatic interactions between components
in the physiological solution and the various growing crystal faces. The nature
and identity of the specific components responsible for these altered
morphologies and pigmentation are not well established, though presumably
any number of highly conjugated organic metabolites and/or chromophoric
ions (e.g. Fe2+) could impart these characteristics.

The effect of various

molecular and ionic species on the growth and inclusion behavior in UAD
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crystals is considered in this Chapter and in UA crystals in Chapter 3 in an
effort to elucidate how the growth of these two different phases changes in
response to various solution components.
The use of additives to elucidate crystal growth phenomena in vitro is a well
established practice.1-3 This approach was adopted by Gaubert4 in the 1930s
and Kleeberg5-8 in the 1970s, who used assorted natural and synthetic dyes in
uric acid crystallization studies. These early studies showed it was possible to
trap dye molecules in uric acid host crystals; however, they did not examine
issues such as concentration effects or specificity in the inclusion phenomena.
In some cases, it is also not clear which phase of uric acid was obtained, since
the multiplicity of uric acid phases was not yet broadly recognized.
In more recent work, the growth of UA and UAD phases in the presence of
select dye probes was examined in detail.9-11
methylene blue9,

11

Growth in the presence of

revealed the presence of low concentrations of highly

oriented dye within select growth sectors in UA, whereas inclusion in UAD
matrixes occurred throughout the entire crystal with little apparent specificity.
Over the solution concentration range examined (2 – 100 µM), methylene blue
also had no discernable effect on the morphology of either UA or UAD. Growth
in the presence of acriflavine10, 11 dyes yielded somewhat different results. In
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both UA and UAD, the included dye was highly oriented within the crystal
matrix. The morphology of UA could also be rationally altered by increasing
the solution dye concentration of acriflavine, but again the morphology of UAD
remained unaffected by the presence of these dye probes. In both cases, the
concentration of dye included (~ 0.01%) was a much smaller fraction of that
present in the growth solution. A few related studies on monosodium urate
growth have also examined the effect of select molecular dye additives.12, 13
This work expands the range of probes in order to identify potential
relationships between the additive structure and its effect on habit and the
resultant uric acid purity. Herein the effect of several different additives and
additive combinations of both molecular dyes (Figure 2.1) and physiologically
relevant cations, on the crystallization of UAD is evaluated.

The growth

solution concentration range was also increased relative to previous work, in
some cases to intentionally affect morphology changes. The 21 dyes examined
are sorted into five general classes based on the parent backbone - acridine,
thiazine, azine, azo and triarylmethane. The effects of 11 different salts of Na+,
K+, Ca2+, and Mg2+, cations abundant in physiological systems, were also
investigated.
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Molecular structure of uric acid dihydrate (UAD) and the dye
probes used in this study: Acid yellow 9 (AY9), Acid fuchsin (AF),
Acridine orange (AO), Acridine yellow G (AYG), Acriflavine
neutral (AN), Basic fuchsin (BF), Bismarck brown R (BBR),
Bismarck brown Y (BBY), Brilliant blue R-250 (BB), Congo red
(CR), Crysoidine G (CG), Evans blue (EB), Methyl orange (MO),
Methylene blue (MB), Methylene violet (MV), Neutral red (NR),
New fuchsin (NF), New methylene blue (NMB), Safranin O (SO),
Thionin acetate (TA), Toluidine blue O (TBO). Reproduced with
permission from Crystal Growth & Design, submitted for
publication. Unpublished work copyright 2010 American
Chemical Society.
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2.2 Experimental Methods and Materials

2.2.1 Materials
Water used for all experiments was purified by doubly filtering through
Barnstead deionizing cartridges (Barnstead International, USA) followed by
distillation. Uric acid (Aldrich, 99+%) was used without further purification.
All dyes were from Aldrich [CAS #] and of the highest purity available: Acid
yellow 9 (AY9) [2706-28-7] 95%; Acid fuchsin (AF) [3244-88-0] 70%; Acridine
orange (AO) [10127-02-3] 90%; Acridine yellow G (AYG) [135-49-9] 90%;
Acriflavine neutral (AN) [8048-52-0] 70%; Brilliant blue R-250 (BB) [6104-59-2]
60%; Basic fuchsin (BF) [ 569-61-9] 96%; Bismarck brown R (BBR) [5421-66-9]
40%; Bismarck brown Y (BBY) [10114-58-6] 53%; Congo red (CR) [573-58-0]
97%; Crysoidine G (CG) [532-82-1] 90%; Evans blue (EB) [314-13-6], 75%;
Methyl orange (MO) [547-58-0] 85%; Methylene blue (MB) [7220-79-3] 98%;
Methylene violet (MV) [2516-05-4] 75%; Neutral red (NR) [553-24-2] 60%; New
fuchsin (NF) [3248-91-7] 80%; New methylene blue (NMB) [6586-05-6] 90%;
Safranin O (SO) [477-73-6] 99%; Thionin acetate (TA) [78338-22-4] 85-90%; and
Toluidine blue O (TBO) [92-31-9] 86%. Inorganic additives were purchased
from several vendors and used as received. From Aldrich: Na2SO4 (99.9%),
KNO3 (99%), K2SO4 (99%), and Ca(NO3)2.4H2O (99%); EM Science: NaCl (99%),
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KCl (99%), CaCl2 (99%), and MgSO4 (99%); Fisher Scientific: NaNO3 (99.1%),
MgCl2.6H2O (99.8%), and Mg(NO3)2.6H2O (100%). Commercial BBY was
purified to BBYp by successive recrystallization in ethanol until fewer low
molecular weight species appeared in the GC-MS. Crystal growth in the
presence of BBYp is compared to growth in as received BBY.

2.2.2 Crystal Growth
Supersaturated aqueous solutions were prepared by dissolving 18 mg of uric
acid powder into 100 mL of boiling distilled water as described in section 1.3.1.
The uric acid solution (1.0 mM) was cooled to room temperature (24 ± 1°C) and
adjusted to pH 4 with an acetate buffer. The same general procedure was
followed for doped UAD, with the addition of 0.25 – 2.0 mL stock dye or salt
solution as the final step. Dye concentrations ranging from 0.5 to 500 µM and
salt concentrations of 0.02, 0.06 and 0.12M were used. After thorough mixing,
the doped UAD crystals were allowed to crystallize at room temperature
(~25˚C) in 30 mL clear vials by slow evaporation. In cases where photosensitive
dyes were used, solutions were crystallized in amber vials or in aluminum foil
covered dishes. All crystals were harvested for analysis after 2 days. In the
case of UA crystallization, the solution was prepared in the same way as above
except crystal growth was achieved in a water bath maintained at 37 ± 0.1°C.
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Pure UA crystals grew from this solution in ~2 days, while doped UA-dye and
UA-salt crystals deposited after 2 - 7 days.
UAD and UA crystals were also grown from mixed dye pairs such as an azo
dye with a thiazine or an acridine dye with a thiazine. The saturated uric acid
solutions were prepared in the same manner as described above and
predetermined amounts of the dye-pairs chosen were simultaneously added to
the uric acid solution. After thoroughly mixing the solution, doped UAD
crystals were crystallized at room temperature while doped UA grew in a water
bath at 37°C. The deposited crystals were harvested for analysis within 2 – 3
days for UAD and 2 – 7 days for UA.

2.2.3 Optical Microscopy & Spectroscopy
All micrographs were taken using an Olympus BX-50 polarizing microscope
fitted with a Nikon COOLPIX995 digital camera operated with krinnicam_v103 software (Nikon Corp. Japan). Interfacing the microscope with an Ocean
Optics PC2000-ISA spectrometer enabled absorption intensities between 400 750 nm to be obtained on 10 – 15 µm spots on UAD-dye or UA-dye single
crystals. OOIBase32TM software (Ocean Optics, Inc.) was used to collect spectral
data which was saved as a text file and processed by directly importing it into
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Microsoft® Excel spreadsheet. Further details on the microspectroscopy
configuration appear elsewhere.9,

14

Spectroscopic measurements along all

three crystallographic axes in two polarization directions were enabled by the
use of a home built goniometer based on a rotating sewing needle. Single UADdye or UA-dye crystals were adhered to the tip of the needle using minimum
amount of mineral oil during these experiments.14

Figure 2.2.

A home-built goniometer consisting of a sewing needle passing
through a plastic vial cap glued to a glass microscope slide. A
copper wire in the needle’s thread hole helps rotate the needle
around its long axis.14

2.2.4 Quantification of Included Additives
The concentration of dyes included in UAD-dye and UA-dye crystals was
quantified using an Agilent 8453 UV-Vis spectrophotometer. UAD-dye and
UA-dye crystals grown from dye containing solutions were dissolved in 6 M
NaOH. The absorbance was measured in triplicate and the average compared
against calibration plots made from prepared dye standards (5 different dye
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concentrations in 8 mM uric acid dissolved in NaOH).

The dopant

concentration in UAD-dye and UA-dye samples was determined from the
standard curves.
The concentration of inorganic cations included in UAD and UA crystals was
quantified by atomic emission spectroscopy using a Model 200A Buck Scientific
Atomic Absorption Spectrometer. UAD and UA crystals grown from solutions
containing K+, Ca2+ and Mg2+ were dissolved in dilute NaOH; UAD and UA
crystals grown from Na+ solutions were dissolved in KOH.

The emission

intensity was measured in triplicate and the average compared against
calibration plots made from prepared standards. The concentrations of Na+, K+,
and Mg2+ in the UAD and UA crystals were determined from the standard
plots of emission versus concentration; however the concentration of Ca2+ could
not be determined, most likely because the concentration in doped samples was
below the instrument’s lower detection limit for calcium (1.0 µg/mL).

2.2.5 X-ray Diffraction
Crystal faces were indexed by X-ray diffraction goniometry using a Bruker
single crystal APEX II diffractometer at 100 K. On average 60 frames were
collected for unit cell determination before APEX II software was used to assign
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Miller indices to video images of single crystals while still oriented on the
goniometer head. This was done on morphologically unmodified UAD and
UA and modified dye doped UAD and UA crystals. Multiple UAD-dye and
UA-dye crystals of each dye were examined.

2.3 Growing Doped Uric Acid Dihydrate Crystals

Pure UAD crystals grown from supersaturated aqueous solutions deposit as
colorless rectangular plates with typical crystal sizes ranging from 150 – 250 µm
in their longest dimension. The established structure of UAD (P21/c with a =
7.237(3) Å, b = 6.363(4) Å, c = 17.449(11) Å and β = 90.51(1)˚)15 is that of a layered
material in which 1D hydrogen bonded ribbons composed of head-to-head and
tail-to-tail bonded molecules stack in parallel to form 2D sheets in the ab plane
(refer to Section 1.3.2 & Figure 1.8). Water molecules hydrogen bonded to uric
acid ribbons reside above and below each 2D sheet. These hydrated sheets are
then stacked in the third dimension (c-axis) such that uric acid ribbons in
neighboring sheets are rotated relative to one another by ~59˚.
The largest plate face of pure UAD is (001), which is surrounded by smaller
(102) and (011) side faces (Figure 2.3, left; Figure 2.4a). Rinaudo and Biostelle16
reported that tiny (210) facets are infrequently observed in pure UAD crystals,
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and we have also seen this on occasion. All Miller indices of doped UAD
crystals were initially assigned by X-ray goniometry. The a and b
crystallographic axis directions in additional crystals could subsequently be
determined based on the angles between side faces. The angle between the
(001) plate face and the (102) and (011) side faces are 129.98˚ and 110.04˚,
respectively. The angle between pairs of side faces (102) & (10), (102) & (011)
and (011) & (01) are 100.65˚, 102.72˚ and 139.93˚, respectively. All other pairs of
faces are symmetry related. All UAD crystals were harvested from solution
shortly after growth for analysis in order to avoid solution-mediated
transformation to the thermodynamically favored UA phase.

Figure 2.3.

(left) Schematic17 of the typical morphology of pure UAD crystals
and (middle & right) hexagonal and diamond-like morphologies
resulting from growth in the presence of some cationic and
neutral molecular dye probes. Reproduced with permission from
Crystal Growth & Design, submitted for publication. Unpublished
work copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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Table 2.1.

Dye

Summary of UAD-dye growth conditions investigated and their
effect (dopant concentration, habit modification, and
spectroscopic characteristics) on the resultant crystals obtained.
λmax ranges are <5 nm unless otherwise indicated. Reproduced
with permission from Crystal Growth & Design, submitted for
publication. Unpublished work copyright 2010 American
Chemical Society.
Range
[dye]sol’n
(µM)

Growth
sector
preference at
low [dye]sol’n

~[dye]sol’n
when {210}
consistent
(µM)

# dyes per
104 uric acid

λmax(sol’n) at
pH 4 (nm)

λmax(UAD)
(nm)

Acridine
AO

25-100

Slight{011}

~25

1-4

491a

494

AYG

25-100

None

~25

5-18

443

453

130-230

None

No ∆

6-7 (all conc)

462 & 465

478

0.5-500

Slight{011}

~200

1-30

665a

650-708

AN
Thiazine
MB
NMB

5-200

{102}

~100

~2 (all conc)

630a

663

TA

1-200

{011}

~75

2-13

599a

613-620

TBO

5-100

None

~10

~1 (all conc)

631a

649-669
617-623

MV

10-200

{011}

~25

3-5

616a

Azine
NR

2-10

{102}

~3

3-13

530

562

SO

1-250

Unclear

~25

1-2

520

525-545b

0.5-10

{011}

~2

1-3

465

479-524

BBY

2-50

{011}

~10

2-42

465

475-550

BBYp

2-50

{011}

~20

2-9

438

452-485

1-2 (all conc)

453

477-500

Azo
BBR

CG

1-400

{011}

~100c

TAMe
BF

25-500

None

~300

N/Ad

539

530-544

NF

10-200

None

~100

N/Ad

547

511-530b

max measured from higher concentration solutions exhibit shoulder peaks indicative of
aggregation. bλmax shifted depending on the crystal orientation with respect to the polarization
direction. cModest change in shape relative to all other dyes investigated. dDye precipitates
present in the growth solution could not be separated from the UAD-dye crystals.
eTriarylmethane dyes.
aλ
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In this study, UAD crystals were grown at room temperature from solutions
containing a broad array of both molecular dyes and salts of physiologically
relevant inorganic cations. The solution concentration of uric acid (1.0 mM) is
near its solubility limit, while the concentrations of additives used in this study
(0 - 500 µM for molecular dyes and 0 - 0.12 M for inorganic salts) are higher
than in previous work.9,

14

The rather large variance in the solution dye

concentration range used is due primarily to differences in their aqueous
solubility and affinity for the host molecule.

The maximum concentration

range corresponds to the point at which changes in the crystal morphology are
observed, or the solubility limit of the dye is reached. The visible absorption
spectra of the dye solutions over the concentration ranges used for crystal
growth at pH 4 was measured.

The absorption maxima of dilute dye

concentrations at pH 4 are reported in Table 2.1. Most of the dyes showed no
evidence for aggregation even at the highest solution concentrations used.
Exceptions include all of the thiazine dyes which had shoulder peaks indicative
of solution aggregation.18, 19 High solution concentrations of the acridine dye
AO also showed two peaks at 473 nm and 491 nm, the later corresponding to its
monomeric form.18
The general effect of each of five different classes of dyes (acridine, thiazine,
azine, azo and triarylmethane), mixed dyes (azo-thiazine and acridine-thiazine
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dye pairs), and inorganic salts are discussed in separate sections that follow. In
general, all of the cationic and neutral dyes were included in UAD matrixes,
although the concentration of dopant included, degree of ordering, and
preferred locations varied (Tables 2.1 and 2.2). A urate ion, which exists in ~4%
abundance at pH 4, is presumably also included for each cationic dye molecule
in order to maintain charge balance. Interestingly, none of the 6 anionic dyes
(AF, AY9, BB, CR, EB, and MO) asserted any discernable influence on UAD
growth. They neither altered the morphology nor were included in the UAD
matrix during growth in detectable levels. (There is always a chance that
undetectable trace amounts are included). This is interesting in light of the
numerous reports of anionic components affecting the morphological evolution
of other biomaterials, primarily inorganic phases.20-22
The dye concentration in the growth solutions corresponded to 0.05% - 50%
of the [uric acid]sol’n. The actual amount of additive included in the UAD-dye
crystals, typically 1 - 42 dye molecules per 104 molecules of uric acid, was a
small fraction of that available. In almost all cases, the amount of dopant
included in the UAD host increased with elevated solution concentrations. For
most of the dyes, however, there seemed to be an upper limit above which the
concentration could not be further increased. Qualitative observations made
over hundreds of experiments suggested this is usually due to one of two
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factors.

Higher solution concentrations of some dyes resulted in fewer UAD

crystals which were often smaller in size, and/or no crystal growth at all in certain
cases. Other dyes were found to precipitate on their own (usually as tiny needles
or fine powder) at higher concentrations if their aqueous solubility is low. UADsalt crystals grown in the presence of Na+, K+, Ca2+ and Mg2+ chlorides, sulfates,
and nitrates were morphologically indistinguishable from pure UAD. However,
atomic emission spectroscopy of dissolved samples confirmed inclusion of Na+, K+
and Mg2+ in concentration ranges similar to that of the molecular dyes.

Figure 2.4.

(a) UAD grown from pure aqueous solution and (b-j) UAD-dye crystals
grown from various dye solutions. The [dye]sol’n were: (b) 165 µM AN,
(c) 25 µM MB, (d) 10 µM TBO, (e) 25 µM SO, (f) 2 µM BBR, (g) 10 µM
BBY, (h) 25 µM BBYp, (i) 300 µM BF, and (j) 200 µM NF. Scale bar = 50
µm. All crystals are viewed through the (001) plate face with the a-axis
horizontal and the b-axis vertical, same as in Figure 2.3. Reproduced in
part with permission from Crystal Growth & Design, submitted for
publication. Unpublished work copyright 2010 American Chemical
Society.
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2.3.1 Acridine (AN, AO, AYG) Dyes
UAD was crystallized from saturated uric acid solutions containing 0 - 100
µM AO or AYG and 0 – 230 µM of AN dye impurities. Each of these dyes
effected UAD growth in a somewhat different way.
UAD-AO crystals grown at <25 µM [AO]sol’n showed faint orange dye
inclusions with initially a slight preference for {011} growth sectors and
unchanged rectangular morphologies similar to pure UAD (Figure 2.5, left). As
the [AO]sol’n increased, the {210} family of faces became more prominent leading
to pseudo-octagonal and pseudo-hexagonal morphologies (Fig. 2.5, middle and
right). The pigmentation appeared throughout the entire crystal matrix, with
the most intense color near the edges of the {210} family of faces. The average
concentration of AO included in the UAD matrix was determined using UV-Vis
spectroscopy by dissolving known quantities of UAD-AO in basic solution and
comparison against calibrated standards. Over the [AO]sol’n range examined,
the average number of included AO molecules increased proportionately from
~1 - 4 dye molecules per 104 uric acid molecules ([AO]UAD = 0.01%-0.04%).
While the absolute local concentration varied across different growth sectors,
we did not attempt to rigorously quantify local concentration differences.
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Figure 2.5.

UAD-AO crystals grown from [AO]sol’n = 25 µM (left), 50 µM
(middle), and 100 µM (right). The slight preference for inclusion
in {011} sector at low [AO]sol’n yields to inclusions throughout the
crystals at higher [AO]sol’n. The most intense pigmentation occurs
near the {210} edges. Scale bar = 50 µm. Reproduced with
permission from Crystal Growth & Design, submitted for
publication. Unpublished work copyright 2010 American
Chemical Society.

Despite their structural similarity, AYG was a more effective UAD habit
modifier than AO. UAD-AYG crystals grown over the same solution
concentration range appeared yellow throughout at all concentrations, again
with more intense pigmentation in the {210} growth sectors (Figure 2.6). At
[AYG]sol’n = 25 µM the {210} faces were prominent but by ~50 µM, {011} and
{102} faces had typically completely disappeared resulting in a diamond-like
morphology (Figure 2.6, right). The [AYG]UAD was also higher than AO,
ranging from ~5 - 18 per 104 UAD molecules ([AYG]UAD = 0.05% - 0.18%). The
growth of UAD crystals in the presence of AN (Figure 2.4b), and its individual
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components proflavine and acriflavine, was reported elsewhere10 and is not
described in detail here. Interestingly, both AO and AYG were better habit
modifiers than AN, which showed no significant effect on the UAD
morphology even up to [AN]sol’n = 230 µM. Another interesting difference
between AN and the other acridine dyes is that the [AN]UAD remained
consistent, ~6 - 7 dyes per 104 uric acids, over the full range of solution
concentrations examined.

Figure 2.6.

UAD-AYG crystals grown from [AYG]sol’n = 25 µM (left) and 50
µM (right). The dye is included throughout the crystal matrix
even at lower concentrations with slight preference for the {210}
growth sector. The most intense pigmentation also occurred near
the {210} edges. Scale bar = 50 µm.

Absorption spectra for UAD-AO, UAD-AYG and UAD-AN crystals were
collected

on

unpolished

single
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crystals

using

a

custom-built

microspectrophotometer at two orthogonal polarization directions for each of
the three orthogonal viewing directions. A similar protocol was used for all
other UAD-dye crystals. The UV-Vis spectral intensity of isolated spots within
single crystals can vary based on local concentrations, but the λmax(UAD) values
were constant at around 494, 453, and 478 nm for UAD-AO, UAD-AYG, and
UAD-AN, respectively. All are slightly red-shifted relative to their λmax(sol’n).
Slight peak broadening was observed in all three cases when viewed down the
a and b axes through the naturally angled UAD faces, however, the λmax(UAD)
varied by <5 nm, suggesting that each type of dye adopts preferred
orientation(s) within the UAD matrix. Representative spectra for UAD-AO
crystals are given in Figure 2.7. Each spectrum is an average of three UV-Vis
measurements. A model for the orientation of AN within the UAD-AN matrix
was previously proposed10, 14 in which a dye molecule effectively replaces two
uric acid molecules within a single ribbon in the ab plane and a second urate
molecule substitutes for a uric acid, either in the adjacent layer or ribbon. We
presume that given the structural and spectroscopic similarities of all three
acridine dyes the mode of inclusion is likely similar for AO and AYG
inclusions.
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Figure 2.7.

Single crystal UV-Vis spectra for UAD-AO crystals with incident
polarization along the a-axis (top), the b-axis (middle), and the caxis (bottom). The orientation of the incident polarization with
respect to the crystals is indicated with labeled axes below crystal
schemes (top right corners).
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2.3.2 Thiazine (MB, NMB, TA, TBO, MV) Dyes
UAD crystals were grown from saturated uric acid solutions in the presence
of varying concentrations up to 500 µM of five different thiazine dyes. At low
[thiazine]sol’n, all dyes generally showed inclusion in UAD but effected no
changes in the macroscopic crystal morphology. Habit modification was
eventually observed for each dye, albeit for some at a much higher [dye]sol’n
than others.
UAD growth in the presence of ≤ 100 µM MB was reported previously.9
Under these growth conditions, faint blue inclusions typically appeared
throughout the crystal matrix, but occasionally showed a slight preference for
{011} sectors (Figure 2.4c). Rectangular morphologies were consistently
obtained. Our reevaluation of this dye at higher concentrations showed that
the habit can be modified to yield hexagonal prisms with enlarged {210} faces
and occasional diamond crystal habits, but only when [MB]sol’n > 200µM
(Figure 2.8).

At higher [MB]sol’n the dye inclusion appeared slightly more

intense on the {210} growth sector although some coloration is also observed
elsewhere (Figure 2.8). Spectroscopy on UAD-MB single crystals showed a
broad absorption ranging between 650 – 708 nm,9 indicative of low orientation
order within the host matrix. The MB:uric acid ratio in UAD-MB also varied
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quite significantly from 1-30 MB per 104 uric acids. While higher [MB]sol’n often
resulted in higher [MB]UAD, the solution and crystal concentrations were not
always well correlated.

Figure 2.8.

Morphology changes in UAD-MB crystals at higher [MB]sol’n:
(a) 200 µM, (b) 400 µM, and (c) 500 µM. Scale bar = 50 µm.

Despite the structural similarity to MB, the inclusion behavior in UAD-NMB
crystals was unique compared to the other thiazine dyes in that preferential
inclusion in the {102} growth sectors were apparent at low [NMB]sol’n (Figure
2.9). Octagonal morphologies resulted from all growth solutions with
[NMB]sol’n ≥ 100 µM in which the {011} and {102} were reduced in size, but
never fully disappeared. Regardless of the [dye]sol’n, the NMB: uric acid ratio
remained consistent at ~2:104. The λmax(UAD) also varied over a much narrower
range, 660-665 nm, suggesting a greater degree of ordering than in the MB case.
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Figure 2.9.

UAD-NMB crystals grown from [NMB]sol’n = 25 µM (left) and 100
µM (right). The dye preferentially included on the {102} growth
sector and pseudo-octagonal morphologies were observed with
[NMB]sol’n ≥ 100 µM. Scale bar = 50 µm.

Morphology changes could be effected by even lower TA and TBO solution
concentrations. UAD-TA crystals grown in up to 75 µM [TA]sol’n showed a
slight inclusion preference for {011} sectors (Figure 2.10). At higher [TA]sol’n =
75 - 200 µM, the selectivity was lost. Over this concentration range the {210}
faces became more prominent, altering the morphology from rectangular plates
to octagonal and hexagonal and finally to diamond-like shapes bound by
exclusively {210} side faces (Figure 2.10 middle and right).

The [TA]UAD

increased from 2 – 13 dyes per 104 uric acid molecules over the [TA]sol’n range
examined, and spectroscopy suggested reasonably well oriented inclusions
(λmax(UAD) = 613 - 620 nm).
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Figure 2.10.

UAD-TA crystals grown from [TA]sol’n = 50 µM, 75 µM, and 100
µM (left to right). The dye preferentially included on the {011}
growth sector up to 75 µM accompanied by change in
morphology. Above 75 µM selectivity was lost and the dye
included throughout. Scale bar = 50 µm.

TBO was the most effective habit modifier of all the thiazine dyes examined.
UAD-TBO grown from [TBO]sol’n = 10 µM were typically octagonal and
uniformly blue throughout (Figure 2.4d). At slightly higher dye concentrations,
a mixture of UAD-TBO habits (rectangular, hexagonal and diamond-like
plates) were observed, but by [TBO]sol’n >15µM the resultant crystals were
generally diamond-like in morphology and intensely colored throughout the
entire matrix. Its very intense color and broad absorption (λmax(UAD) = 649 – 669
nm) belie the fact that the [dye]UAD was among the lowest (~1 dye per 104 uric
acids) over the entire series investigated and seemed not to increase with
increasing [dye]sol’n. The solid state UV-Vis absorption spectra for UAD-TBO
crystals measured down three crystallographic directions and along two
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polarization directions are given in Figure 2.11. The peaks are broad and no
significant dependence of λmax(UAD) on the polarization direction was observed.

Figure 2.11.

UV-Vis absorption spectra for UAD-TBO single crystals with
incident polarization along the a-axis (top), the b-axis (middle), and
the c-axis (bottom). The orientation of the incident polarization with
respect to the crystals is indicated with labeled axes below crystal
schemes. The peaks are very broad despite the intense coloration of
the UAD-TBO crystals as shown in Figure 2.4d.
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MV was unique among all the dyes examined in this study, because it bears
no formal charge. Perhaps not surprisingly, it exhibited unusual behavior not
seen in other dye systems. UAD crystals grown in the presence of [MV]sol’n =
10 µM exhibited intensely colored {011} sectors but a faint blue residual hue
throughout the rest of the crystal (Figure 2.12). When [MV]sol’n ≥ 25 µM a
variety of hexagonal and diamond-like morphologies were simultaneously
obtained but the location of the most intense pigmentation became very
unpredictable and non-uniform in these crystals. Some regions, often near the
{210} edges, were intensely blue while others were less so. Over all growth
conditions, the average [MV]UAD remained fairly constant 3 - 5 molecules per
104 uric acids, but the local concentration can vary significantly. The λmax(UAD)
varied little (617 - 623 nm) suggesting a reasonable degree of orientational order
upon inclusion.

Figure 2.12.

UAD-MV grown from [MV]sol’n = 10 µM (left) and 50 µM (right).
Hourglass inclusions with dyed {011} sectors and rectangular
morphologies at low concentration give way to a mixture of
morphologies and pigmentation patterns at higher concentrations.
Scale bar = 50 µm. Reproduced with permission from Crystal Growth &
Design, submitted for publication. Unpublished work copyright 2010
American Chemical Society.
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Figure 2.13.

Absorption spectra for UAD-MV single crystals with incident
polarization along the a-axis (top), the b-axis (middle), and the caxis (bottom). The orientation of the incident polarization with
respect to the crystals is indicated with labeled axes below crystal
schemes (top left corners). Peak sharpness is indicative of a higher
degree of order in the host matrix.
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2.3.3 Azine (NR, SO) Dyes
UAD crystals were grown from saturated uric acid solutions in the presence
of 2 – 10 µM NR and 25 – 100 µM SO. UAD-NR grown from < 5 µM NR
showed faint bow-tie inclusion patterns with dye inclusion in the {102} growth
sectors (Figure 2.14). The only other dye with this selectivity pattern was NMB.
The crystal morphology changed from rectangular to octagonal, hexagonal, and
diamond as the [NR]sol’n increased up to 10 µM. Although some specificity of
the dye inclusion was still noticeable in the {210} faces of the octagonal crystals,
no preferential dye inclusion pattern could be distinguished in the hexagonal
crystals. The [NR]UAD ranged from 3 – 13 per 104 uric acid molecules over the
growth conditions examined. The sharp λmax(UAD) ~562 nm suggests that the
dye was well oriented within the crystal matrix of UAD.

Figure 2.14.

UAD-NR crystals grown from solutions with 4 µM NR (left) and
10 µM NR (right). Scale bar = 50 µm.
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SO asserted a comparatively weaker effect on both the habit modification and
its inclusion properties in UAD compared to NR.

UAD-SO crystals were

rectangular and showed no noticeable dye inclusion when grown from ≤ 10 µM
[SO]sol’n. UAD-SO were hexagonal when grown from [SO]sol’n ≥ 25 µM and
diamond shaped with exclusively {210} side faces from [SO]sol’n ~100 µM
(Figures 2.4e, and 2.15). Even at these concentrations, the color remained faint
making it difficult to gauge whether there was any selectivity in the inclusion
process. The low [SO]UAD (1 - 2 dye molecules per 104 uric acid molecules) and
the slightly broad and polarization dependent λmax(UAD) (525 – 545 nm), which
may suggest multiple orientations within the UAD matrix, presumably both
contribute to the weak overall pigmentation. Absorption spectra for UAD-SO
single crystals is given in Figure 2.16.

Figure 2.15.

Hexagonal and diamond morphologies in UAD-SO crystals.
Crystals were grown in the presence of 50 µM (left) and 100 µM
(right) [SO]sol’n. Scale bar = 50 µm.
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Figure 2.16.

Absorption spectra for UAD-SO single crystals with incident
polarization along the a-axis (top), the b-axis (middle), and the caxis (bottom). The orientation of the incident polarization with
respect to the crystals is indicated with labeled axes below crystal
schemes. Slight peak shifting depending on the polarization
direction was observed.
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2.3.4 Azo (BBR, BBY, CG, AY9, CR, MO, EB) Dyes
Azo dyes were among the most interesting class of additives investigated,
though they also produced some of the most challenging results to interpret.
BBR and BBY, which differ only by a methyl group on each of three aromatic
rings, were the largest of the dyes examined and also have a high degree of
conformational flexibility. It is well established that aromatic azo compounds
with alpha amine (or hydroxyl) substituents can undergo intramolecular
hydrogen atom transfer reactions in solution to give tautomeric azonium or
ammonium/ hydrazone species (Figure 2.17).

The relative amounts of the

tautomers are affected by solvent acidity and by electronic, steric, and hydrogen
bonding within the dye itself, factors which impart many azo dyes with pH
indicator properties.23 At pH 4 dilute aqueous solutions of BBY and BBR had
relatively sharp λmax values of 465 nm (lit: 45724 & 46323 nm) and 466 nm,24
respectively. These values suggest that each dye exist in solution primarily in
the azo form.
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Figure 2.17.

Ammonium-azonium tautomerism in aminoazo dyes.

Some of the very early reports on staining uric acid crystals employed
Bismarck brown dyes, though it is not clear why these dyes were initially
selected for investigation.4 Preliminary studies11, 14 in our lab on the inclusion
behavior of BBR and BBY confirmed that both dyes do in fact readily include in
UAD host matrixes. Both exhibited a preference for inclusion in the {011}
sectors, but more striking was the fact that habit changes were consistently
observed from solutions with very low [dye]. BBR was a slightly more potent
habit modifier than BBY, with {210} facets consistently observable from ~2 µM
and ~10 µM dye solutions, respectively (Figures 2.4f & g). As the [BBR]sol’n and
[BBY]sol’n increased up to ~25 µM, the pigmentation became more intense and
mainly diamond shaped crystals bounded by {210} faces appeared. UAD-BBR
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and UAD-BBY crystals obtained above this concentration were darker with
roughened edges and indiscernible morphologies.
The commercial BBY and BBR used have a stated manufacturer’s purity of
53% and 40% respectively, which is markedly lower than that of all the other
dyes employed in this work. Most of the impurities are likely monoazo dyes,
diazo isomers, or diazo derivatives from impurities in starting reagents,23
nevertheless, it was important to consider whether the growth modification
was due to the dye itself or to impurities present in the commercial dye lot.
Commercial BBY was purified by repeated recrystallization from ethanol to
give BBYp.

Though we did not quantify its exact purity, BBYp appeared

cleaner than the commercial BBY, with fewer low molecular weight species in
the GC-MS and a sharper profile in differential scanning calorimetry
measurements. UAD crystals grown in the presence of BBYp showed similar
habit modification and inclusion behavior, but required nearly twice the
[dye]sol’n of BBY to achieve similar results.

For example, {210} facets were

consistently observed only from solutions with ≥ 20 µM BBYp (Figure 2.4h).
UAD-BBYp crystals grown under all concentrations also appeared less
intensely colored than UAD-BBY.
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The visible absorption spectra for UAD-BBY, UAD-BBYp and UAD-BBR
each showed broad absorption profiles – UAD-BBY (λmax = 475 – 550 nm14),
UAD-BBYp (λmax = 452 - 485 nm) and UAD-BBR (λmax = 479 – 524 nm), even
when viewed through the largest plate face (see Figure 2.18 for UAD-BBR
absorption spectra). The observed dependence on the polarization direction
coupled with the peak breadth made it difficult to establish whether the dye
occupies unique orientations or is disordered about many sites. It also provides
no evidence for whether the trapped dye exists in a single or multiple
conformations. The [dye]UAD was comparable to other dyes, which may be
notable given that BBY and BBR are larger than most of the other dyes used in
the study. The included dye concentration generally scaled with its solution
concentration, though the absolute [dye]UAD was slightly different in the
purified versus non-purified material: 2 - 42 BBY and 2 - 9 BBYp per 104 uric
acid molecules. The 5-fold difference at the high end concentrations suggests
that more than one type of molecular additive may actually be including in
UAD-BBY. In UAD-BBR crystals the [BBR]UAD was much lower (1 - 3 dyes per
104 uric acid molecules), which is not surprising considering the [BBR]sol’n in the
growth solution was much smaller compared to [BBY]sol’n or [BBYp]sol’n (Table
2.1).
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Figure 2.18.

Single crystal UV-Vis spectra for UAD-BBR with incident
polarization along the a-axis (top), the b-axis (middle), and the caxis (bottom). The orientation of the incident polarization with
respect to the crystals is indicated with labeled axes below crystal
schemes. Very broad peaks were observed for all azo dye doped
UAD crystals.
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Growth in the presence of the smaller mono azo dye Chrysoidine G (CG)
yielded especially unusual results. UAD plates visually indistinguishable from
pure UAD were typically obtained from CG solutions up to ~100 µM. UADCG crystals obtained from solutions with [CG]sol’n = 100 - 300 µM exhibited
relatively intense and highly selective dye inclusion on growth hillocks in only
the {011} growth sectors (Figure 2.19).

This type of intrasectoral highly

localized inclusion pattern was not observed in any other UAD-dye system, but
suggests a high degree of specificity for certain crystallographic growth units.
Some UAD-CG crystals exhibited multiple hourglass inclusion patterns, in
most cases clustered around the mid-section of the crystals. Inclusions were
occasionally accompanied with a slight increase in the relative size of the {210}
faces, but no substantial changes in the UAD-CG morphology was seen even at
the highest [CG]sol’n. The [CG]UAD was seemingly independent of the [CG]sol’n
over the range 100 - 300 µM, with an average of 1 - 2 dyes included per 104 uric
acid molecules. Like the Bismarck brown dyes, CG is also conformationally
flexible and can exist in two tautomeric forms by virtue of the azo and amine
groups present. These factors coupled with the peak broadness (λmax(UAD) = 477
- 500 nm) make it nearly impossible to discern the recognition events which
might lead to the observed specificity.
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Figure 2.19.

UAD-CG crystals grown from (left to right) 100 µM, 200 µM, and 300
µM of [CG]sol’n. Intrasectoral dye inclusions on growth hillocks in the
{011} sector were observed with no substantial change in crystal
habit, except for the appearance of small {210} facets, indicated in
red. Scale bar = 50 µm. Reproduced with permission from Crystal
Growth & Design, submitted for publication. Unpublished work
copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.

The other four azo dyes examined (AY9, CR, MO, EB) are all anionic dyes at
pH 4. UAD growth from solutions containing these dyes in concentrations as
high as 500 µM resulted in clear transparent plates identical to pure UAD
crystals (Figure 2.20).

The lack of inclusion or morphological change is

consistent with the other anionic dyes previously discussed (AF, BB).

Figure 2.20.

UAD crystals deposited in the presence of 500 µM [AY9]sol’n. No
change in morphology or measureable inclusion of the dye was
observed.
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2.3.5 Triarylmethane (AF, BB, BF, NF) Dyes
UAD growth was attempted from solutions containing two anionic (BB, AF)
and two cationic (BF, NF) triarylmethane dyes. As stated previously, neither of
the anionic dyes exhibited any effect on the morphology or appeared to be
included within the UAD matrix. Relative to the other dye classes investigated,
the two cationic dyes asserted relatively minor effects on the morphology and
very faint dye inclusion. The consistent appearance of even small {210} side
faces, required high [BF]sol’n ~300 µM (Figure 2.4i). In the UAD-NF case, {210}
were more prominent but only when [NF]sol’n > 100 µM (Figure 2.4j). UAD-BF
and UAD-NF crystals filtered from the growth solutions were almost always
found in combination with dye precipitate. It was not possible to separate these
phases in large enough quantities to confidently determine [dye]UAD by
spectroscopic methods, however, the faint hue in both UAD-BF and UAD-NF
suggests that the [dye]UAD was low.

Unlike the other dye classes whose

λmax(UAD) was red-shifted relative to λmax(sol’n), the λmax(UAD) of UAD-BF (537 - 540
nm) and UAD-NF (518 – 525 nm) were either similar to or blue-shifted relative
to their corresponding λmax(sol’n) (539 nm and 547 nm). Nonetheless, in both
UAD-BF and UAD-NF crystals, the absorption peaks are relatively sharp
compared to, for example, azo doped crystals. Slight peak shifting was
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observed in UAD-NF crystals between the three crystallographic viewing
directions (Figure 2.21).

Figure 2.21.

Absorption spectra for UAD-NF single crystals with incident
polarization along the a-axis (top), the b-axis (middle), and the caxis (bottom). The orientation of the incident polarization with
respect to the crystals is indicated with labeled axes below crystal
schemes.
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2.3.6 Doping UAD Crystals with Mixed Dye-Pairs
The growth of UAD crystals from several dye mixtures of azo-thiazine and
acridine-thiazine pairs was also investigated. The idea was to see if the presence
of two competing dyes in the growth solution would change their recognition
properties compared to when they are present alone as discussed in the
preceding sections. The azo dyes CG, BBR, and BBY and the acridine dye AO
were paired with each of the five thiazine dyes (MB, NMB, MV, TA, and TBO).
The four dyes CG, BBR, BBY and AO were chosen for their specific inclusion in
{011} growth hillocks and/or for their effectiveness in habit modification. The
thiazine dyes were an obvious choice for their different color hence widely
separated absorption maximum making visual and spectral analysis easier. A
concentration for each of the four dyes was chosen where the dyes were either
observed to include with detectable intensities (e.g. [CG]sol’n = 100 µM), slightly
change the morphology of UAD, or both when used separately ([BBR]sol’n = 2.5
µM, ([BBY]sol’n = 5 µM, [AO]sol’n = 25 µM). Varying concentrations of the
thiazine dyes in solution was used to see if this affects their inclusion behavior.
In most cases UAD crystals were deposited within 2 - 3 days. In some cases
no crystals were observed within a week and no further investigation was
attempted. The inclusion or absence of the dye-pairs in the UAD crystals was
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confirmed by the help of photomicroscopy (Figure 2.22) and by the use of UVVis microspectroscopy. Table 2.2 details the concentration of the dyes in the
growth solution, their growth preference, and the λmax(UAD) of each dye in the
UAD crystals obtained.

Table 2.2.

[dye1]sol’n

Summary of UAD-mixed dye growth conditions investigated and
their
effect
(dopant
concentration
and
spectroscopic
characteristics) on the resultant crystals. λmax ranges are < 5 nm
unless otherwise indicated.

25 µM AO

Growth sector
preference
dye1
{011}

λmax(UAD)
(nm)
dye1
496-501

25 µM AO

{011}

~490

25 µM AO

{011}

494-500

25 µM AO

{011}

2.5 µM BBR

[dye2]sol’n

Growth sector
preference
dye1
Unclear

λmax(UAD)
(nm)
dye2
∼620

{102}

∼670

15 µM TA

Mostly {011}

∼611

~500

15 µM TBO

Nonspecific

659−664

{011}, {210}

495-501

25 µM MB

Mostly {011}

∼726

2.5 µM BBR

{011}

~500

25 µM MV

{210}, {011}

∼612

2.5 µM BBR

{011}

~500

50 µM TA

Mostly {011}

∼608

2.5 µM BBR

{011}

~500

10 µM TBO

Nonspecific

∼660

5.0 µM BBY

Nonspecific

~490

25 µM TA

{011}

~610

100 µM CG

Mostly {011}

475-480

25 µM MB

Mostly {011}

∼731

100 µM CG

{011}

~471

25 µM MV

Unclear

−a

100 µM CG

{011}

~474

100 µM NMB

Slightly {102}

∼657

100 µM CG

{011}

~479

100 µM TA

Nonspecific

∼612

100 µM CG

{011}

~480

25 µM TBO

Nonspecific

∼657

aNo

15 µM MV
25 µM NMB

noticeable peak was observed for the second dye.

The inclusion behavior of the dye-pairs in UAD crystals is not very different
compared to what was observed when the dyes were used individually as
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discussed in the preceding sections. The four dyes AO, BBR, BBY, and CG
were included mainly on the {011} growth sector/hillocks as expected. The
thiazine dyes also showed similar inclusion behaviors as they would when
used individually, although in few cases it is difficult to tell where the inclusion
is or whether the second dye is actually included (e.g. UAD-CG.MB and UADCG.MV). Absorption spectroscopy helped in this regard in both confirming the
presence or absence of the dyes and in qualitatively comparing the relative
abundance of the two dyes. In almost all cases two distinctive absorbance peaks
with varying intensity were observed, in one instance (UAD-CG.MV) only one
peak corresponding to CG was observed. UV-Vis absorption spectra for UADAO.NMB and UAD-CG.TBO are given in Figure 2.23. Good correlation was
observed between the λmax(UAD) of the dyes in UAD-dye and UAD-dye1-dye2.
One notable difference is the λmax(UAD) of MB was more red shifted when paired
with BBR or CG than when used alone. The observed λmax(UAD) of MB are 650 –
708 nm in UAD-MB,9 726 nm in UAD-BBR.MB, and 731 nm in UAD-CG.MB
crystals. The peaks in the later two cases are also sharper, may be due to a more
ordered inclusion behavior of MB on the {011} growth sector. Refer to Tables 2.1
and 2.2 for more details on the rest of the λmax(UAD) values.
Similar to what was observed in the single dye doped UAD crystals the dyepairs induced a range of changes in the crystal morphology of UAD crystals
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(Figure 2.22). Pseudo-octagonal, hexagonal, and occasionally diamond shaped
crystals were obtained, including in UAD-CG.thiazine crystals (Fig. 2.22k-n). In
the later case, the change in morphology is most probably courtesy of the
thiazine dye since CG imparts no significant change in crystal morphology
when present alone in the growth solution of UAD (for UAD-CG crystal
morphology refer to Figure 2.19).

Figure 2.22.

UAD crystals deposited in the presence of varying concentrations of
dye-pairs in solution: 1st row 25 µM [AO]sol’n + (a) 15 µM MV, (b) 25 µM
NMB, (c) 15 µM TA, and (d) 15 µM TBO. 2nd row 2.5 µM [BBR]sol’n + (e)
25 µM MB, (f) 25 µM MV, (g) 50 µM TA, and (h) 10 µM TBO. (i) 5 µM
[BBY]sol’n + 25 µM TA. 3rd row: 100 µM [CG]sol’n + (j) 25 µM MB, (k) 25
µM MV, (l) 100 µM NMB, (m) 100 µM TA, and (n) 25 µM TBO.
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Figure 2.23.

UV-Vis absorption spectra observed in UAD-dye1.dye2: (a) UADAO.NMB (blue-curve), UAD-AO (red), and UAD-NMB (black).
(b) UAD-CG.TBO (blue), UAD-CG (red), and UAD-TBO (black).
The presence of the two dyes is apparent from the two distinctive
absorbance peaks which matched well the curves obtained in the
presence of the individual dyes. All spectra shown were collected
on the (001) plate face with the incident polarization direction
along the c-axis.
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2.3.7 Inorganic Cations (Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+)
UAD crystals grown from solutions containing up to 0.12 M salt additives
showed no visible changes in morphology compared to those grown from pure
aqueous solutions. The visual appearance was the same regardless of whether
the salt was a chloride, nitrate or sulfate.

Atomic emission spectroscopy

performed on dissolved UAD-salt crystals grown from different chloride salts
confirmed the inclusion of inorganic cations in the UAD matrix, though we
have no information indicating whether the cations are included specifically or
nonspecifically. Interestingly, the concentrations of Na+, K+ and Mg2+ dopants
included within the UAD matrix were comparable to that of the molecular
dyes. For every 104 uric acid molecules, there were 14 - 33 Na+, 5 - 10 K+ and 13
– 19 Mg2+. In these systems, the amount of dopant included generally increased
with solution concentration. Attempts to accurately determine the amount of
Ca2+ included in UAD were unsuccessful, which we ascribe to either cation
exclusion from the matrix or inclusion at concentrations below the detection
limit of the instrument (< 1 µg/ml).
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2.4 Conclusions

In this study we have reported the effect of different additives on the room
temperature crystallization of UAD. Cationic and neutral dye dopants were
included within the UAD matrix while anionic dyes were excluded from the
matrix. Some dyes exhibited preferential inclusion in either {011} (AO, MB,
MV, TA, BBR, BBY, CG) or {102} (NMB, NR) growth sectors albeit with
varying degrees of specificity. Other dyes (AYG, AN, BF, NF) showed no real
preference in their inclusion behavior.

In almost all cases, increasing the

solution concentration of the dye eventually imparted a change in the
morphology of the host crystals. Some of the dyes were effective in doing so
even at very low concentrations (e.g., TBO, NR, BBR, BBY)) while others (e.g.,
MB, CG, BF, NF) required solution concentrations close to ~30% of the [uric
acid]sol’n to effect a noticeable change in coloration, inclusion, and/or
morphology. The [dye]UAD of the dopant in UAD-dye crystal matrixes ranged
between 1 and 42 dyes per 104 uric acid molecules. In almost all cases, the UVVis absorption maxima of the dyes in the host matrix (λmax(UAD)) was red shifted
compared to their maxima in dilute solutions (λmax(sol’n)). Similar inclusion
behaviors and change in crystal morphology were observed when dye-pairs
were used in the growth solution.
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Growth in the presence of various inorganic Na+, K+ and Mg2+ salts but not
Ca2+, led to the inclusion of cations in the UAD matrix in concentrations
comparable to that of the molecular dyes. However, none of the inorganic salts
effected any morphological change. While it remains difficult to relate these
differences in inclusion behavior and habit modification to subtle changes in
molecular structure, this study, like many others which have come before it,
emphasizes the important but often overlooked role that impurities can play in
the crystallization of organic compounds. This is almost certainly a factor in the
crystallization of uric acid in vivo, where the fluid composition is significantly
more complex.
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CHAPTER 3

DOPING ANHYDROUS URIC ACID CRYSTALS

3.1 Introduction

Anhydrous uric acid (UA) is the most abundant and stable form of uric acid
in kidney stones.1 It adopts a layered packing structure (P21/a: a=14.464(3) Å, b=
7.403(2) Å, c = 6.208(1) Å, β=65.10(5)˚)2 wherein uric acid molecules are linked
into hydrogen bonded ribbons oriented along the [012] and [01] directions
(section 1.3.2, Figure 1.7). Ribbons within a given bc plane align in parallel and
are not H-bonded to one another. Adjacent planes stacked along a* are also
connected via uric acid N-H. . .O hydrogen bonds thereby creating a 3D network.
The ribbon direction in neighboring planes is rotated by ~62˚.
The structure of uric acid dihydrate (UAD), a less stable form of uric acid also
found in human kidney stones, is described in section 1.3.2 and elsewhere.3, 4
Comparison of the UA and UAD structures is interesting, as the 2D layers
consisting of parallel hydrogen bonded ribbons in UA (bc plane, 7.403 Å x 6.208
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Å) and UAD (ab plane, 7.237 Å x 6.363 Å) are structurally quite similar.
Differences are seen in the third dimension (a-axis in UA, c-axis in UAD), where
the offset and distance between layers (larger in UAD to accommodate water
molecules) are quite different. The growth and inclusion phenomenon of UAD
in the presence of 32 additives was the subject of the preceding Chapter. The
similarity in the layer motifs in UA and UAD crystal matrixes is not an a priori
indication that the growth mechanisms, inclusion phenomena or growth habits
of these two materials is or should be the same. An analysis of the growth of
UA in the presence of the same array of additives and additive combinations
and comparison to the results observed for UAD is the focus of this Chapter.

3.2 Crystal Growth and Characterization

The details of all 32 additives (21 dyes and 11 salts of Na+, K+, Ca2+, and Mg2+)
and other materials used appears in section 2.2.
Pure UA crystals grew from 1.0 mM buffered saturated uric acid solutions in
a water bath maintained at 37 ± 0.1°C in ~2 days. For doped UA growth, 0.25 –
2.0 mL stock dye or salt solution was added to the growth solution to give a
final [dye]sol’n = 0.5 to 500 µM and [salt] = 0.02, 0.06 and 0.12 M. After thorough
mixing, the doped UA-dye and UA-salt crystals were allowed to crystallize at
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37 ± 0.1°C in 30 mL clear vials. Similarly, UA crystal growth was attempted
from mixed dye pairs of azo-thiazine and acridine-thiazine dyes. The doped
uric acid solutions crystallized after 2 - 7 days.
The faces of harvested crystals were determined by indexing using X-ray
diffraction goniometry or conoscopic light interference patterns.5 The
concentration of dyes and inorganic cations included in UA-dye and UAD-salt
crystals was quantified using UV-Vis and atomic emission spectroscopes,
respectively, as described in Chapter 2.

3.3 Dye Doped Anhydrous Uric Acid Crystals

Pure UA crystals grown from buffered aqueous solution at 37°C deposit as
colorless rectangular plates with crystal sizes ranging from 150 – 250 µm in the
longest dimension. They typically adopt a plate-like morphology with large
(100) face and smaller (001), (201), and (210) side faces (Figure 3.1, left). Miller
indices assigned using X-ray optical goniometry agree with previous work.6
The b and c crystallographic axes of subsequent crystals could be assigned
based on optical interference patterns (conoscopy) and the angles between side
faces. Rinaudo and Boistelle6 also reported the appearance of {121} diagonal
side faces from growth solutions of varying supersaturation levels, and we have
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also seen this on isolated occasions. The {121} faces are often more visible on
much smaller crystals grown from very dilute solutions. The angles between
the (100) plate face and the (201), (001) and (210) side faces are 115.74o, 114.90o,
and 138.46o, respectively. The angle between (201) & (01) and (210) & (10)
pairs of side faces are 99.59˚ and 96.91˚, respectively. All other pairs of faces are
symmetry related. The angle between (100) and (121) is 90.26˚.
UA crystals were grown at 37 ± 0.1°C from saturated uric acid solutions
containing the same broad array both molecular dyes and salts of
physiologically relevant inorganic cations as described in Chapter 2 and
elsewhere.4 The [dye]sol’n ranged from 0 - 500 µM and the [salt]sol’n ranged from
0 – 0.12 M. The following sections describe the general and specific effects
observed from growth in the presence of these dyes, dye-pairs, and salts. The
inclusion behavior and morphology modification observed are compared to
that seen in UAD.
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Figure 3.1.

WinXMorph7 generated schematic of typical UA, UA-dye and
UA-salt morphologies observed. (left) pure UA crystals and
(middle, right) pseudo-octagonal and diamond-like morphologies
resulting from growth in the presence of cationic and neutral
molecular dye probes. Reproduced with permission from Crystal
Growth & Design, submitted for publication. Unpublished work
copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.

3.3.1 UA Growth in the Presence of Dyes: General Trends
Similar to observations made on UAD growth, only growth in the presence of
cationic and neutral dyes (see Figure 2.1) resulted in observable inclusion
phenomena and morphology changes.

The inclusion of cationic dyes is

presumably made possible by the simultaneous inclusion of a urate anion in the
host such that charge balance is maintained upon overgrowth. None of the
anionic dyes investigated (AF, AY9, BB, CR, EB, MO) affected the growth
morphology or were included within the UA matrix. The absence of anionic
dye inclusion suggests that either anionic dyes have an intrinsically lower
affinity for binding to uric acid surfaces (of both UA and UAD phases), or
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perhaps that the concentration of appropriate cationic counterions in the
growth solution is insufficient.
Table 3.1 summarizes the growth conditions and UA-dye dopant
concentration ranges, habit modification, and spectroscopic properties
observed. All of the acridine (AO, AYG, AN), thiazine (MB, NMB, TA, TBO,
MV), azine (NR, SO), and azo (BBR, BBY, BBYp, CG) dyes affected the
morphology of UA in a similar way. As the [dye]sol’n increased, the relative size
of the {121} side faces increased resulting in a pseudo-octagonal or pseudo
hexagonal habit (Figure 3.1, middle). In most cases (e.g. AO, AYG, AN, BBR,
BBY, BBYp, MB, MV, NR, and TA) under the highest [dye]sol’n, the original
side faces grew out of existence, yielding a diamond-like morphology defined
exclusively by {121} side faces similar to Figure 3.1, right. In a few cases (e.g.
CG, NMB, TBO, and SO), only octagonal and/or hexagonal morphologies
resulted even at the highest [dye]sol’n investigated. While we did not rigorously
attempt to relate the nucleation density to the dye concentration, we did
observe that increasing [TBO]sol’n, led to fewer UA-TBO crystals depositing
from solution. Decreased nucleation may exist in other systems, but if so, was
not as obvious.
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The concentration required to achieve these new morphologies varied from
dye to dye. The most effective habit modifiers were NR, BBR and BBY, which
each gave reliable {121} UA facets when [dye]sol’n < 10 µM. AO, AYG, AN, TA
and TBO affected consistent habit changes when [dye]sol’n ~ 10 - 30 µM. MB,
NMB, MV, SO and CG required [dye]sol’n ~75 - 100 µM. Neither of the two
triarylmethane dyes, BF and NF, altered the morphology under even the
highest concentrations examined (Table 3.1).
In all cases, at low [dye]sol’n, a preference for inclusion along the c-growth
direction was observed. This led to the appearance of faint hourglass dye
inclusions in {201} and {001} growth sectors (Figure 3.2).

For most dyes

(exceptions are described in later sections) as the [dye]sol’n increased and {121}
faces appeared, inclusion in {201} and {001} persisted, though inclusion in {121}
sectors also became apparent. Growth from the highest [dye]sol’n led to
pigmentation throughout the matrix in most cases (e.g. AYG, AN, BBR, BBY,
BBYp, TA, and NR).
UV-Vis was used to quantify the [dye]UA by comparing the absorption
intensities of solutions of dissolved UA-dye crystals with calibrated standards.
These measurements provide average values and do not address the local
concentration differences within single crystals which clearly exist. The actual
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amount of dopant included in the UA host matrix was typically on the order of
~0.1 - 35 dye molecules per 104 molecules of uric acid (Table 3.1). In most cases
the [dye]UA increased with [dye]sol’n except for TBO, SO and CG, where the
average concentration was consistently on the low end of the range regardless
of the [dye]sol’n. The [dye]UA was difficult to determine in UA-BF and UA-NF
because crystals filtered from the growth solutions are almost always found in
combination with tiny crystals of the dyes. The faint hue and localized
inclusions in both UA-BF and UA-NF suggests that the [dye]UA was low.
Absorption spectra for all UA-dye crystals were collected on unpolished
single crystals along two orthogonal polarization directions for each of the three
orthogonal viewing directions. The λmax(UA) for all UA-dye crystals was red
shifted relative to λmax(sol’n) with the notable exception of UA-NF, which was
blue shifted (Table 3.1). The UV-Vis spectral intensity of an isolated spot within
a UA-dye single crystal can vary based on local concentrations, and slight peak
broadening is expected when viewed through the naturally angled UA faces (b
and c axes). However large shifts in λmax(UA) values can be an indication of
multiple populations of trapped dyes. Small variances (< 5 nm) are a better
indication of preferred orientation(s) within the UA matrix.

Using these

assessment criteria, it is clear that some dyes exhibited a higher degree of
ordering than others. The λmax(UA) values for UA inclusions of AYG, AN, MB,
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NMB, TA, and SO did not shift appreciably, suggesting they are highly
ordered. Models for the geometry of dye inclusions in UA-MB and UA-AN
were described previously.5, 8, 9 Based on steric considerations and favorable Hbonding between host and guest, it is suggested that MB and AN sit in a single
UA layer by replacing two uric acid molecules. We assume dyes with molecular
structures analogous to either MB or AN behave similarly.

Figure 3.2.

(a) UA crystal grown from pure aqueous solution and (b-p) UA-dye
crystals in the presence of various dyes. Growth solutions contained:
(b) 25 µM AO, (c) 25 µM AYG, (d) 30 µM AN, (e) 50 µM MB, (f) 25
µM NMB, (g) 25 µM TA, (h) 25 µM TBO, (i) 25 µM MV, (j) 100 µM
SO, (k) 1 µM BBR, (l) 5 µM BBY, (m) 100 µM CG, (n) 200 µM BF, and
(o) 200 µM NF. Scale bar = 50 µm. All crystals are viewed through
the (100) face with the c-axis horizontal and the b-axis vertical, same
orientation as in Figure 3.1. Reproduced with permission from
Crystal Growth & Design, submitted for publication. Unpublished
work copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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Table 3.1.

Summary of the growth conditions investigated and their effect
(dopant concentration, habit modification, spectroscopic
characteristics) on the resultant UA-dye crystals obtained. λmax
ranges are <5nm unless otherwise indicated. Reproduced with
permission from Crystal Growth & Design, submitted for
publication. Unpublished work copyright 2010 American Chemical
Society.
Range
[dye]sol’n
in µM

[dye]sol’n
when
{121}
consistent
in µM

Growth
sector
inclusions at
low [dye]sol’n

Growth sector
inclusions at high
[dye]sol’n

# dyes
per 104
uric
acid

λmax(UA)
(nm)

Acridine
AO

1 – 100

~10

{201} & (001}

Mostly {121}

0.1 – 7.5

476-484a

AYG

1 – 100

~10

{201} & {001}

All

9 – 34

~446

AN

16 – 240

~30

{201} & {001}

All

4 – 15

~477

0.5 – 500

~100

{201} & {001}

{201}, {001} & {121}

2 – 12

~688

NMB

5 – 200

~100

{201} & {001}

{201}, {001} & {121}

1–6

~634

TA

1 – 200

~25

{201} & {001}

All

3 – 18

~633

TBO

5 – 100

~10

{201} & {001}

{201}, {001}, & {121}

~1

649-669

MV

10 – 200

~100

{201} & {001}

Mostly{121}

6 – 35

626-649a

Azine
NR

2 – 10

~2

{201} & {001}

All

8 – 12

555-581a

SO

1 – 100

~75

{201} & {001}

{201}, {001}, & {121}

~1 – 2

~534

0.5 – 10

~2.5

{201} & {001}

All

3–5

450-473

BBY9

2 – 50

~5

{201} & {001}

All

0.5 - 20

469-479

BBYp

2 – 50

~10

{201} & {001}

All

1 – 15

466-483

CG

1 – 400

~100

{201} & {001}

{201},{001}, & {121}

~1 – 2

474-498

BF

25 – 200

No ∆

{201} & {001}

{201} & {001}

N/Ab

546-555

NF

10 – 200

No ∆

{201} & {001}

{201} & {001}

N/Ab

521-532

Dye

Thiazine
MB

Azo
BBR

TAMC

shifts depending on the crystal orientation and exact location. bDye precipitates present
in the growth solution could not be separated from the UA-dye crystals. cTriarylmethane.
aλ

max
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3.3.2 Sectoral Differences in UA-NR
Like the other dyes, hourglass inclusions in {201} and {001} sectors were
observed in UA-NR from growth at very low [NR]sol’n (~2 µM). Inclusions
within the {121} sector became apparent at about the same concentration as
when the {121} faces appeared (Figure 3.3a). However, unlike all the other dyes
investigated, the color in {201} and {001} sectors was clearly different than that
in {121}. While the former was purple, the latter was blue. Growth from
[NR]sol’n ≥ 5 µM resulted in a mixture of hexagonal crystals (with large {121}
faces) and diamond shaped crystals with intense coloration (Figure 3.3b). The
pigmentation can be seen throughout the matrix at these high concentrations,
but differences in {201}/{001} sectors and the rest of the crystal remained
apparent. Growth sectors with a strong c-axis component had a purplish hue,
whereas the rest of the crystal took on a bluish hue.
This observation prompted an examination of the UV-Vis properties of local
areas within different growth sectors of UA-NR single crystals. Using a custom
built microspectrophotometer, UV-Vis measurements were taken on various 10
- 15 µm spots throughout each growth sector. Spots within the {001}/{201}
hourglass had a λmax(UA) = 558 - 568 nm and absorbance intensities which varied
by ~26% (Figure 3.3c). Sequential spots taken along a line extending from the
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center of the hourglass to the outer edge of the crystal had absorption
intensities and λmax(UA) values which varied within the stated ranges, but did
not appear to vary in a way that suggested any dependence on distance relative
to the point of nucleation. The growth sector is thinner at the center than at the
crystal edge, which could have led to higher absorbance at increasing distances
from the center, however this was not observed.

Figure 3.3.

UA-NR crystals grown in the presence of: (a) 2 µM NR and (b) 5 µM
NR. Scale bar = 50 µm. (c) Representative UV-Vis spectra taken in the
{001}/{201} (black) and {121} (red) sectors of a UA-NR single crystal.
The λmax(UA) = 572 - 581 nm in the {121} sector is shifted relative to the
λmax(UA) = 558 - 568 nm in {001}/{201} sectors. Spectra shown are
averaged from three separate measurements. Reproduced with
permission from Crystal Growth & Design, submitted for publication.
Unpublished work copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.

Absorption measurements taken on the {121} sectors had a significantly
higher λmax(UA) = 572 - 581 nm and absorbance intensities which varied by ~17%
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(Figure 3.3c). Within the {121} sector, both the relative intensity and λmax(UA) did
show a clear dependence on position. Spots close to the edge of the {001}/{201}
growth sectors exhibited the highest intensities and lowest λmax(UA). Points at
increasing distances from the sector boundary had decreasing intensities and
increasing λmax(UA) values. Spots furthest from the {001}/{201} sector edge had
lower relative intensities and λmax(UA) values on the higher end of the range.
Several factors could account for the observed sectoral differences, though we
suspect it has to do with changes in the local environment in which the dye
exists. Dye binding presumably occurs on growing step and kink sites which
may be quite different in {001}/{201} and {121} sectors. The λmax(UA) in both
types of sectors occurred over a range, which suggested the dye can exist in
multiple orientations. If the range of possible orientations in the two sectors
differed, this could account for the variance in absorption in the two sectors. A
second possibility is that different pigments were included in different growth
sectors. NR has relatively low purity (60%) relative to many other dyes used in
the study.

Impurities present in the commercial dye lot are likely to be

structurally similar to NR, and these compounds might have slightly different
UV-Vis absorption profiles. Given that λmax was location dependent in {121}
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but not in {001} and {201} and that the λmax values near the interface between the
two sectors were quite similar, this explanation seems somewhat less intuitive.

3.3.3 Impurity Effects in UA-BBR and UA-BBY
Preliminary studies9 showed that both Bismarck brown dyes modified the
UA habit and were selectively included in {001} and {201} sectors at very low
[dye]sol’n ([BBR]sol’n ~1 µM and [BBY]sol’n ~5 µM). As the [dye]sol’n increased, the
pigmentation became more intense and a loss of selectivity was observed
(Figure 3.4). Mainly diamond shaped crystals resulted from growth solutions
with [BBY]sol’n ≤ 25 µM. UA-BBY crystals grown from solutions with [BBY]sol’n
> 25 µM were very dark with roughened edges and ill-defined morphologies.
A similar trend toward diamond shaped crystals was seen in UA-BBR, albeit
with habit modification at lower [BBR]sol’n, and well defined morphologies
even from growth from high [BBR]sol’n. Morphological differences between the
two systems at the highest dye concentrations are presumably related to the
[dye]UA, which was significantly higher in UA-BBY than UA-BBR.
As discussed in the preceding Chapter and elsewhere,4 neither BBR nor BBY
was of high purity (40% and 53%, respectively). Purification of BBY by repeated
recrystallization in ethanol yielded purified dye, BBYp. Interestingly, UA
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crystals grown in the presence of BBYp showed similar habit modification and
inclusion behavior to BBY, but required nearly twice the [dye]sol’n to achieve
similar results. UA-BBYp crystals grown under all concentrations also
appeared less intensely colored than UA-BBY, despite the fact that the [dye]UA
in UA-BBY and UA-BBYp were similar (Figure 3.4d-e).

The absorption

spectroscopy of UA-BBY and UA-BBYp were essentially identical, with each
giving a λmax(UA) range indicative of multiple orientations and/or conformations
of trapped dye. Typical UV-Vis absorbance profiles for UA-BBY and UA-BBYp
crystals along the a-axis are given in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.4.

(Top row): UA-BBY grown from (a) 5 µM, (b) 25 µM, and (c) 50 µM
[BBY]sol’n. (Bottom row): UA-BBYp grown from (d) 5 µM, (e) 25 µM, and
(f) 50 µM [BBYp]sol’n. UA-BBY crystals are more intensely colored and
exhibit altered morphologies at comparatively lower [BBY]sol’n than
[BBYp]sol’n. Scale bar = 50 µm. Reproduced with permission from
Crystal Growth & Design, submitted for publication. Unpublished work
copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 3.5.

UV-Vis absorption spectra of UA-BBY (top) and UA-BBYp
(bottom) crystals on the larger (100) face along two polarization
directions. Although both have similar λmax(UA) values, the darker
colored UA-BBY crystals obviously showed higher absorbance
intensities compared to the lighter colored UA-BBYp as expected
(see Figure 3.4). Note that the scales on the y-axis are different.

3.3.4 Preferred Inclusion in {121} Growth Sectors
UA-AO and UA-MV exhibited inclusion behavior that was atypical of the
majority of systems investigated. UA-AO crystals showed clear hourglass
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inclusion patterns in the {201}/{001} growth sectors when grown from low
[AO]sol’n.

When the [AO]sol’n increased to ~25 µM, the appearance of well

developed {121} faces coincided with visible inclusions in this growth sector as
well.

Further increasing the dye concentration to [AO]sol’n ≥40 µM, led to

pseudo-octagonal and pseudo-hexagonal morphologies in which the dye
inclusions in the {121} sectors had a markedly higher intensity than the
{201}/{001} sectors. By [AO]sol’n >50 µM the crystals were pseudo-hexagonal to
diamond shaped and the most prominent dye inclusions in {121} growth sectors
formed a clear Maltese-Cross pattern (Figure 3.6). The λmax(UA) and absorbance
intensities varied slightly between the sectors. The absorbance intensities were
higher by about 25% in {121} sectors than {201}/{001} sectors. In both types of
sectors, peak intensities were lowest near the center of the crystal and increased
going towards the outer edges of the crystals. This is consistent with increasing
thickness of the growth sector with distance from the center. The λmax(UA) in
{121} sectors ranged between 481 – 484 nm, while in {201}/{001} it was slightly
lower at 476 – 480 nm with some dependence on polarization direction (see
Figure 3.7 for UA-AO spectra).
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Figure 3.6.

(left to right) UA-AO crystals grown in the presence of 25 µM, 50
µM, and 100 µM [AO]sol’n. Hourglass inclusions in the {001}/{201}
growth sectors seen at lower [dye]sol’n give way to Maltese-Cross
inclusions in {121} at higher [dye]sol’n. Scale bar = 50 µm.
Reproduced with permission from Crystal Growth & Design,
submitted for publication. Unpublished work copyright 2010
American Chemical Society.

Figure 3.7.

UV-Vis absorption spectra for UA-AO on the {121} and
{001}/{201} sectors. Higher absorbance intensities and λmax(UA)
values are observed on the {121} sector. The shift in λmax(UA)
between the sectors is indicated by the black and red arrows .
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Similar behavior was observed with UA-MV crystals, albeit at different
[dye]sol’n concentrations. UA-MV crystals showed nice {201}/{001}hourglass
inclusions starting at ~10 µM [MV]sol’n with no drastic change in morphology
up to ~100 µM [MV]sol’n. At [MV]sol’n ≥100 µM the crystal morphology was
mostly pseudo-octagonal with clearly visible dye inclusion in all three sectors
({201}, {001}, & {121}).

By [MV]sol’n ~200 µM, inclusions in the {201}/{001}

sectors were very light, but an intense Maltese-Cross was apparent in {121}
(Figure 3.8). At these high [dye]sol’n growth conditions, the absorbance intensity
in the {121} sector was almost twice that of the {201}/{001} sectors. The λmax(UA)
in {121} sector, 626 – 631 nm, was also slightly lower than that in {201}/{001}
sectors, 639 – 649 nm.

Figure 3.8.

(left to right) UA-MV crystals grown from [MV]sol’n: 25 µM, 100
µM, and 200 µM. Hourglass inclusions at lower [MV]sol’n give
way to Maltese-Cross pattern in the {121} sector at higher
[MV]sol’n. Scale bar = 50 µm.
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3.3.5 UA with Mixed Dye Pairs (azo-thiazine, acridine-thiazine)
UA crystal growth from solutions containing mixed dye pairs was attempted.
The dye pairs were chosen based on their strong inclusion characteristics in UA
when used separately and also for their different color hence widely separated
absorption maximum. The [dye]sol’n used were high enough to cause distinctive
inclusion but lower than the [dye]sol’n known to drastically change the
morphology of UA when used individually. The doped UA crystals deposited
within 2 – 7 days, in most cases, with distinctively visible color inclusions of the
two dyes used (Figure 3.9). In some cases mainly one of the two dyes was
incorporated. Our visual observation of the presence or absence of the dyes in
the UA-dye was confirmed by micro-spectroscopy measurements. In cases
where both the dye pairs were incorporated, two characteristic UV-Vis
absorbance peaks were observed (Figure 3.10, Table 3.2); in others only one
major absorbance peak was detected.
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Figure 3.9.

UA crystals in the presence of some dye pairs: (a) 25 µM AO + 25
µM MB, (b) 25 µM AO + 50 µM NMB, (c) 25 µM AO + 25 µM MV,
(d) 25 µM AO + 25 µM TA, (e) 5 µM BBY + 15 µM TA, (f) 100 µM
CG + 25 µM MB, (g) 100 µM CG + 50 µM NMB, (h) 100 µM CG +
15 µM MV, and (i) 100 µM CG + 25 µM TA. Note that in c and e
the AO and BBY are mainly included in the {201} and {001}
sectors while MV and TA are mainly on the {121} sector,
respectively. In a, b, and i both dyes are incorporated in the {201}
and {001} sectors, while in f, g, and h only CG is visibly included.
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Table 3.2.

Summary of UA-mixed dye growth conditions investigated and
their
effect
(dopant
concentration
and
spectroscopic
characteristics) on the resultant crystals. λmax ranges are <5 nm
unless otherwise indicated.
Growth sector
preference dye1

λmax(UA)
(nm)

Growth sector
preference dye2

λmax(UA)
(nm)

25 µM AO

{001}, {201}

dye1
~477

25 µM MB

{001}, {201}

dye2
∼713

25 µM AO

{001}, {201}

480-485

50 µM NMB

{001}, {201}

∼625

25 µM AO

{001}, {201}

490-496

25 µM MV

{001},{201}, {121}

∼627

25 µM AO

{001}, {201}

479-483

15 µM TA

{001}, {201}, {121}

∼634

5 µM BBY

{001}, {201}

489-497

15 µM TA

{001}, {201}, {121}

∼633

100 µM CG

{001}, {201}

~500

25 µM MB

Absent

100 µM CG

{001}, {201}

~500

50 µM NMB

Absent

100 µM CG

{001}, {201}, {121}

~471

15 µM MV

Absent

-a
-a
-a

100 µM CG

{001}, {201}

~479

25 µM TA

{001}, {201}

∼681

[dye1]sol’n

aOnly

[dye2]sol’n

one major peak was observed.

The dye-pairs like the individual dyes discussed above primary included in
the {001} and {201} growth sectors and in the {121} sector with change in
morphology. This, in some cases, gave the appearance of a greenish hour-glass
inclusion pattern most probably due to the overlap in the orientation of the blue
and light orange dyes in the crystal matrix. Typical examples include UAAO.MB and UA-CG.TA crystals (see Figure 3.9a and 3.9i). Where there is a
significant appearance of the {121} sector, some of the dye-pairs showed
preference between the {001}/{201} and {121} sectors. Thiazine dyes such as MV
and TA were observed to be incorporated more intensely in the {121} sector,
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while AO and BBY mainly included in the {001} and {201} growth sectors when
pairs of AO.MV and BBY.TA were used (Figure 3.9c and 3.9e). The amount of
dye included in UA-CG.TA, determined from UV-Vis measurements, was
found to be lower than the [dye]UA listed in Table 3.1. Accordingly the amount
of CG in UA-CG.TA crystals was ~0.4 (1 - 2 dyes per 104 UA molecules in UACG) while the amount of TA in the same sample was ~1 compared to the 3 - 18
dyes per 104 uric acid molecules observed in UA-TA crystals.
The UV-Vis absorption maximum, λmax(UA), of the dye-pairs in the host matrix
was also determined by microspectroscopy (Table 3.2). Like most of the UA-dye
crystals discussed above this group of crystals also showed red-shifting in the
λmax(UA). The individual values varied depending on the pairing, for example, in
UA-CG-TA the two λmax values are ~479 nm and ~681 nm for CG and TA,
respectively (Figure 3.10, top). The value for CG is in the range of what is
observed in UA-CG crystals (474 - 498 nm), while the value for TA is much
higher than what we observed in UA-TA (~633 nm). On the other hand in UABBY.TA both dyes have λmax(UA) values (BBY = 489 - 497 nm, TA = ~633 nm)
similar to what is observed in UA-BBY and UA-TA crystals, respectively. This
difference in λmax(UA) of TA could be a result of the variability created in the
inclusion pattern of the dye (inclusion in multiple orientations or sectors) due to
the presence of the other dye in the growth solution. Similar variability in
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λmax(UA) was observed in other dye pairs too (compare values given in Tables 3.1
and 3.2). Differences in absorption intensities were also apparent in cases where
the dyes showed preference for one sector over another. For example, in UAAO.MV crystals AO showed higher intensity on the {001}/{201} growth sectors
while MV is more intense on the {121} growth sector (Figure 3.10, bottom).

Figure 3.10. (top) Absorbance spectra for UA-CG.TA (red), UA-CG (black),
and UA-TA (blue). The λmax(UA) of TA in UA-CG.TA is more red
shifted compared to UA-TA. (bottom) Absorption intensity
differences in UA-AO.MV in different sectors. AO is more intense
in the {001}/{201} sectors (black) while MV has a higher intensity
compared to AO in the {121} sector (grey).
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3.3.6 Comparison of Inclusion Phenomena in UA and UAD4
In general, the molecular structure of a dye and its ability to modify the habit
of either UA or UAD did not seem to correlate with either functional groups or
size. That said, the most potent UA habit modifiers - NR, BBR, BBY, and TBO,
were identical to the most potent UAD modifiers. Some of the least potent
UAD and UA habit modifiers were also identical - BF, MB, NF. One notable
exception was AN, which easily modified the habit of UA at ~30µM, but did
not affect the UAD morphology at even the highest concentrations examined.4, 8
However, for any given dye, the [dye]sol’n required for UA and UAD habit
modification could be quite different. In many cases (e.g. AO, AYG, MB, TA,
and BBY), habit modification in UA occurred at a half to a third of the
concentration required for UAD.

With NMB, TBO, BBR and CG, habit

changes in the two phases occurred at approximately the same [dye]sol’n. In two
cases – MV and SO, the [dye]sol’n required for consistent UA {121} facets was 34X higher than for UAD.

It is not clear whether these effects are due to

differences in the absolute and/or relative growth kinetics on the surfaces of
the two respective phases, specific differences in the molecular recognition
events between a given dye and different UA and UAD structural elements,
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differences in the solution binding affinity at the two different growth
temperatures, or some combination thereof.
In general, the [dye]UA was similar to that of [dye]UAD, though some dyes
included in slightly higher concentrations in one matrix than the other. For
example, all of the acridine dyes (AO, AYG, AN) and MV included in slightly
higher concentrations in UA, whereas higher concentrations of MB and BBY
were found in UAD. Dyes which exhibited a high degree of ordering in UA
were not necessarily well ordered in UAD and vice versa. Dyes with narrow
λmax(UA) ranges included AN, AYG, BBY, MB, NMB, TA, SO, while narrow
λmax(UAD) were observed for AN, AO, AYG, NMB and NR.4
Perhaps the greatest and most obvious difference in dye inclusion behavior in
the two matrixes is the observation that all dyes included in the same UA
sectors, {001} /{201}, at low [dye]sol’n whereas dyes included in UAD in a variety
of growth sectors - {011} or {102}, with varying degrees of selectivity. In UA,
inclusion in the same sector across all dyes is likely due to molecular level
kinetic factors.

Previous in situ atomic force microscopy (AFM) growth

experiments on (100) UA showed that step velocities were >5X faster along the
±c-axis direction than along ±b.10 While thermodynamic factors are certainly
relevant in the inclusion process and presumably affect the degree of local
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ordering, highly anisotropic growth kinetics presumably account for at least
some of the preferential inclusion in the UA sectors observed. All other things
being equal, overgrowth of dopants may be more likely on steps along the caxis direction since it is the fastest growth direction. This does not, however,
fully explain the unusual patterning and {121} inclusions described for UA
growth in the presence of select dyes at high [dye]sol’n.

3.3.7 Inorganic Cations (Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+)
No visible change in the color, size or morphology was observed when UA
crystals were grown from solutions containing up to 0.12 M salt (chlorides,
nitrates or sulfates) relative to pure UA crystals. This was also the case for
UAD growth as described in Chapter 2 and elsewhere.4

Atomic emission

spectroscopy (AES) performed on dissolved UA-salt crystals grown from
different chloride salts was used to quantify the [cation]UA. These
measurements provide only average values and do not address whether any
local concentration differences exist within single crystals. AES data indicated
there were 8 - 12 Na+, 5 - 13 K+ and 11 – 15 Mg2+ for every 104 uric acid
molecules. Higher cation concentrations in UA-salt were typically obtained
from the more concentrated solutions. Ca2+ inclusion in UA was not apparent
under any growth conditions. The [K+]UA and [Mg2+]UA were similar to those
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found in UAD (5 - 10 K+ and 13 - 19 Mg2+), however the [Na+]UA was about half
that in UAD (14 – 33 Na+). Explanations for this difference are not obvious, but
may be related to differences in the solution association constant between urate
and sodium ions at the different growth temperatures.

3.4 Conclusions

The habit modification and inclusion behavior exhibited for 21 molecular
dyes and 11 different inorganic salts on the growth of UA was described. Only
cationic and neutral dye additives were incorporated in the UA-dye and UAsalt crystals, however no detectable inclusion of anionic dyes was observed. All
the included dyes were preferentially incorporated in the {201}/{001} growth
sectors when growth occurred at low [dye]sol’n, but when the [dye]sol’n was high
enough to generate {121} side faces, dye inclusions in {121} sectors generally
appeared. Similar inclusion behavior was observed in the crystallization of UA
in the presence of mixed dye pairs. The absorption intensity and λmax in the
{201}/{001} and {121} sectors was more carefully investigated in a few special
cases. The amount of [dye]UA in UA-dye crystal matrixes ranged between 0.1
and 35 dyes per 104 uric acid molecules, which is similar to the [dye]UAD
determined in UAD-dye inclusion crystals. Growth in the presence of various
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inorganic salts of Na+, K+ and Mg2+ but not Ca2+, showed inclusion of the
cations in the host matrix in concentrations comparable to that of the molecular
dyes without any change in morphology. The differences highlighted in these
two parallel studies demonstrates how even subtle differences in the structure
of both the dye and host crystal can very dramatically affect the inclusion
phenomena and habits of the uric acid crystals obtained.
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CHAPTER 4

SOLID STATE DEHYDRATION OF PURE URIC ACID DIHYDRATE

4.1 Introduction

Uric acid is known to exist in a number of different crystalline phases under
physiological conditions.1-3 In human kidney stones, anhydrous uric acid (UA)
is the phase typically found in the highest abundance,4,

5

though uric acid

dihydrate (UAD) is also fairly common.4, 6 Less frequently observed are uric
acid monohydrate (UAM)7 and various urate salts, the most common of which
is monosodium urate monohydrate (MSU).8-11 Synthetic crystals of some of the
hydrated phases, such as MSU, are stable in air at room temperature and
require high temperatures to effect dehydration.12 Others, such as UAD, are
significantly less stable and spontaneously transform over time to more
thermodynamically stable phases under ambient conditions. The spontaneous
dehydration of UAD in air at room temperature has been suggested in several
previous reports, including the earliest initial structural studies of this
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material.4,

13, 14

The dehydration kinetics and phase transformations among

different phases may have clinical consequences, both during the initial
crystallization and aggregation stages of renal sediment formation as well as in
their ex situ analysis. Compositional studies of numerous kidney stone samples
have shown that when UAD is present, it is almost always found in association
with UA.2 This raises the question as to whether phase transformation occurs
in these natural materials and if so whether the kinetics of this process might
affect their compositional analysis.
In a qualitative sense, the dehydration of UAD is readily observable. In air,
clear transparent synthetic UAD crystals turn opaque in response to water loss
and the subsequent collapse of the hydrated framework.15,

16

In solution, the

UAD to UA phase change occurs via a dissolution and recrystallization
process.14,

15

Dehydration in air and in solution are not mechanistically

equivalent processes, though the overall reaction in both cases can be
represented in the equation below, where loss of two equivalents of water from
UAD results in anhydrous uric acid.

UAD(S ) → UA(S ) + 2H 2O
The dehydration of molecular hydrates has been the subject of several recent
reviews.17-20 In the present study, we analyze the dehydration mechanism and
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kinetics of synthetic UAD in air using a complementary battery of qualitative
and quantitative methods including hot stage microscopy (HSM), thermal
analysis (thermogravimetric analysis – TGA & differential scanning calorimetry
- DSC) and X-ray diffraction. Factors that potentially affect the kinetics of this
process such as crystal size and shape, temperature and humidity are
considered systematically. Impurity effects are addressed in Chapter 5. The
kinetics of this solid state dehydration reaction was followed under both
isothermal and non-isothermal conditions by increasing the temperature at a
predetermined heating rate. Kinetic parameters such as activation energy, as
well as mechanistic aspects of the reaction can be inferred from this
combination of experiments.

4.2 Experimental Section

4.2.1 Crystal Growth
Uric acid dihydrate (UAD) crystals were grown by evaporation of saturated
aqueous solutions at room temperature as described in section 1.3.1 and
according to established methods.21

UAD crystallizes as rectangular plates

within 1 - 2 days with typical crystal sizes ranging from 150 - 250µm in the
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longest dimension. The largest plate face is (001) with smaller (102) and (011)
side faces. UAD are biaxial negative4, 13 and exhibit a characteristic conoscopic
light interference pattern with the optical plane perpendicular to the (001) face
as shown in Figure 4.1. This helps to unambiguously differentiate UAD from
UA, which is biaxial positive with a 45.6º tilt in its optical plane through its
largest plate face.4,

13

All UAD crystals were either used immediately after

sieving or stored for short periods of time in chambers with 55% relative
humidity to minimize unintended dehydration.

Figure 4.1.

Schematic, photomicrograph, and conoscopic interference pattern
(@ 505 nm) viewed through the largest plate face (001) of
laboratory grown UAD single crystals. Scale bar = 50 µm.
Reproduced with permission from Reference 22. Copyright 2010
American Chemical Society.

4.2.2 Optical and Hot Stage Microscopy
All micrographs were taken using an Olympus BX-50 polarizing microscope
fitted with a Nikon COOLPIX995 digital camera operated with krinnicam_v103 software (Nikon Corp.). In the isothermal dehydration experiments, the
microscope was fitted with an HS1-STC20A hot stage regulated by an STC200
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standalone temperature controller (Instec, Inc.). UAD crystals were placed on
1.0 mm thick microscope glass slides before placement on the heating stage.
The dehydration was monitored qualitatively at five different temperatures (37,
40, 45, 50 and 55°C) as a function of time by collecting sequential
photomicrographs of single crystals over regular time intervals. The heating
stage was calibrated against known standards and has a standard deviation of
±1.0°C over the temperature range used.

4.2.3 Thermal Analysis
The dehydration kinetics of UAD was investigated under both isothermal
and non-isothermal conditions. Isothermal dehydration was performed using a
TA Instruments TGA_Q50 thermogravimetric analyzer and the non-isothermal
experiments with a TA Instruments SDT_Q600 simultaneous TGA-DSC
analyzer (New Castle, DE). In the first case, the samples were isothermally
dehydrated for about 40 – 90 minutes at six different temperatures between 30 40°C at 2°C increments. In the second case, the samples were heated at constant
rates (2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10°C/min) from room temperature to 200°C. In both cases
a nitrogen flow rate of 50mL/min was used and each set of experiments was
performed in triplicate. All the experiments were conducted using open 90 µL
alumina pans (TA instruments), and the samples were used without sieving or
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grinding. In an effort to avoid large differences in thermal contact between
sample and pan, similar sample weights were used in all experiments. All
experimental curves were analyzed with TA instruments’ Universal Analysis
2000 software.
Experiments aimed at assessing dehydration as a function of crystal size were
performed on a TA Instruments 2920 DSC equipped with an RCS cooler (New
Castle, DE). As grown crystals were vacuum filtered on Whatman® filter paper
(Whatman International Ltd, Maidstone, England), air dried, and then
separated using a mini-sieve (Fisher Scientific, USA) into three different size
ranges: 80 mesh = 180 - 125 µm; 120 mesh = 125 – 90 µm and 170 mesh ≤ 90 µm.
Ground samples of unknown particle size were also examined. Samples (2 - 5
mg) were placed in hermetic aluminum pans and loosely sealed with a manual
press. To prevent crushing the crystals, the pans were capped with the lid
forming a ‘top-hat’ like shape leaving some space between the lid and the
crystals. A similarly sealed empty hermetic pan was used as a reference. All
experiments were run in triplicate with a temperature ramping mode of
10.0°C/min from room temperature to 150°C. The DSC cell was continuously
purged with nitrogen gas at 50mL/min. The instrument temperature was
calibrated against indium, zinc and tin standard metals (TA Instruments). All
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temperatures cited refer to peak temperatures, not onset temperatures. Though
onset temperatures can be more accurate, they are also more variable.

4.2.4

Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD)

PXRD data were collected on a Rigaku Rapid/XRD diffractometer using
CuKα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) at 46 kV and 40 mA equipped with a Saturn CCD
detector (Rigaku). Samples were mounted in 0.5 mm glass capillary tubes
(Charles Supper Company, Natick, MA) and PXRD patterns obtained from
empty tubes were used for background subtraction. Data analysis was
performed using Jade v5.035 material data processing software (Material Data
Inc.) between 2θ = 5 - 45° values using a step size of 0.01° with total scan time of
90 minutes. The phase transformation of UAD to polycrystalline anhydrous UA
was monitored by tracking the changes in the diffraction patterns of UAD
samples maintained at 23%RH under ambient temperatures. Peaks were
assigned based on calculated powder patterns of single crystal structures. The
most significant changes are the disappearance of (002), (004) and (112)
reflections of UAD and the appearance of (200), (210) and (11) reflections of
UA.
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4.2.5 Humidity Control
Closed environments with different relative humidity levels (%RH) were
prepared by placing 100mL saturated aqueous salt solutions in closed glass
desiccators with 1.8L volume capacities.23,

24

The following RH values were

obtained: potassium acetate (23% RH), magnesium chloride hexahydrate (33%
RH),

anhydrous

potassium

carbonate

(43%

RH),

magnesium

nitrate

hexahydrate (55% RH), sodium chloride (75% RH) and potassium sulfate (98%
RH). %RH values have an associated error of ±0.2 - 0.4%, assuming constant
temperatures. All salts (>99% to 100% purity) were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich,
EM Science and/or Fisher Scientific and used as received. The %RH level in
each humidity chamber was monitored with small humidity indicator cards, 4¼
x 1¼ inches (Sigma-Aldrich Co. USA).
Multiple freshly prepared UAD samples (3 - 5 mg) in open small plastic
containers were placed in each humidity chamber. All samples were used as
grown without sieving or grinding. Individual samples were removed from
humidity chambers at regular time intervals and immediately subjected to TGA
analysis using a TA Instruments SDT Q600. Experiments were performed in
triplicate in temperature ramping mode at 10°C/min from room temperature to
150°C. The oven was purged with nitrogen at 50mL/min. Freshly prepared
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UAD crystals dehydrated under these conditions showed a weight loss of 17.25
± 0.75% (theoretical = 17.64%) whereas partially dehydrated samples exposed to
different humidity levels exhibited smaller net weight losses. The extent to
which each sample was already partially dehydrated was determined by the
difference method.

4.3 Solid State Dehydration of Pure UAD Crystals

The fact that UAD crystals begin to lose their optical transparency due to
dehydration after a few hours or days in air at room temperature was known at
the outset of this study. As is the case with other unstable small molecule
organic hydrates such as some pharmaceutical agents,25-28 the UAD
dehydration process was investigated over time as a function of changes in
weight, temperature, heat flow, particle size and humidity using a combination
of hot stage microscopy, thermal analysis (DSC and TGA), and powder X-ray
diffraction (PXRD) experiments.

4.3.1 Qualitative Assessment
Hot-stage microscopy (HSM) is an important method for obtaining
qualitative information regarding textural and/or optical changes that occur in
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single crystals during dehydration.29 It can help to identify regions within
which reactivity is locally enhanced and/or reveal anisotropy in the
dehydration process itself.

Several (~5–10) single crystals of UAD were

examined at constant elevated temperatures spanning the range from 37 – 55°C.
All HSM experiments were done on crystals oriented with the largest (001)
plate face in direct contact with the hot stage.
Under all the temperatures examined, UAD dehydration was characterized
by two general phenomena – (1) a reduction in the optical transparency of the
materials over time and (2) the formation of large cracks. Both phenomena
exhibited strong anisotropy. The loss of optical transparency, the main visual
indicator of the dehydration process, usually initiated from the smaller (102)
side faces of the crystal. Dehydration fronts then progressed inward toward the
center of the crystal over time at a rate which increased with temperature. As
shown in the top part of Figure 4.2, UAD crystals heated at 50°C typically turn
opaque within ~80 min, while those heated at 40°C required ~4 hrs to reach the
same level of opacity. Crystals held at room temperature often required 3 – 4
days or longer to achieve the same appearance.

The rate at which the

dehydration fronts advanced was also highly anisotropic, with their
progression consistently and significantly faster along the crystallographic ±aaxis than the ±b-axis.
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During the UAD dehydration process, most crystals also developed cracks.
Small cracks were observed in a variety of directions, but essentially all the
large cracks were oriented parallel to the ±b-axis. Although cracks appeared at
all temperatures, large crack formation tended to be more pronounced at higher
temperatures. Once a large crack developed in an optically clear portion of a
crystal, new dehydration fronts were created at the crack site which then
propagated, again most rapidly in the ±a directions. Both the dehydration and
crack formation were irreversible.

Figure 4.2.

Hot stage microscopy images of UAD crystals in air subjected to
different temperatures: (a) room temperature ~ 24°C, (b) at 40°C,
and (c) at 50°C. All crystals are oriented the same as in Figures 4.1
and 4.4 top, viewed along the large (001) plate face with the ± aaxis horizontal and the ± b-axis vertical. Scale bar = 50 µm.
Reproduced with permission from Reference 22. Copyright 2010
American Chemical Society.
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While the loss of optical transparency clearly corresponds to dehydration, it is
not always an indication of complete dehydration. In fact, UAD crystals appear
visibly opaque long before they are completely anhydrous. For example, UAD
crystals heated at 40°C for 4 hours or at 50°C for 80 min appear as optically
opaque blocks, though further TGA experiments revealed that the resultant
material still retains as much as 3 - 4% of its original water content. Crystals
can be fully dehydrated if left for longer time periods at elevated temperatures.
For example, UAD crystals turn opaque after 80 min at 50°C but >2hrs of
heating at this temperature is required to effect complete dehydration.
The dehydration process can in principle also be affected by other factors
such as crystal morphology and size.

All UAD crystals used in these

experiments exhibit the same morphology, though different sizes are
sometimes observed.

Since dehydration occurs on the surface, one would

expect that higher dehydration temperatures might be observed for larger
crystals, which have smaller surface/volume ratios. To examine whether the
dehydration changes were apparent as a function of particle size, freshly grown
UAD crystals were vacuum filtered and quickly air dried, then sieved into
groups with three different size ranges: 180 – 125 µm, 125 – 90 µm and ≤ 90 µm.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) performed at a heating rate of
10°C/min in loosely sealed hermetic pans resulted in a single exothermic peak
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at 90.97±1.63°C, 89.90±0.11°C, and 89.55±0.52°C for each of the three respective
groups. This modest difference of ~1°C suggested that the contribution of any
particle size effects to the overall dehydration temperature over these size
ranges is relatively small. In comparison, DSC of unsieved samples showed a
single endothermic peak at a slightly lower average temperature, 87.39±0.20°C.
One factor which did appear to significantly lower the dehydration
temperature was sample grinding. The dehydration temperature for ground
samples was on average ~4°C lower than that of the unground samples.
Grinding introduces many new surfaces with variable Miller indexes and may
also affect the crystallinity.

Since the dehydration is known to be highly

anisotropic, sample grinding was intentionally avoided in all subsequent
thermal analyses.

4.3.2 Mechanistic Considerations
The fact that the dehydrated material retains the rectangular morphology of
the initial UAD crystal30 is not in itself evidence of crystallinity postdehydration, however, powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) showed that the UAD
to UA conversion does yield polycrystalline material. Figure 4.3 shows the
room temperature PXRD data collected on samples maintained in a 23%
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relative humidity (RH) environment for 1, 2, 3 and 4 days, along with simulated
powder patterns of pure UAD and UA phases generated from the known single
crystal structures (collected at low temp). Optical microscopy shows that UAD
samples turn opaque over a several day time period under these conditions.
The dehydration was marked by the appearance and disappearance of
several characteristic diffraction lines. Changes in specific 2θ regions where
there is little or no overlap between UAD and UA reflections are the easiest to
track. The reduction in intensity of UAD (002), (004) and (112) diffraction lines
coincided with the appearance of strong UA (200), (210) and (11) reflections.
No intense peaks other than those ascribable to UA or UAD phases were
observed. Diffraction lines are broad, due to the polycrystalline nature of the
product and low instrument resolution. This data suggests qualitatively that the
UAD to polycrystalline UA transformation involves no intermediate crystalline
phases, however the existence of short-lived or low concentration intermediate
phases can not be completely discounted given the peak resolution and time
required for data collection. These results are consistent with previous work by
Ringertz,4 who asserted that UAD dehydration leads directly to polycrystalline
UA.
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Figure 4.3.

PXRD patterns of a dehydrating UAD sample at 23%RH level and
ambient temperature, compared to calculated UAD (bottom) and
UA (top) PXRD patterns. Intense reflections for both phases are
assigned Miller indexes. Reproduced with permission from
Reference 22. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.

4.3.3 Rationalizing Anisotropy
We can attempt to explain the observed anisotropy in the UAD to UA phase
transformation on the basis of molecular structure and/or crystal morphology.
This type of analysis has its intrinsic limitations as no perfect 3D molecular
model for the structure of a partially dehydrated sample at a moving
dehydration front exists. Figure 4.4 is a top-down view of the largest plate faces
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in UAD and UA. Note that the orientation of UAD is the same as that in
Figures 4.1 and 4.2. Water molecules in UAD occupy spaces between layers of
uric acid molecules, and as stated previously, these water molecules are
hydrogen bonded to neighboring uric acid molecules but not to one another.
Along any row paralleling the ±b-axis, water molecules have the same general
orientation, and this orientation alternates along the ±a-axis. Water molecules
with H atoms pointed “up” are hydrogen bonded to two uric acids in the layer
above and one uric acid below, and those with their H atoms pointed “down”
are hydrogen bonded to two uric acids in the layer below and one uric acid
above. For a water molecule to leave the UAD matrix, the 3 H-bonds between
the exiting water and the neighboring uric acid molecules must be broken and
new H-bonds between uric acids in adjacent layers formed.
Though there is clearly a difference in how the waters are oriented in the ±a
and ±b directions, it is not intuitively obvious how this translates into the
observed anisotropy. Water molecules closest to the UAD crystal surface are
presumably the most easily removed.

After their removal, two general

scenarios can be envisioned. After initial loss of water at the surface, internal
water molecules could migrate to the now-vacant surface water positions or the
uric acid framework could collapse and generate a new UAD surface. Water
molecules on the new UAD surface could then be removed and the cycle
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repeated. The exact mechanism may also be a hybrid of these two general
possibilities. In other similar systems, it has been suggested that the
dehydration rate is likely more strongly affected by the breaking of the
hydrogen bonds between water and uric acid molecules than the diffusion of
water to the crystal surface.25
Whatever the step-by-step pathway, this transformation requires a significant
amount of molecular reorganization. Each uric acid molecule in UAD is Hbonded to 6 water molecules and 2 other uric acids (within a ribbon). In the
UAD → UA transformation, the bonds between uric acids within a ribbon are
retained and the 6 water…uric acid H-bonds in UAD are replaced with 4 new
uric acid to uric acid H-bonds. Least-motion arguments31 may be applicable,
given the similarity in the ribbon and layer structures of the two phases. This
similarity suggests that the a- and b-axes in UAD become the b- and c-axes in
UA, respectively. Interestingly, the differences in the length of these cell axes of
the two intact phases are in opposite directions. The former expands (a =
7.237Å in UAD, b = 7.403Å in UA) while the latter contracts (b = 6.363Å in UAD,
c = 6.208Å in UA). One would therefore expect greater molecular mobility
along the UAD a-axis, which is also, perhaps not coincidentally, the faster
dehydration direction. Neutron experiments that more closely examine water
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mobility within UAD matrixes may provide further molecular-level insight on
this issue.

Figure 4.4.

Top-down view of the layers in UAD (top) and UA (bottom).
Selected water molecules in UAD are shown in space filling mode
so that the alternating orientation along the ±a-axis is apparent.
Reproduced with permission from Reference 22. Copyright 2010
American Chemical Society.
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The propensity to form cracks along the b-axis upon dehydration was also
observed.

Examination of literally hundreds of individual UAD crystals

showed this anisotropy in all but a very small number of cases. This anisotropy
in crack formation is related to the crystallographic direction which enables the
crystal to alleviate the stress incurred upon heating. While this may be due to
subtle differences in the intermolecular packing interactions between molecules
in the lattice, we believe that morphological factors may be an even greater
factor. UAD crystals adopt a plate-like morphology that is typically somewhat
elongated along ±a relative to ±b. We originally considered whether cracks
might preferentially form in the plane perpendicular to the longest crystal
dimension. However, in related studies on morphologically modified UAD
crystals this hypothesis did not hold (see Chapter 5). Consistent with what we
observed here crack formation occurred in the direction that bisects the smallest
angle between two faces, in this case between the largest plate face (001) & the
(011) side face. The angles made between the plate face and the side faces (001)
& (102) and (001) & (011) are 129.98˚ and 110.04˚, respectively. The angles
between the pairs of small side faces (102) & (10) and (011) & (01) are 100.65°
and 139.93°, respectively. All other pairs of faces are symmetry related.
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4.3.4 Kinetic Factors
Even in the absence of any structured intermediate phases, the kinetic
analysis of any solid state phase transformation is challenging because the
system is continuously changing composition and structure.

That said,

dehydration data obtained under isothermal and/or non-isothermal conditions
has been used in other systems to extract kinetic parameters for the phase
change.25-27, 32, 33
In isothermal conditions the rate of conversion, dα/dt, is given by the
following relationship34-37

(4.1)

dα
= k (T )f (α )
dt

Where α is the fraction reacted, t is time, f(α) is the differential reaction model
function (conversion function), and k is the temperature dependent rate
constant. Replacing k in Eq. 4.1 by its value from the Arrhenius equation leads
to equation 4.2
 −E 


dα
 RT 
= Ae f (α )
dt
a

(4.2)
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where the Arrhenius parameters A and Ea represent the pre-exponential
factor and the activation energy, respectively, T is the absolute temperature in
Kelvin, and R is the gas constant.35, 37 The value of α at any given time is given
by the expression in equation 4.3.25, 38-40

α=

(4.3)

m i − mt
mi − mf

The values mi, mf and mt represent the mass of the sample at the initial, final
and at any given time t of the dehydration stage, respectively. Integration of
equation 4.1 at constant temperature provides the solution for the integral
reaction model function, g(α), from which the value of k is evaluated.

(4.4)

g (α ) = ∫0

α

dα
t
= ∫0 k (T )dt = k (T )t
f (α )

An appropriate reaction mechanism with the best fit to the reaction models
shown in Table 4.1 is chosen after fitting the dehydration data to a g(α) versus
time plot. The straight line with the best correlation coefficient (R2) value is
chosen as the reaction mechanism that best fits the dehydration of UAD.
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Isothermal dehydration of UAD was performed over a temperature range of
30 – 40°C in 2°C increments. The extent of dehydration, expressed as fraction
converted, α, was calculated from the change in weight with time (Eq. 4.3). A
plot of time versus percentage degree of conversion (%α) for the isothermal
dehydration of UAD (Figure 4.5) showed that the dehydration rate increased
with temperature and the data within the range 0.1 ≤ α ≤ 0.9 exhibited good
linearity.
When fit to the different reaction models listed in Table 4.1, equally high
correlation coefficients were found for both the one-dimensional phase
boundary reaction model (R2 = 0.9981) and the 3D nucleation and growth
mechanism (R2 = 0.9980).

The former model, which describes an inward

advancement of the reaction interface from the crystal’s edges;41 is likely a more
accurate model in light of the hot stage microscopy experiments which showed
a linear propagation of dehydration fronts. However, this assumes that the
observed macroscopic phenomena and the microscopic process which occur on
entirely different length scales are correlated. Using Arrhenius equation, both
models give Ea = 46.34 kJ/mol and ln(A) = 10.68 based on the slope of ln(k)
versus 1/T curves for 0.1 ≤ α ≤ 0.9. Others have also observed high correlation
coefficients for more than one model.35
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Table 4.1.

Solid-state reaction models32, 33, 35, 39, 42 evaluated. Reproduced in
part with permission from Reference 22.
Copyright 2010
American Chemical Society.

Model Differential form, f(α) = kt Integral form, g(α) = kt

Mechanism

R2

A2

2(1 − α )[ − ln(1 − α )]1/ 2 = kt

[ − ln(1 − α )]1 / 2 = kt

2D growth of nucleia

0.9951

A3

3(1 − α )[ − ln(1 − α )]2 / 3 = kt [ − ln(1 − α )]1 / 3 = kt

3D growth of nucleia

0.9980

A4

4(1 − α )[ − ln(1 − α )]3 / 4 = kt [ − ln(1 − α )]1 / 4 = kt

3D growth of nucleia

0.9955

D1

1
α = kt
2

α 2 = kt

1D diffusion

0.9659

D2

[ − ln(1 − α )]−1 = kt

(1 − α )ln(1 − α ) + α = kt

2D diffusion

0.9249

[1 − (1 − α )1/ 3 ]2 = kt

3D diffusionb

0.8483

2
3D diffusionc
2
(1 −  α ) − (1 − α ) 3 = kt
3

0.9013

D3

1
1
3
(1 − α )3 [(1 − α ) 3 − 1] −1 = kt
2

D4

1.5[(1 − α )−1/ 3 − 1] = kt

R1

1 = kt

R2

2(1 − α )

= kt

1 − (1 − α

)

R3

3(1 − α )

= kt

1 − (1 − α

)

−1

α = kt
1/ 2

2/ 3

aAvrami-Erofeev

cylinder,

1/ 2

1/ 3

1D phase boundary

0.9981

= kt

2D phase boundaryd

0.9898

= kt

3D phase boundarye

0.9772

equation, bJander equation, cGinstling-Brounshtein equation, dcontracting
sphere

econtracting
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Figure 4.5.

Percentage fraction dehydrated (%α) versus time plot for the
isothermal dehydration of UAD from 30 – 40°C.  = 30°C,  =
32°C,  = 34°C,  = 36°C, = 38°C, and  = 40°C. Reproduced
with permission from Reference 22. Copyright 2010 American
Chemical Society.

Several approaches to calculate the activation energy, Ea, and the preexponential factor, A, from non-isothermal dehydration data either without
(model-free) or with (model-fitting) precise knowledge of the reaction
mechanism involved are known. Equation 4.5 describes the general rate of
conversion as a function of temperature under non-isothermal conditions35
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dα A  −RTE 
= e f (α )
dT β
a

(4.5)

Where β is the heating rate and all other symbols have the same meanings
described in the preceding equations. Integration and rearrangement of
equation 4.5 leads to equation 4.6, which is used as a basis for non-isothermal
solutions and approximations.

(4.6)

g (α ) =

A

Tα

∫ e
β
0

 −Ea 


 RT 

dT =

I (E a ,Tα )

β

The two most common model-free non-isothermal approaches used are the
Kissinger-Akahira-Sunrose (KAS) method39 and the Flynn-Wall-Ozawa (FWO)
method.39, 40 The KAS method is based on the well known Kissinger equation
and has the form shown in Eq. 4.7

(4.7)

β 
 AR   E a 
−

ln 2  = ln
  RT 
(
)
T
E
g
α
p 
 p 
 a
 p

Where Tp and αp are the absolute temperature and the weight loss at the
maximum weight-loss rate (dα/dt)p, respectively. The activation energy, in this
case, is evaluated from the slope of the plot of ln(β/Tp2) versus (1/Tp).
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The FWO method employs the integrated form of Eq. 4.6 using the Doyle
approximation and has the logarithmic form shown in Eq. 4.8. For a constant α,
the activation energy is evaluated from the slope of the plot of logβ versus (1/T)
at different heating rates. This method is said to be best suited to lower
conversion values (0 ≤ α ≤ 30%).

(4.8)

 AE a 
E 
log β = log
 − 2.315 − 0.4567  a 
 RT 
 Rg (α ) 

UAD crystals were dehydrated in open alumina pans at four different
heating rates: 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0°C/min. Typical TGA and DSC thermograms
appear in Figure 4.6. As expected, as the heating rate is increased, the weight
loss and corresponding peak temperature of transition shift to higher
temperatures. Fitting this data using the KAS method yielded an Ea = 57.68
kJ/mol. The FWO method on the other hand gives a set of activation energies
as a function of the extent of conversion, α (Table 4.2).

In general the Ea

decreases as the % conversion increases (e.g. at 10% conversion Ea = 67.10
kJ/mol and at 90% conversion Ea = 51.32 kJ/mol). The average Ea, 56.13 ± 4.89
kJ/mol, was similar to that obtained by the KAS method. Both methods gave
values that are slightly higher than that calculated under isothermal conditions,
but were similar in magnitude.
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Figure 4.6.

TGA-DSC curves collected simultaneously during the
dehydration of UAD at different heating rates (β): black =
2.5°C/min, blue = 5.0°C/min, red = 7.5°C/min, and green =
10°C/min. Reproduced with permission from Reference 22.
Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.

Table 4.2.

Activation energies and related R2 values obtained from plots of
the FWO method: 10 ≤ α ≤ 90%.

%α

Ea, kJ/mol

R2

%α

Ea, kJ/mol

R2

10
20

67.10
59.65

0.9992
0.9988

60
70

53.83
52.92

0.9990
0.9987

30
40
50

57.56
55.85
54.87

0.9987
0.9993
0.9992

80
90

52.07
51.32

0.9983
0.9990

Average = 56.13±4.89kJ/mol

Model fitting non-isothermal methods are also based on an approximate
solution of the temperature integral in Eq. 4.6. However, the activation energies
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obtained by model-fitting non-isothermal methods are known to be highly
variable, and dependent on both the model used as well as the heating rate.
Since the Ea calculated from the model-free approach is unbiased relative to the
mechanism, the Ea for the correct model should have a magnitude which most
closely resembles that obtained from the model-free approach.32

UAD

dehydration data and two model fitting methods, the Coats-Redfern (CR)
method35, 39, 40 and the Kennedy-Clark (KC) method,39, 40 were used to evaluate
the Ea of the expected 1D phase boundary mechanism as well as the other
mechanisms listed in Table 4.1. The CR method uses an approximation for the
solution of Eq. 4.6, giving Eq. 4.9

(4.9)

 AR
g (α )
ln 2 = ln
 βE
T
 a

  2RT *   E a
  −
1 − 

  E a   RT

Where T* is the mean experimental temperature. The activation energy for
the model chosen is evaluated from the slope of the plot of ln[g(α)/T2] versus
(1000/T) for 10 ≤ α ≤ 90%.
The KC method is based on the general expression for temperature in nonisothermal conditions at time t, given as

(4.10)

T = β t + T0
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Where T0 is the temperature at the beginning of the dehydration experiment.
After rearrangement and substitution from Eq. 4.10, Eq. 4.6 assumes the form in
equation 4.11 or its logarithmic form in Eq. 4.12

(4.11)

(4.12)

βg (α )
T − T0

= Ae

 Ea 
 − RT 



 β g (α )
E
ln
= ln A − a

RT
T − T0 

A plot of the left side of equation 4.12 versus (1/T) gives a straight line with
slope (-Ea/R) and intercept ln(A), conforming to the reaction models g(α) listed
in Table 4.1.
Data fitting to all models showed high correlation coefficients, which in the
absence of other data, makes choosing the right model an impossible task. Ea
values calculated using both CR and KC methods were most consistent with
model-free values when a 1D phase boundary mechanism was used. The CR
model gave an average Ea = 74.49 ± 7.65 kJ/mol. Calculations assuming 2D and
3D nucleation mechanisms gave significantly lower Ea values, while the
diffusion mechanisms all yielded significantly higher Ea values. The KC model
gave an average Ea = 51.80 ± 1.21 kJ/mol for the 1D phase boundary
mechanism, which is much closer to the values obtained under isothermal
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conditions or in model-free approaches. Here also, other mechanisms yielded
Ea values significantly higher or lower than that expected from model-free
analysis.

4.3.5 Humidity Effects
Having examined UAD dehydration as a function of intrinsic sample
parameters (e.g. particle size, internal structure), we sought to also analyze how
environmental factors might affect the dehydration kinetics. Temperature was
considered in a previous section, but relative humidity (RH) can be another
highly influential parameter and has been shown to affect the stability of other
hydrated compounds quite significantly.26,

28, 43, 44

Humidity chambers with

variable RH (23-98%) were created by placing 100mL saturated aqueous salt
solutions in 1.8L closed glass desiccators. Numerous UAD samples were
maintained in these chambers over a period of up to ~7 months at room
temperature (24˚C). Samples were removed at defined time intervals and their
water content was analyzed by TGA. The extent of the dehydration was then
calculated based on the difference between the measured weight loss and the
weight loss expected of the fully hydrated initial material (17.64%). All
measurements were performed in triplicate and showed relatively low standard
deviations.
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A plot of water loss as a function of time and %RH appears in Figure 4.7. We
note that in our experience even freshly grown UAD crystals at time zero are
~2.4% dehydrated during sample preparation time prior to TGA analysis. As
expected, the dehydration of UAD proceeded at different rates depending on
the humidity level in which they were stored. The fastest dehydration was
observed under the least humid (23% RH) conditions. In this environment,
between days 2 - 3 approximately half of the water had been removed and after
only 7 days the sample was completely anhydrous. Since PXRD showed only
UAD and UA and no sign of other partial hydrates or monohydrate crystalline
phases, we assume a 50% water loss corresponds to an equal mixture of UAD
and UA phases. If monohydrate or partial hydrate phases were involved as
intermediates in the dehydration process, the distribution of phases would be
significantly more complicated. Similarly, the experiments performed do not
provide any information regarding possible amorphous phase content in this
reaction. If present, this would further complicate the analysis.
Samples stored under higher 33, 43 and 55 %RH exhibited significantly
slower water loss. For example, UAD samples stored under 33 %RH were 50%
dehydrated after ~ 65 days, and >90% dehydrated after 120 days. UAD stored
at 43 and 55 %RH were still <10% dehydrated at 100 days, and only 40% and
29% dehydrated, respectively, after 220 days (Table 4.3 & Figure 4.7). The water
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loss under these %RH conditions is not linear and in fact seems to have a long
induction time and then a slow increase which may or may not reach a plateau.
It is not known whether significantly longer time periods (years) in this
environment would result in the transformation to completely anhydrous
material. For those interested in the compositional analysis of human renal
deposits, these trends may have some clinical implications, especially if long
times elapse between the harvesting and analysis of in vivo grown samples or if
samples are stored in low humidity environments.

Figure 4.7.

Effect of relative humidity (%RH) on the dehydration of UAD:=
23%RH,  = 33%RH,  = 43%RH,  = 55%RH,  = 75%RH, and
⊳ = 98%RH. Reproduced with permission from Reference 22.
Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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Table 4.3.

Time dependent weight loss (dehydration) of UAD at different
%RH levels.

23% RH
# of
days

% dehyd.

33% RH
# of
days

% dehyd.

43%RH
# of
days

% dehyd.

55%RH
% dehyd.

75%RH
% dehyd.

98%RH
% dehyd.

0

2.39±0.36

0

2.39±0.36

0

2.39±0.36

2.39±0.36

2.39±0.36

2.39±0.36

1

5.00±3.81

5

4.51±1.73

20

4.22±0.79

8.19±0.69

4.66±0.71

22.81±0.74

2

31.76±1.52

10

9.78±3.37

40

4.38±1.16

6.55±1.13

4.36±0.52

45.18± 1.94

3

66.85±5.02

20

9.90±0.48

60

5.13±0.89

8.00±1.37

6.25±1.15

66.30±2.05

4

76.61±4.85

40

24.35±1.71

80

7.48±1.59

8.50±0.26

10.31±0.11

76.17±1.19

5

87.07±1.76

60

43.57±1.57

100

9.35±0.29

8.93±0.17

31.20±5.55

88.42±0.17

6

93.74±1.31

80

71.56± 1.29

120

16.06±1.74

11.22±2.25

55.00±5.25

89.16±0.71

7

100.00±0.0

90

78.86± 1.86

140

35.13±1.03

13.13±1.57

70.21±1.65

96.72± 0.77

10

100.00±0.0

110

88.90± 1.36

160

30.90± 1.94

17.49±2.21

76.61± 3.54

96.83±0.45

30

100.00±0.0

120

93.10± 2.45

180

34.43±4.58

15.11±0.86

200

39.76± 6.94

20.05±1.28

82.69± 4.47

94.57±2.07

220

40.77± 3.65

28.51±4.57

84.94±1.63

96.55± 1.41

85.74±2.83

94.19± 0.68

% of dehydration was calculated by taking the calculated % of hydration of UAD
(17.64%) as the initial ‘full’ 100% hydration point.

Interestingly, the phase transformation accelerates dramatically as the
humidity is increased to 75 and 98 %RH. We believe this is due to a change in
the means by which dehydration can occur.

In environments with low

humidity, dehydration occurs by the escape of water molecules and the
subsequent rearrangement of uric acid molecules to form polycrystalline UA
and a new hydrogen bonding network. In solution, UAD is also known to
undergo a dissolution-recrystallization process which also leads to UA.14, 15 In
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these high %RH environments, it is statistically probable that some amount of
water vapor condenses on the sample itself thereby enabling a dissolutionrecrystallization process on the crystal surface. Presumably both air-mediated
and dissolution-recrystallization mechanisms occur simultaneously under high
%RH conditions, albeit at very different rates. At 75 %RH, the sample remains
<10% dehydrated for the first ~80 days, after which dehydration occurs fairly
rapidly before seeming to level off at a 5.6:1 ratio of UA:UAD at ~180 days. At
98 %RH, the phase transformation proceeds quickly and steadily up to day
~140, after which it seems to level off at a 19:1 UA:UAD mixture (see Table 4.3
& Figure 4.7). We do not know if longer time periods would yield higher levels
of conversion. When samples are examined by optical microscopy, there is
usually evidence of oriented growth of tiny UA crystals off the {102} side faces
of existing UAD crystals (Figure 4.8). The new crystal orientations match what
is typically observed in the oriented epitaxial growth of UA on UAD surfaces in
aqueous solutions,45-47 further supporting a dissolution-recrystallization
pathway.
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Figure 4.8.

Growth of a small UA crystal, indicated by the red arrow, on the
{102} side face of dehydrating UAD crystals. The UAD sample
was in a 98% RH chamber for 180 days.
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4.4 Conclusions

The dehydration of UAD to polycrystalline UA is a highly anisotropic and
irreversible process. A number of external factors such as temperature, relative
humidity,

and

sample

preparation

(grinding

vs.

non-grinding)

were

investigated and found to affect the kinetics of the reaction. Analysis of kinetic
data as well as structural aspects of both phases provides some insight into
some of the intrinsic structural factors and hydrogen bonding interactions that
are presumably key to directing this phase transformation.

This work

demonstrates that the dehydration of synthetic UAD crystals occurs at a
measurable rate over a period of several days and weeks.

It is less clear

whether the transformation kinetics of physiological samples containing UAD
are identical, given their compositional heterogeneity, however, this is an
interesting question that warrants further inquiry.
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CHAPTER 5

STABILIZATION OF AN ORGANIC HYDRATE VIA DOPING

5.1 Introduction

It is well accepted that the physical properties of many solid state inorganic
materials can be tuned through doping effects.1, 2 Classic examples include p-n
doping of silicon semiconductors (electronic), shifting the Curie temperature of
synthetic garnets (e.g. Yttrium iron garnet, Y3Fe5O12) with other lanthanide
dopants (ferrimagnetism), emission from doped activators in cathode ray tubes
(luminescence) and even the engineering of solid state dye lasers.3 Relatively
fewer examples4-8 of intentionally doped organic single crystals to tailor desired
properties have been reported. Doping has been used to alter the ferroelastic
properties of inclusion compounds and the magnetism or superconductivity of
organic crystals, but in general doping organic single crystals is not a widely
pursued strategy. The rapid expansion of interest in cocrystals9-11 as a means to
achieve differences in fundamental physical properties (e.g. solubility,
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bioavailability, thermal stability, particle flow, etc) is somewhat related in its
aims, though the stoichiometry of individual components in a cocrystal is much
different than what one typically regards as dopants (≤ 3%).

Herein the

feasibility of tailoring the thermal properties of an organic hydrate through
more structurally subtle doping effects is demonstrated.
The model compound used in this study is uric acid dihydrate (UAD) a
component of some human kidney stones. Early crystallographic reports of
UAD contain statements which suggest that samples grown in vivo exhibit
greater thermal stability than their synthetic counterparts even though the bulk
structures are identical by X-ray diffraction.12,

13

It is known that naturally

derived UAD crystals contain a number of impurities, as evidenced by their
yellow-brown pigmentation (synthetic UAD crystals are colorless). The range
and chemical identities of the impurities occluded in physiologic samples are
not known in complete detail, though the colored pigments are likely derived
from highly conjugated metabolites or chromophoric ions. We hypothesized
that the inclusion of low level impurities in vivo might be related to the alleged
differences in the thermal properties of synthetic and natural UAD. Hence, the
purpose of this work was to confirm the effect by analyzing the thermal
properties of UAD single crystals doped with low levels of rationally selected
organic and inorganic species.
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In Chapter 2 and elsewhere14 we described in detail the inclusion phenomena
and morphological changes that occur when UAD is grown in the presence of
32 different molecular dyes and inorganic salts. From analysis of these different
additives (from 5 dye classes and 4 different inorganic cations), it was clear that
a broad range of cationic and neutral species are readily included in the UAD
matrix during growth in concentrations on the order of 1 - 42 molecules/ions
per 104 uric acid molecules (or ≤0.42%). We refer to the doped crystals as UADdye and UAD-salt, while acknowledging that this nomenclature specifies the
identity but not the exact concentration of the dopant. Some molecular dyes
were preferentially included in certain growth sectors, while others were more
uniformly included throughout the matrix.

In most cases, growth in the

presence of these molecular additives altered the growth habit of UAD-dye
above some threshold [dye]sol’n.

The concentration of inorganic cations

included in UAD-salt was comparable to that of the molecular dyes. Their
localization within the UAD matrix was not determined and growth from even
the highest salt concentrations did not affect the macroscopic morphology of
the host crystals. In stark contrast were anionic dyes and ions, which were
excluded from the host matrix (see Chapter 2 for details).
The current work considers the effect of the same range of dopants as well as
some dopant combinations on the thermal stability and phase transformation of
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UAD to its more stable polycrystalline phase, anhydrous uric acid (UA). The
dehydration of UAD-dye and UAD-salt in air was studied using both
quantitative and qualitative techniques including differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), hot stage microscopy
(HSM), and powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD). The dopant effects are discussed
in relation to the dehydration of pure UAD single crystals.15

5.2 Experimental Methods

5.2.1 Crystal Growth
All crystal growth was performed in buffered solutions (pH = 4) containing
dyes (1.0 to 500 µM) or salts (0.02, 0.06 and 0.12 M) at room temperature as
described in Chapter 2 and elsewhere.14 UAD growth with mixed dopants was
performed using the same method.

Dyes are referred to by the following

acronyms: Acridine orange (AO) [10127-02-3]; Acridine yellow G (AYG) [13549-9]; Acriflavine neutral (AN) [8048-52-0]; Basic fuchsin (BF) [ 569-61-9];
Bismarck brown R (BBR) [5421-66-9]; Bismarck brown Y (BBY) [10114-58-6];
Crysoidine G (CG) [532-82-1]; Methylene blue (MB) [7220-79-3]; Methylene
violet (MV) [2516-05-4]; Neutral red (NR) [553-24-2]; New fuchsin (NF) [3248163

91-7]; New methylene blue (NMB) [6586-05-6]; Safranin O (SO) [477-73-6];
Thionin acetate (TA) [78338-22-4]; Toluidine blue O (TBO) [92-31-9].
Commercial BBY was recrystallized in ethanol to give purified material, BBYp.
The exact purity of BBYp is not known; however GC-MS showed it has few low
molecular weight species and a sharper differential scanning calorimetry
profile. Molecular structures of uric acid dihydrate and all molecular additives
are given in Figure 2.1.

5.2.2 Optical and Hot Stage Microscopy
Qualitative dehydration was performed on an Olympus BX-50 polarizing
microscope fitted with an HS1-STC20A hot stage regulated by an STC200 stand
alone temperature controller (Instec, Inc. USA). A Nikon COOLPIX995 digital
camera operated with krinnicam_v1-03 software was used to collect all
micrographs. For isothermal dehydration experiments, UAD-dye and UADsalt crystals were placed on 1 mm thick microscope glass slides atop the heating
stage. Sequential photographs were taken during the isothermal dehydration
of the crystals as a function of time over regular intervals at 37, 40, 45, 50 and
55°C. The heating stage has a standard deviation of ±1.0°C over the
temperature range used and was calibrated against known standards.
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5.2.3 Thermal Analysis (DSC and TGA)
A TA Instruments 2900 differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) was used to
examine the dehydration of doped UAD-dye and UAD-salt samples as a
function of temperature. Crystals were harvested from the growth solution by
vacuum filtration, rinsed several times with distilled water to remove any dye
from the surface and air dried until the filter paper appeared dry. Within
minutes, samples (2 – 5 mg) were placed in hermetic aluminum pans (TA
instruments) and loosely sealed with a manual press. The pans were cramped
in ‘top-hat’ like shape leaving some space between the lid and the crystals to
prevent sample crushing. A similarly sealed empty hermetic pan was used as a
reference. All experiments were run with a temperature ramp of 10.0°C/min
from room temperature to 150°C while continuously purging the DSC cell with
nitrogen at 50mL/min. All temperatures cited refer to peak maximum
temperatures (Tm), not onset temperatures. Though onset temperatures can be
more accurate, they are also more variable. Sample grinding was avoided since
previous work15 showed that ground samples had lower dehydration
temperatures than unground samples.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on a TA instruments
SDT_Q600 instrument using 2-5 mg of unground sample loaded into 90µL
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alumina sample cups. The TGA was ramped from room temperature to 200°C
at 10°C/min to effect complete dehydration in a nitrogen atmosphere
(50mL/min). The extent to which each sample was already partially
dehydrated was determined by the difference method. In cases where direct
comparisons of pure UAD and doped-UAD dehydrations were made, equal
sample weights and similar initial temperatures for each subsequent
experiment were used. All thermal data were analyzed using TA instruments’
Universal Analysis 2000 software. All experiments were done in triplicate.

5.2.4 Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD)
A Rigaku Rapid diffractometer using CuKα radiation (λ = 1.54 Å) at 46 kV
and 40 mA equipped with a Saturn/Jupiter CCD detector (Rigaku) was used
for powder X-ray studies.

Diffraction data of all UAD-dye and UAD-salt

samples before and after dehydration at different temperatures and for
different time durations were collected between 2θ values of 5 - 45° using a step
size of 0.01˚ and total scan time of 90 minutes. Peaks were assigned based on
calculated powder patterns of established single crystal structures.16,

17

The

most significant changes were the disappearance of (002), (004) and (112)
reflections of UAD and the appearance of (200), (210) and (11) reflections of
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UA. Data analysis was performed using Jade v5.035 software (Material Data
Inc.)

5.3 Stabilization of UAD via Doping

UAD-dye and UAD-salt crystals were grown from room temperature
aqueous solutions containing assorted molecular dyes and inorganic salts in
varying concentrations. Dye-doped UAD single crystals exhibited a variety of
distinct inclusion patterns which are depicted schematically in Figure 5.1. Some
dyes were highly localized in {102} or {011} sectors, while others were
nonspecifically included throughout the entire matrix. In general, growth of
UAD in the presence of these molecular dyes did not alter their crystal sizes
significantly relative to pure UAD, but in many cases led to octagonal or
hexagonal morphologies in which new {210} side faces appeared. Photographs
of actual UAD-dye crystals grown under all conditions are provided in Figures
5.2 and 5.3. UAD-salt crystals are visually indistinguishable from pure UAD in
both morphology and color, but have included dopant concentrations similar to
UAD-dye. It is not known whether the inorganic cations prefer to localize
within specific UAD sectors or are distributed throughout the entire matrix.
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Additional details on the inclusion phenomena of these dopants in UAD
matrixes is described in Chapter 2 and elsewhere.14, 18-20

Figure 5.1.

Four types of inclusion patterns observed in doped UAD-dye
crystals: (a) inclusion on the {011} growth sector, (b) on the {011}
growth hillock, (c) on the {102} growth sector, and (d) nonspecific
inclusion throughout the crystal matrix. All images are viewed
down the c-axis with the a- and b-axes horizontal and vertical,
respectively.
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Figure 5.2.

Photomicrographs of uric acid dihydrate crystals deposited in the
presence of variety of dyes and [dyes]sol’n: (1) pure UAD, (2) UAD + 5
µM BBR, (3) UAD + 10 µM BBR, (4) UAD + 25 µM BBR, (5) UAD + 5 µM
BBY, (6) UAD + 10 µM BBY, (7) UAD + 25 µM BBY, (8) UAD + 100 µM
CG, (9) UAD + 200 µM CG, (10) UAD + 300 µM CG, (11) UAD + 25 µM
AO, (12) UAD + 50 µM AO, (13) UAD + 100 µM AO, (14) UAD + 25 µM
AYG, (15) UAD + 50 µM AYG, (16) UAD + 100 µM 1YG, (17) UAD + 10
µM MV, (18) UAD + 25 µM MV, (19) UAD + 50 µM MV. In most cases,
the dyes induced change in morphology from the rectangular plate of
pure UAD to pseudo-octagons, hexagons and diamond shapes.
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Figure 5.3.

UAD-dye crystals deposited in the presence of variety of dyes and
[dyes]sol’n : (20) UAD + 75 µM NMB, (21) UAD + 100 µM NMB, (22)
UAD + 50 µM TA, (23) UAD + 75 µM TA, (24) UAD + 100 µM TA, (25)
UAD + 165 µM AN, (26) UAD + 10 µM TBO, (27) UAD + 15 µM TBO,
(28) UAD + 25 µM TBO, (29) UAD + 5 µM MB, (30) UAD + 100 µM MB,
(31) UAD + 2 µM NR, (32) UAD + 5 µM NR, (33) UAD + 7 µM NR, (34)
UAD + 100 µM BF, (35) UAD + 300 µM BF, (36) UAD + 100 µM NF, (37)
UAD + 200 µM NF, (38) UAD + 300 µM NF, (39) UAD + 25 µM SO, (40)
UAD + 50 µM SO, and (41) UAD + 75 µM SO. In most cases, the dyes
induced change in morphology from the rectangular plate of pure UAD
to pseudo-octagons, hexagons and diamond shapes. Scale bars = 50µm.
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The spontaneous dehydration of pure UAD single crystals to polycrystalline
anhydrous uric acid (UA) is readily apparent in a qualitative sense, since the
optically transparent crystals turn opaque over time in air.

Previous

investigations of pure UAD showed that its dehydration to polycrystalline UA
occurs in one irreversible step without any detectable crystalline intermediate
phases as represented in Equation (5.1). The corresponding weight loss is
17.64%.15 The dehydration of doped UAD is represented in Equation (5.2)
where again the loss of 2 moles of water occurs in an irreversible step to yield
polycrystalline UA. Given the low concentration of dopant included within the
UAD host matrix (≤ 0.42%), changes to the theoretical water loss are expected to
be negligible.

(5.1)

(5.2)

UAD( s ) → UA( s ) + 2 H 2O
UAD − dopant( s ) → UA − dopant( s ) + 2 H 2O

At issue is how the inclusion of this broad range of dopants might affect the
thermal properties of UAD. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was used
to monitor the dehydration of UAD-dye and UAD-salt crystals grown from
solutions containing varying [dye]sol’n and [salt]sol’n. The average dehydration
temperature, Tm, of crystals grown under each set of conditions is summarized
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in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. The Tm values cited refer to the peak maximum. While
onset temperatures may be more commonly used in reporting transition
temperatures, we found that peak maxima had smaller standard deviations and
were more consistent. These factors simplified the comparisons made across
literally hundreds of samples. All samples were run in at least triplicate using
similar sample weights and initial DSC starting temperatures.

Table 5.1.

Dehydration temperatures of UAD-salt crystals grown from
different salt solutions. All crystals had a rectangular plate-like
morphology identical to pure UAD.
UAD-salt
(source)

Tm
[salt]sol =
0.02 M

Tm
[salt]sol =
0.06 M

Tm
[Salt]sol =
0.12 M

Pure UAD
UAD-Na
NaCl
NaNO3
Na2SO4

87.39 ± 0.20
89.09 ± 0.73
84.34 ± 0.33
88.58 ± 1.09

86.19 ± 0.91
87.46 ± 0.19
89.13 ± 1.29

86.25 ± 0.79
87.55 ± 1.11
85.35 ± 0.64

UAD-K
KCl
KNO3
K2SO4

86.61 ± 0.34
87.97 ± 0.12
87.28 ± 0.56

90.22 ± 0.82
86.45 ± 0.51
87.05 ± 1.04

89.66 ± 0.57
88.64 ± 2.12
86.61 ± 0.25

UAD-Ca
CaCl2
Ca(NO3)2

85.39 ± 0.13
89.76 ± 1.48

86.26 ± 1.31
90.15 ± 0.92

85.81 ± 0.52
89.38 ± 0.35

UAD-Mg
MgCl2 a
Mg(NO3)2a
MgSO4

91.10 ± 0.88
82.89 ± 0.60
86.83 ± 0.83

91.84 ± 1.49
89.26 ± 1.00
85.84 ± 0.30

89.58 ± 0.65
88.67 ± 1.35
90.79 ± 1.61

a

hexahydrates 6H2O
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UAD-salt crystals exhibited great variability in their Tm values (Table 5.1).
The majority of samples grown over a range of solution conditions ([salt]sol’n =
0.02 – 0.12 M) exhibited little change in their average thermal stability relative
to pure UAD. Some samples dehydrated at slightly higher temperatures ~90 91˚C, though this was only consistently true for MgCl2 and Ca(NO3)2 over the
full [salt]sol’n growth conditions examined. Several UAD-salt samples exhibited
Tm values a few degrees lower than pure UAD. (This was also seen in UADAYG grown from very dilute [AYG]sol’n, Table 5.2). We did not attempt to
accurately measure the crystal sizes of UAD-salt obtained under different
growth conditions, but note that each set of crystallization conditions resulted
in a range of sizes. The effect of crystal size (by analysis of pure UAD sieved
samples) was relatively small, the dehydration temperature of the largest
crystals (180 - 125 µm) was only ~1˚C higher than that of the smallest crystals
(≤90 µm).15 The somewhat erratic Tm values in the UAD-salt cases may be due
at least in part to these variable size effects.
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Table 5.2.
UAD-dye
[dye]sol’n

Dehydration temperaturesa and corresponding habit(s)b of UADdye grown from different [dye]sol’n.

[dye]UAD,
Tm (°C)

Pure UAD 87.39 ± 0.20
UAD-BBR

91.56 ± 0.56

10 µM

91.42 ± 0.42

UAD-AO

95.84 ± 0.59

50 µM 88.45 ± 0.18
100 µM 92.87 ± 1.62
UAD-'MB

75 µM 91.74 ± 0.11
100 µM 91.22 ± 0.13

(~1)
10 µM 87.81 ± 1.47 R, O, H
15 µM 88.23 ± 2.40 O, H
25 µM 89.59 ± 0.47 H, D
(n/a)

100 µM 87.87 ± 0.27
200 µM 88.18 ± 0.53

300 µM 88.85 ± 0.21

10 µM 92.22 ± 0.62

25 µM 95.94 ± 0.69

UAD-dye
[dye]sol’n

50 µM 88.29 ± 0.21
100 µM 92.82 ± 0.96

[dye]UAD,
Tm (°C)

Habit

75 µM 87.82 ± 0.39
100 µM 91.06 ± 0.25
UAD-MB

(1-30)

5 µM 89.23 ± 1.01

100 µM 89.44 ± 0.34
200 µM 90.66 ± 0.11

200 µM 87.77 ± 0.35

300 µM 88.60 ± 0.21

300 µM 95.94 ± 0.53

R, O
R, O
O

(3-5)

R
25 µM 90.66 ± 0.14 O, H, D
50 µM 92.27 ± 0.11 O, H, D

10 µM 89.17 ± 2.10

(6-7)

130 µM 87.19 ± 1.42
165 µM 87.48 ± 1.07
230 µM 89.91 ± 0.13
UAD-'R

R
R, O
R, O

(n/a)

100 µM 87.48 ± 0.24

200 µM 94.84 ± 1.18

UAD-A'
R
O, H
H, D

(1-2)

100 µM 94.73 ± 0.69

UAD-MV
O
H, D
D

(2-13)

50 µM 90.53 ± 0.16

UAD-'F
R
R
O

UAD-CG
R, O
O
H, D

(5-18)

25 µM 85.08 ± 0.74

UAD-TA
R
R
O

UAD-TBO

UAD-BF

Habit

(2-42)

5 µM 91.63 ± 0.38

UAD-AYG
R
O
H, D

(~2)

50 µM 88.62 ± 0.14

[dye]UAD,
Tm (°C)

UAD-BBY
H, D
H, D
D

(1-4)

25 µM 86.84 ± 0.63

UAD-dye
[dye]sol’n

R

(1-3)

5 µM

25 µM

Habit

R
R
R

(3-13)

2 µM 90.08 ± 0.04
5 µM 91.40 ± 0.23

7 µM 92.53 ± 0.63

R
O
O

UAD-SO
R, O
O, H
H, D

(1-2)
25 µM 86.97 ± 0.61 R, O, H
50 µM 87.59 ± 0.21 O, H, D
75 µM 87.08 ± 0.26 H, D

of pure UAD from reference.15 bAll crystals have large (001) faces and the following side
faces which define their morphology: R = rectangular (011) & (102), O = octagonal (011) & (102)
& (210), H = hexagonal (011) & (210), D = diamond (210). Under conditions where mixed
morphologies are obtained, if one form is clearly predominant, it appears in bold. Numbers in
( ) indicate the number of dye molecules included per 104 of uric acid molecules, [dye]UAD.

aT

m
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5.3.1 Enhanced Thermal Stability
Dehydration of pure UAD crystals under differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) conditions (heating rate = 10˚C/min) resulted in a single endothermic
peak with a maximum Tm = 87.39±0.20˚C.15 Most of the molecular dopants
unambiguously shifted the dehydration peak to higher transition temperatures
relative to pure UAD, though the magnitude of the Tm shift varied for different
dyes and concentrations (Table 5.2). The crystals doped with azo dyes - BBR,
BBY, and CG - exhibited the greatest increase in Tm (4 - 8°C) relative to pure
UAD. The majority of dyes (AO, AYG, MV, NMB, AN, TBO, MB, NR, BF,
NF) elevated Tm by 1 - 5°C with shifts that typically exhibited some dependence
on the growth [dye]sol’n. The two triarylmethane dyes, BF and NF, showed only
a modest shift in Tm (~1°C) which slightly increased with growth [dye]sol’n. SO
asserted a negligible effect on Tm. We note that the [dye]sol’n and [dye]UAD are
not always linearly related.

In some but not all cases, the dependence or

independence of Tm shift with respect to [dye]sol’n can be explained by this nonlinear relationship.
As in pure UAD,15 a single endothermic peak was observed for all UAD-dye
samples upon dehydration. Representative DSC curves of two materials grown
from 25 µM [dye]sol’n, UAD-MV and UAD-BBY, appear in Figure 5.4. The Tm
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values in these two samples are shifted relative to pure UAD by 3.3˚C and
8.5˚C, respectively. There are also differences in the general shape of the curve.
The dehydration onset in pure UAD occurs several degrees earlier than in the
two UAD-dye samples and is marked by a fairly consistent change in the heat
flow until the Tm at ~87˚C is reached. On the other hand, the dehydration of
UAD-MV and UAD-BBY does not proceed at the same rate throughout - it is
quite slow initially and then at a certain point increases dramatically. Although
the increase in Tm is not observed in all UAD-dye samples investigated, this
general peak shape was fairly common for doped samples.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) experiments run simultaneously showed
the dehydration of UAD-dye samples to be a smooth continuous transition like
pure UAD.15 No significant differences in the initial weight loss (e.g. due to
sample prep time) between freshly prepared pure UAD and UAD-dye samples
were observed. There were, however, subtle but clear differences in the TGA
data of pure UAD and UAD-dye samples with shifted Tm values. Not only did
the doped UAD samples show the same small initial delay in dehydration that
was evident in the DSC data, but the amount of residual water removed at the
tail end of the TGA curve was typically slightly higher (Figure 5.4, bottom).
After the main dehydration event, pure UAD samples typically retained ~0.5%
water which can be driven off with continued heating. In the case of UAD-dye
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samples with elevated Tm values, the residual water was typically ~1%. In
UAD-dye samples with non-shifted Tm values, the residual water content was
sometimes slightly elevated but generally closer to that of pure UAD.

Figure 5.4.

(top) DSC data obtained at 10˚C/min heating rates for: (black) pure
UAD (Tm ~ 87˚C), (blue) UAD-MV (Tm ~ 90˚C), and (red) UAD-BBY (Tm
~ 96˚C). (bottom) TGA dehydration data for pure UAD (black) and
UAD-BBY (red) curves. Both UAD-MV and UAD-BBY were grown
from [dye]sol’n = 25 µM.
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Simulated powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) of pure UAD and UA, as well as
PXRD of UAD-NR and UAD-CG before and after dehydration are presented in
Figure 5.5. The diffraction lines in both UAD-dye samples are broad, owing to
the fact that the samples were not ground prior to analysis since that can lead to
premature partial dehydration.

Dehydrated UAD-dye samples were also

unground prior to PXRD analysis. Overall the loss of characteristic reflections
of UAD (002), (004), (011) and (11) and the appearance of UA (200), (210) and
(11) reflections parallels what was observed in the dehydration of pure UAD.15
These two examples were selected because they exhibited very different
inclusion behavior. UAD-CG inclusions were typically found in {011} growth
hillocks, whereas UAD-NR preferentially included in {102} growth sectors. The
types of inclusion pattern exhibited seem not to have an obvious impact on the
dehydration mechanism or the magnitude of the Tm shift.
That side, the exact location of the dopant in the dehydrated material remains
an open question. Dopants may be either embedded within the UA matrix or
reside on the surfaces of the polycrystalline product. Inclusion of these dopants
in the product UA single crystals is at least theoretically possible, as they have
been

shown

to

include

during

solution

growth.21

Single-crystal

microspectrophotometry of some freshly grown UA-dye crystals and
polycrystalline material obtained from dehydrated UAD-dye showed no
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significant difference in the λmax besides some peak broadening in the spectra of
the latter.

Figure 5.5.

Representative powder X-ray diffraction patterns of UAD-dye
crystals before and after dehydration. (a, f) simulated PXRD
patterns of UAD and UA, respectively; (b, c) UAD-CG (grown
from [CG]sol’n = 200 µM) before and after dehydration; (d, e) UADNR (grown from [NR]sol’n = 7 µM) before and after dehydration.

The dehydration of UAD crystals grown in the presence of combinations of
dye dopants (UAD-dye1.dye2) was also investigated. See section 2.3.6 for details
on inclusion, morphology and spectral properties. We thought the presence of
two competing dyes might change the dehydration properties of the resultant
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samples. As can be seen in Table 5.3 the Tm of all the UAD-dye1.dye2 samples
was elevated by 2 – 10°C compared to pure UAD. Close examination of the Tm
values indicated that they are very similar to the values obtained from either
one of the dyes in the pair under similar concentrations (compare with Tm
values in Table 5.2) with one exception. The effect of the dye pair AO.MV on Tm
is significantly higher than the effect of the individual dyes AO and MV under
similar growth conditions, which looks like a combined effect of the two dyes
present although this was not observed in other dye pairings. Inclusion
preference or morphological effects do not seem to play a significant role in
elevating Tm as pairing these dyes did not change the respective inclusion
behaviors or the type of crystal morphologies obtained (see Section 2.3.6).

Table 5.3.

Dehydration temperature and corresponding habit(s)a of UADdye grown from different [dye]sol’n.

UAD-dye
[dye]sol’n

[dye]UAD,
Tm (°C)

Habit

UAD-dye
[dye]sol’n

pure UAD
No dye

87.39±0.20

R

100µM CG-25µM TBO

89.37±0.17

O

97.25±0.25

D

UAD-AO.MV
90.78±0.45

O

100µM AO-50µM MV

UAD-CG-NMB
100µM CG-75µM NMB

Habit

UAD-CG-TBO

UAD-CG.MV
100µM CG-25µM MV

[dye]UAD,
Tm (°C)

UAD-AO-NMB
90.53±0.35

O

100µM AO-75µM NMB

UAD-CG-TA

91.03±0.98 O, H, D

UAD-AO-TA

89.37±0.13
O
91.72±0.43 O, H, D
100 µM CG-50µM TA
100µM AO-50µM TA
crystals have large (001) faces and the following side faces which define their morphology:
O = octagonal (011) & (102) & (210), H = hexagonal (011) & (210), D = diamond (210).

aAll
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The qualitative observation that naturally derived UAD crystals were more
resistant to dehydration than their synthetic analogues12,

13

was the central

inspiration for this work. Differences in the physical properties of biogenic and
synthetic minerals have been reported previously.22-24
Having confirmed that many molecular dopants clearly do alter the
dehydration of UAD, we sought to rationalize this effect. For any given UADdopant material, there are several factors or combination of factors which could
potentially influence the thermal properties. Possible factors associated with
the host material include changes in the crystal morphology and size, as well as
the number and type of defects introduced by the doping solution.

A

reexamination of dehydration rates in morphology-modified crystals is
therefore warranted.

Defect analysis is experimentally significantly more

challenging and is not addressed here. Possible factors related to the dopant
include its structure, concentration, location and degree of ordering within the
crystalline matrix. The concentration of dopant within the UAD-dopant matrix
is inextricably related to the growth conditions, though the relationship
between [dopant]UAD and [dopant]sol’n varies from dopant to dopant and is not
always linear. At best, we know only the average dopant concentration, as this
parameter can vary locally within a single crystal and among individual
crystals grown from the same solution.
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5.3.2 Dehydration Anisotropy
Pure UAD single crystals adopt a plate-like rectangular morphology
with large (001) faces bounded by smaller {102} and {011} side faces. In Chapter
4 and elsewhere we reported15 that the dehydration of pure UAD single crystals
to polycrystalline UA is characterized by two general phenomena: (1) the loss of
optical transparency originating from the outer edges of the crystal with
dehydration fronts that propagate toward the center of the crystal and (2) the
formation of large cracks. Both of these phenomena were highly anisotropic.
Dehydration occurred significantly faster along ±a than along ±b, and large
cracks consistently ran parallel to ±b. The tunable morphology of UAD-dye
crystals enables examination of this anisotropy as a function of crystal shape.
Hot stage microscopy (HSM) was used to qualitatively monitor the
isothermal dehydration of UAD-dye crystals in air at different temperatures.
Elevated temperatures accelerated the overall progression but otherwise did
not appear to change the general dehydration process. In Figure 5.6 are timelapsed photomicrographs of dehydrating UAD-NMB and UAD-BBR single
crystals. The former have rectangular morphologies similar to pure UAD; the
latter are diamond-like prisms resulting from the appearance of (210) side faces.
The behavior exhibited by each is representative of all UAD-dye with similar
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morphologies regardless of the type of inclusion pattern observed. In
rectangular UAD-NMB, dehydration patterns qualitatively similar to pure
UAD were observed. Dehydration initiated at the crystal edges and progressed
faster along ±a than ±b, with large crack formation parallel to ±b. Notably in
UAD-CG, the cracks tended to form on or close to the hillock center (Figure
5.7).

Figure 5.6.

HSM dehydration of UAD-dye crystals in air at 50°C. (top)
Rectangular UAD-NMB grown from 50 µM [NMB]sol, have faster
moving dehydration fronts along the ±a than along ±b. (bottom)
Dehydration fronts from the edges of diamond shaped UAD-BBR
grown from 2 µM [BBR]sol are all equivalent by symmetry.
Crystals are oriented with the a-axis horizontal and the b-axis
vertical. Scale bars = 50 µm.
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In UAD-BBR and

all other UAD-dye crystals with diamond-like

morphologies, dehydration patterns appeared more isotropic, which was to be
expected since all {210} side faces are structurally equivalent.

Large crack

formation occurred parallel to the ±b axis, which is usually the long axis in the
diamond shaped crystals.

Again, these two phenomena were seemingly

independent of the dye and the type of inclusion pattern.
Relative dehydration rates along the different faces could be gleaned from
UAD-MV crystals, which adopted a variety of morphologies - rectangular,
octagonal, hexagonal, diamond - often from the same growth solution. The
dehydration fronts on the diagonal {210} faces appeared to move marginally
faster than the {102} faces, for relative dehydration rates of {210} ≥ {102} >>
{011}. This is also observed in octagonal single crystals which present all three
side faces simultaneously. While there may be slight differences in dehydration
rates due to morphology, morphological factors can not fully explain the
delayed dehydration in the UAD-dye systems. As shown in Table 5.2, several
of the rectangular crystals without large {210} faces (e.g. UAD-CG) also
exhibited very large Tm shifts.
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Figure 5.7.

HSM dehydration of UAD-CG crystals in air at 50°C. Crystals
grown from 300 µM [CG]sol, major cracks form close to the hillock
center along ±b. Crystals are oriented with the a-axis horizontal
and the b-axis vertical. Scale bar = 50 µm.

UAD-dye1.dye2 samples also behaved similar to UAD-dye crystals on the
HSM. As can be seen in Figure 5.8, the UAD-AO.MV crystal dehydrated
isotropically from all structurally equivalent {210} side faces. A crack also
formed parallel to the ±b axis, as is the case in all doped or pure UAD crystals.

Figure 5.8.

HSM dehydration of UAD-AO.MV at 50°C in air. Crystals were
deposited in the presence of [AO]sol’n = 100 µM and [MV]sol’n = 50
µM. Scale bar = 50 µm.
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We next sought to rule out the possibility that the Tm shift could be due to
subtle differences in the size of UAD-dye crystals. Size effects on the
dehydration of pure UAD were previously shown to be modest, with the Tm of
the “largest crystals” (180-125 µm) only ~1˚ higher than that of the “smallest
crystals” (≤90µm).15 UAD-CG crystals were grown from [CG]sol’n = 200 µM in
large quantities were sieved into four average sizes (≥180 µm, 180 - 125 µm, 125
- 90 µm, and 90 - 62 µm) and the dehydration temperatures were determined.
DSC dehydration performed at 10°C/min resulted in a single peak at
94.67±0.70°C, 94.26±0.43°C, 92.73±0.68°C, and 90.94±0.34°C for each of the four
average sizes, respectively. The dehydration temperature of UAD-CG crystals
is higher than similar sized pure UAD crystals by more than 4°C in all size
ranges. Differences in crystal size therefore cannot account for the Tm shift in
UAD-dye crystals.
Sectoral inclusion preference of the dyes in the UAD crystals also does not
seem to correlate with the observed Tm elevation. Dyes included on different
sectors (e.g. NMB and NR on {102} growth sector, MV and CG on {011} sector/
hillock) all elevated Tm. Similarly the amount of dye incorporated in the crystal
matrix showed no trend in the changes observed in Tm. For example, there are
only 1-2 molecules of CG but 1-30 molecules of MB per 104 UAD; CG is one of
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the most effective dyes in elevating Tm while MB induced modest changes
(Table 5.2).

5.3.3 Rationalizing the Temperature Shift
The dehydration of pure UAD15 and UAD-dopant crystals without
substantial morphology modifications is highly anisotropic. As described in the
preceding sections, the dehydration is characterized by faster inward
dehydration along ±a axis than that of ±b axis. This is accompanied by the
formation of macroscopic cracks parallel to the ±b axis which typically span the
length of the crystal. In diamond shaped UAD-dye crystals, the dehydration
advanced isotropically from the equivalent diagonal faces, but the crack
direction is still in the same ±b-direction (see Figures 5.6 – 5.8). The observed
anisotropy in both the relative dehydration rates and crack direction can be
linked directly to structural factors. Figure 5.9 is a top-down view of the largest
UAD (001) plate face with select water molecules drawn in space-filling mode
to emphasize their relative orientation within the ab plane. The water molecules
reside in 2D planes sandwiched between uric acid layers and adopt identical
orientations along ±b axis and alternating orientations along ±a axis. They are
hydrogen bonded to uric acid molecules in the neighboring layers above and
below; however, they are not bonded to one another. During dehydration all
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hydrogen bonds between uric acid and water molecules must be broken and
new hydrogen bonds between neighboring uric acid molecules formed.15
Therefore, the anisotropy in the dehydration may be related to the shortening
or expansion of unit cell parameters that occur within the 2D uric acid layer in
going from UAD to polycrystalline UA (see Section 4.3.3 for more details).

Figure 5.9.

Top-down view of the layers in UAD created from fractional
coordinates from refcode ZZZPPI02.16 Selected water molecules
are highlighted in space-filling mode to better show the
alternating orientation of the water molecules along the ±a axis.
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The elevated Tm values in UAD-dopant indicate that the presence of the
impurities in the crystal matrix of UAD makes the removal of water more
difficult as a result of host-guest interactions. These interactions include Hbonding between the guest functional groups (e.g. amino groups) and the host
molecule as well as charge-assisted interactions between the cationic dyes and
the urate ion which must also be included for charge balance. The structural
variability present in the dyes used such as planarity, flexibility/ rigidity, and
steric hindrance may also play a significant role. Although the amount of
impurity included is very low, the impurities may also act as physical barriers
retarding the movement of freed water molecules during dehydration. We
believe the presence of all or some combination of these factors in the doped
samples increased the temperature required for dehydration.
All the dyes included in UAD crystals are cationic except one (MV = neutral)
under the experimental conditions used. The acridine (AN, AO, AYG), thiazine
(MB, NMB, MV, TA, TBO) and azine (NR) dyes are small-sized molecules
with a planar conjugated system.25, 26 Condensed chemical structures and their
3D representations are given in Figure 5.10. Structural differences arise from the
type of substituents at positions 2, 3, 6, and 7 in each class (see Figure 2.1 for
structural details). They all have two side-chain amino groups and a central
heterocycle which can provide ample H-bond donors and acceptors. UV-Vis
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analysis of UAD single crystals doped with these dyes (except MB and TBO)
revealed that their absorption maxima (λmax(UAD)) varied by ≤ 5 nm, suggesting
that each of the dyes adopts preferred orientation(s) within the UAD matrix
(see Chapter 2 for details). All the UAD-dye samples with narrow λmax(UAD)
have Tm values 3 - 5°C higher compared to pure UAD at the highest [dye]sol’n
used. Models for the orientations of AN and MB within the UAD-AN and
UAD-MB crystal matrix were proposed previously.18,

20, 27

Based on steric

considerations and favorable H-bonding between host and guest, it was
suggested that a dye molecule effectively replaces two uric acid molecules
within a single ribbon in the ab plane. A urate molecule substitutes for a uric
acid either in an adjacent layer or ribbon to maintain charge balance. Given the
structural similarities of the other dyes either to AN or MB, we presume that
their mode of inclusion is similar.
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Figure 5.10. Basic structures of acridine, azine and thiazine dyes (top) and 3D
representation of their planar rigid frame (bottom).

The diazo dyes BBR and BBY are moderately large in size with an extensive
conjugated aromatic system25 and low purity, 40 and 53%, respectively. They
are conformationally flexible with rotational freedom about four single bonds
(see Figure 5.11, top left). Rotation about the red arrows is less hindered, while
rotation around the black arrows is less likely. This gives them the possibility to
change conformation to facilitate their inclusion into the UAD crystals.27 Both
BBR and BBY have four primary amine groups providing an increased chance
to H-bond with the host molecule. A model developed for BBY inclusion in
UAD crystals suggested that the dye spans two uric acid layers due to its larger
size.27 In doing so, a single BBY molecule likely replaces at least 3 uric acid
molecules and some water molecules. The dehydration temperatures of UAD
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crystals grown in the presence these dyes and the purified BBYp showed a
larger increase in Tm (4 - 8°C, Table 5.2) which supports the extensive Hbonding argument. The visible absorption spectra for UAD-BBY, UAD-BBYp,
and UAD-BBR single crystals each showed polarization-dependent broad
absorption profiles which might be due to multiple conformations or
orientations of the dyes within the UAD crystal matrix.
The other azo dye investigated (chrysoidine G) is conformationally flexible,
small in size, and has two amino groups (Figure 2.1). It exhibited a highly
selective inclusion on the growth hillocks of the {011} growth sector of UAD
(Figure 5.7) which was not observed in any other dye. Its effect on Tm was one
of the highest (7 - 8°C compared to pure UAD, Table 5.2); this could be a
consequence of more effective interactions with the host molecule compared to
the other dyes.
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Figure 5.11. (top) Molecular structures and (bottom) 3D representations of a
flexible Bismarck brown, a moderately hindered Safranin O, and a
most sterically hindered Basic fuchsin, respectively. The arrows in
the chemical structure of BBY indicate possible axes of rotation
around a single bond.

The moderately sized azine dye, SO, has a noticeably nonplanar distribution
of aromatic rings due to the phenyl substituent on the central heterocycle.
Similarly, the triarylmethane dyes (BF, NF) have a slightly nonplanar
conjugated system25,

26

(Figure 5.11). UAD crystals grown in the presence of

these three dyes showed no inclusion specificity or intense coloration. Their
effect on Tm was also neutral (SO) or very minimal (~1°C increase for BF and
NF, Table 5.2). These observations suggest that the sterically hindered structure
of these dyes does not allow optimum interaction with the host molecule.
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5.4 Conclusions

In this study, we reported the effect of different impurities on the
dehydration of UAD crystals. The dehydration of the UAD-dopant samples
was studied by HSM, DSC, TGA, and PXRD. From qualitative HSM studies we
observed that morphologically unmodified UAD-dopant crystals dehydrated
anisotropically with the dehydration front advancing faster along ±a-axis than
the ±b-axis and cracks formed parallel to the ±b-axis. In diamond shaped
crystals, the dehydration advanced equally from the equivalent {210} growth
sectors to the center of the crystals with crack formation parallel to the ±b-axis.
DSC experiments showed that in the presence of most of the molecular
dopants the dehydration temperature (Tm) shifted to higher values relative to
pure UAD. The greatest increase in Tm was observed in the presence of the azo
dyes - BBR, BBY, and CG relative to pure UAD. The majority of the other dyes
(AO, AYG, MV, NMB, AN, TBO, MB, NR, BF) elevated Tm by 1 - 5°C, while
the two triarylmethane dyes, BF and NF, showed a minor shift in Tm (~1°C). In
almost all cases, Tm slightly increased with [dye] in the growth solution. SO
asserted no noticeable effect on Tm. In contrast, UAD-salt crystals exhibited
greater variability in their Tm values, as some salts slightly increased Tm while
others slightly decreased it. Higher Tm values were consistently observed only
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in the presence of MgCl2 and Ca(NO3)2. The inconsistency in Tm values in the
case of UAD-salt crystals may be partly due to variability in the size of crystals
obtained. Variability may also be due to the smaller size of the metal cations
compared to the dye impurities, giving them a lower chance of interaction with
the host (e.g. by H-bonding), making them less effective in increasing Tm.
Analysis of DSC curves of UAD-dopant samples showed that the
dehydration started at a higher temperature and progressed at a slower rate
compared to pure UAD. TGA measurements indicated that the dehydration of
UAD-dopant samples was a smooth, continuous transition like in pure UAD
with comparable overall weight losses. However, the doped UAD samples
showed a small initial delay in dehydration and a slightly higher weight loss at
the tail end of the TGA curve. The phase transformation from UAD-dopant to
UA-dopant was accompanied by the disappearance and appearance of PXRD
reflection peaks corresponding to UAD and UA, respectively.
Although crystal size and morphology of the dye-doped UAD did not
contribute significantly to the observed elevation in Tm, we believe H-bond
assisted host-guest interactions played a major role in stabilizing the host
molecules. The small-sized planar geometry of the acridine, thiazine and azine
dyes created an optimum environment for the dyes to get incorporated in a
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single layer of uric acid with a number of possible H-bond interactions, thereby
stabilizing the host and elevating its Tm. The flexibility and abundance of Hbond donors and acceptors in the azo dyes also made them effective
dehydration inhibitors, which is further supported by the fact that the sterically
hindered dyes (BF, NF, SO) showed little or no effect on Tm.
Through this work, we have demonstrated a proof of concept study that
shows low-level doping can be a viable means to improve the thermal stability
of a model molecular hydrate. This approach may have broad and useful
applications in tailoring the properties of other metastable molecular hydrates
or solvates.
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CHAPTER 6 IMPURITY EFFECTS ON ANHYDROUS URIC ACID CRYSTAL GROWTH: AN

ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY INVESTIGATION

6.1 Introduction

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a valuable tool in the investigation of
chemical and biological surfaces at the atomic level since its invention in 1986.1
AFM is used in a variety of studies including the measurement of adhesion and
friction forces between AFM tip and sample surface, topographical mapping of
surfaces, measurement of mechanical properties,2 manipulation of atoms and
molecules, modification of surfaces,2, 3 and investigation of crystal growth and
dissolution phenomena.4, 5 It is used under different environments such as air,
vacuum, various gases, and liquids,2, 4 at low or high temperatures.2, 5
There are two typical modes of AFM operation, contact mode and tapping
mode. In the widely used contact mode, the AFM functions by raster scanning
across the surface of a sample with a sharp microfabricated silicon nitride
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(Si3N4) triangular tip mounted at the end of a flexible low spring constant
cantilever. A diode laser beam is focused onto the back edge of the cantilever
and is reflected back through a mirror onto a split photodiode position sensitive
detector (PSD), which monitors the changes in the cantilever deflection. A
feedback loop, connected to the cantilever deflection sensor, maintains a
constant distance between the cantilever and the sample by vertically moving
the scanner (z-direction) at each (x, y) data point to maintain a user defined
setpoint. This aids in keeping the force between the tip and the sample constant
(~10-9 N) and prevents the tip from crashing into the sample.1-3 The distance
the scanner moves in the z direction at each (x, y) position provides a
topographical (height) image of the sample surface.3 The differential signal
from the photodiode detector at each lateral position is presented as a
deflection image and has better edge contrast compared to the height image. In
contact mode, when the tip raster-scans the sample surface to generate both
height and deflection images, two scan directions are involved: a fast horizontal
scan direction and a slow vertical scan direction.
In the case of crystal growth measurements, sequences of images for the
upward and downward scan directions are collected and one of two methods
can be used to measure the growth rate of steps. All crystals have a variety of
imperfections. Most crystals contain long range dislocations, which often come
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with a screw component which bisects the crystal surface. Monitoring step
growth rates from dislocation sites has many advantages, including the large
number of steps originating from these sites. In the first growth rate
measurement technique, a series of images are collected and the change in the
angle of the steps between the upward and downward scans is used to
determine the growth rate or step velocity, v, from the following relationship:4, 6

(6.1)
(6.2)

(6.3)

v = vtip [cot θ D − cot θU ]sin θ T

2 cot(θ T ) = cot θ D + cot θ U
vtip =

SR
2N

where θD, θU, and θT are the down scan, up scan and true step angles,
respectively; S is the scan size in nm; R is the scan rate in lines per second; and
N is the number of lines per image.
The second method, involves disabling one of the scan axes, hereafter referred
to as slow scan axis disabled (SSAD) method.7 In this technique, consecutive
deflection images show the evolution of a single scan line as a function of time.
The step velocity (in nm/s) is calculated based on two angles (α and θ)
measured in air and during growth in solution, respectively (Figure 6.1). In any
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given growth experiment the first two images (down and up scan) are
measured in air with the slow scan axis enabled. From trigonometric
relationships, v is given by:

v = vx sin (α )

(6.4)

where vx is the velocity along the x-direction and α is the true step angle
measured relative to the horizontal before the growth solution is introduced
into the fluid cell. When the growth solution is introduced the slow scan axis is
disabled and the value of vx is given by:8-10

vx =

(6.5)

dx
SR
=
t N tan (θ )

where dx is distance along the x-direction, t is time in seconds, θ is the
apparent step angle relative to the x-axis measured from SSAD images collected
during growth, and all other symbols have the same definitions as described
above. The final equation for v is obtained by substituting the value of vx from
(6.5) into equation (6.4):

(6.6)

v=

SR sin (α ) SR
=
sin (α ) cot(θ )
N tan (θ ) N
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The slope of the line made by passing over step edges, θ, is a direct function of
the step velocity. As the step velocity increases the apparent step angle (θ)
decreases. In all our step velocity calculations, the angles α and θ used were
averages of several measurements from equal numbers of down and up scans.
The effect of any piezo drift is reduced by the use of both down and up scans
while slower scan rates were used to ensure the accuracy of angle

SSAD

ACTUAL

measurements over a range of step velocities.8, 9

Figure 6.1.

Schematic showing the relationship between the actual and SSAD
images. The gray line in the top row represents the single scan
line plotted as a function of time in the SSAD image.8

Although in situ AFM solution growth experiments provide valuable
information on the growth mechanism and kinetics of crystals, they also
present some experimental challenges and require a number of well-defined
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parameters. This is especially true in small molecule crystal growth. Unlike
macromolecules such as proteins, most low molecular weight crystals have
small step heights and usually possess high step velocities.11 Therefore, during
in situ AFM experiments the use of low supersaturated growth solutions to
slow crystal growth rates is required. This allows for the collection of timeresolved three-dimensional images of the growth event and makes measuring
step velocities easier.12 The solution pH should be well defined and constant;
while a well optimized solution flow rate allows a balance between bulk
diffusion and surface kinetics. Another important experimental requirement is
to have good temperature control to allow the growth of the desired crystal
form or polymorph.4
The in situ AFM growth of anhydrous uric acid (UA) crystals from pure
saturated uric acid solution under well defined experimental parameters has
been previously studied in our lab.8, 9 The effects of supersaturation, pH, and
solution flow rates on the step velocity of UA (100) were investigated. In the
current study, the effect of dye impurities on the step velocities on UA (100)
face are considered. The optimized conditions of pH, flow rate, and saturation
from the aforementioned report are adopted.
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6.2 Experimental Methods and Materials

Uric acid (99+%), Bismarck brown R (BBR, 40%), and Bismarck brown Y
(BBY, 53%) were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich and were of the highest purity
available. BBY was purified by successive recrystallization from ethanol to give
purified Bismarck brown Y (BBYp), which contained fewer low molecular
weight compounds than the commercial material according to GC-MS
measurements. Water used for all experiments was deionized through
Barnstead cartridges followed by distillation as described in previous chapters.
Atomic force microscopy experiments were performed using a Digital
Instruments Multimode Nanoscope IIIa equipped with a glass cantilever holder
with fluid inlet and outlet ports for imaging in solution. The solution was
sealed from leaking using a soft compressible silicon ‘O’ ring. A piezoelectric
stage (J-scanner) was used and all experiments were conducted in contact
mode. The temperature of the sample cell (Tcell), which sits on the piezoelectric
scanner, was controlled using a thermal accessory heating stage (Digital
Instruments, Veeco Metrology Group, Santa Barbra, CA). Silicon nitride (Si3N4)
cantilevers with a nominal spring constant of 0.6 N/m, 120 µm in length, and 25
µm wide were used in all experiments without any modification on the
cantilever tips. Images were collected with typical scan rates between 0.5 and 2
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Hz in both height and deflection channels. Online instrument control and data
processing were performed with Digital Instruments Nanoscope V5.31r1
software.
Pure UA seed crystals were grown at 37°C as described in Chapter 1 section
1.3.1. The freshly harvested UA single crystals were glued on 15 mm diameter
microscope cover glasses (Electron Microscope Sciences, Washington, PA)
using a minimum amount of epoxy. After confirming crystal identity, quality,
and orientation with polarized light microscopy and conoscopy the cover glass
was glued onto a 15 mm stainless steel sample puck with epoxy.
Uric acid growth solutions were prepared by constantly stirring an aqueous
solution containing excess uric acid powder overnight in a temperature
controlled water-jacketed flask. The sodium-acetate/acetic acid buffered
solution (pH = 4) was maintained at an elevated saturation temperature, Tsat, of
50 ± 0.1°C, regulated by a refrigerated circulating water bath (Thermo Fisher
Scientific model NESLAB RTE 10, Newington, NH). The solution concentration
of uric acid at a given temperature T (°C) was calculated using the following
empirical formula (refer to section 1.2.2) derived from previously reported uric
acid solubility measurements.13

(6.7)

[uric acid ] = 10
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( 0.021 T − 4.28 )

The pure supersaturated uric acid solution was filtered through a 0.45 µm
filter membrane (Fisher Scientific) using Millipore’s 25 mm disc stainless steel
microsyringe filter holders into a homebuilt solution reservoir attached to the
AFM fluid cell with high quality silicone tubing (VWR International Inc.,
Bridgeport, NJ). In cases where a dye impurity was added to the growth
solution, the saturated solution was filtered into a clean flask, the desired
amount of dye from a stock solution was added (0.03 - 1.0 ml in 30 ml solution
volume) and the solution was thoroughly mixed for immediate use or
maintained at Tsat with stirring for subsequent use. The ~2.5 ml glass solution
reservoir is housed inside a home built, resistively-heated aluminum block
maintained at an elevated temperature, Tres. The reservoir temperature was
calibrated using a standard Fluke 52K/J dual thermocouple input digital
thermometer (Fluke Corp., USA) over the range 27.0 – 45.0°C (± 0.1°C). A
schematic of the AFM experimental setup with relevant parts is presented in
Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2.

Schematic representation of the AFM experimental setup.

In situ growth on a UA seed crystal surface was attained by flowing saturated
uric acid solution through the AFM fluid cell at an optimized flow rate, Rflow, of
5 ml/hr. The solution flow rate from the reservoir through the fluid cell was
controlled using a KDS210 syringe pump (KD Scientific Inc., Holliston, MA)
fitted with a 20 ml Luer-Lok Tip syringe (BD Co. Franklin Lakes, NJ). All
experiments were conducted with the fluid reservoir and fluid cell
temperatures maintained at 40°C and 37°C, respectively. Preconditioning the
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saturated solution in the fluid reservoir at a slightly higher temperature than
the fluid cell helped to avoid temperature gradients and maintain
supersaturation as the fluid passed from the reservoir to the AFM cell. The
supersaturation of uric acid was kept constant by using a fixed Tsat of 50°C (at
pH = 4). The difference in solubility of uric acid between Tsat and Tcell provided
the relative supersaturation (σ) of uric acid in solution.9 The relative
supersaturation is given by equation (6.8):

(6.8)

c
 ce 

σ = ln  

where c and ce are the actual (at Tsat) and equilibrium (at Tcell) uric acid
concentrations in solution calculated using equation (6.7). Fixed temperature
conditions, saturation level, and flow rate ensure that any changes observed in
the growth rate or step velocity of uric acid are associated with changes in the
composition of the growth solution and not to other experimental parameters.
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6.3 Impurities and in situ AFM UA Crystal Growth

In situ AFM is an indispensable tool in studying real time crystal growth and
dissolution events on the nanoscale level. The growth mechanisms, growth
rates, and dissolution of variety of macromolecules,3,

14-17

small organic

species,18-33 and inorganic systems34-42 have been previously reported. AFM has
also been used to study the effect of impurities on the crystal growth and/or
dissolution of a number of systems including (a) calcite in the presence of
aspartic acid,43 sodium sulfate,44 and cadmium,45 (b) calcium oxalate
monohydrate in the presence of osteopontin, citrate,40,

46

poly(aspartic acid),

poly(glutamic acid),37 and glycosaminoglycans,42 (c) potassium hydrogen
phthalate in the presence of trivalent cations,47 (d) potassium sulfate in the
presence of acid fuchsin and pyranine dyes,48 (e) aspartic acid in the presence of
octanoic acid,28 and (f) paracetamol (4-hydroxyacetanilide) in the presence of
acetanilide and metacetamol (3-hydroxyacetanilide).30 The effect of the
impurities on the host surface is typically described as one of the following: (1)
pinning of step motion with a decrease in step velocity, (2) incorporation in the
host matrix with little effect on step kinetics, or (3) modification of the surface
energy like a surfactant, without incorporation or causing step pinning.4
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The in situ growth of UA from pure saturated uric acid solutions was
reported earlier by Sours et al.8,

9

UA crystals have a (100) large plate face

surrounded by (001), (201) and (210) side faces. Most crystals have a c/b aspect
ratio of ~2. Their relative sizes indicate that the (001) and (201) are the fast
growing family of faces whereas the (100) face is the slowest growing face. In
situ AFM growth experiments on the (100) plate face of UA crystals showed
that growth occurs from steps generated by screw dislocations. The surface
growth is highly anisotropic with growth hillocks elongated along ±c relative to
the ±b-direction. The step velocity was an order of magnitude faster along ±c as
compared to its growth velocity along ±b. Cross-sectional analysis of the steps
showed that the b-steps are composed of bilayers (~14 Å, Figure 6.3). The
bilayer height corresponds to a single unit cell which includes two uric acid
molecules stacked along a* axis (see Figure 1.7). The rougher c-steps are made
up of monolayers (~6.5 Å). At a fixed pH, UA growth on the (100) face exhibited
a layer by layer growth mechanism with a linear dependence on the
supersaturation of the growth solution and the solution flow rate.8, 9
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Figure 6.3.

(left) In situ AFM topographical image of UA (100) plate face and
(right) height analysis along the horizontal solid line. The steps
represent two uric acid molecular layers of 14 Å height. Growth
solution: saturated uric acid (~0.6 mM). Image size: 2.5 x 2.5 µm2.

In this report, the effect of Bismarck brown dye (BBR, BBY, BBYp) impurities
on the nanoscale growth of the (100) plate face of UA crystals under optimized
experimental conditions (pH = 4, Tsat = 50°C, Tres = 40°C, Tcell = 37°C and Rflow =
5ml/hr) was investigated. The effect of a number of dye impurities on the
macroscopic growth of UA crystals was described in Chapter 3. The Bismarck
brown dyes, especially BBR, were shown to be among the most effective in
their ease of inclusion and habit modification of uric acid crystals when grown
from solutions with relatively low dye concentrations.
The in situ AFM data were collected by first scanning the (100) plate face to
locate a growth hillock at fast scan rates and large scan areas (30 x 30 µm2). The
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UA crystals usually contained a single cone shaped screw dislocation within a
given (30 x 30 µm2) area and it was only in rare cases that more than one
parallel dislocation site was observed (See Figure 6.4). After adjusting the scan
area to the desired size (usually 5 x 5 µm2) two images were collected with both
the fast and slow scan axes enabled while scanning in air at a slower scan rate
(0.5 – 1.0 Hz). Next, the growth solution was introduced, the slow scan axis was
disabled, and the hillock was left to grow for a collection time of at least 34 - 51
minutes (4 - 6 images) in a supersaturated uric acid solution until it reached
stable growth rate conditions. The growth solution was then changed to
saturated uric acid solution with a given concentration of the dye additive (0 50 µM). Growth was maintained for another collection of 4 - 6 images in
continuous mode. Depending on the effect observed and quality of the data
collected, imaging on the same crystal surface continued at an incremental
concentration of the same additive. The difference in velocity of the b-steps in
the pure saturated growth solution and the doped growth solution was
calculated using Equation (6.6). A slightly higher scan rate (2 Hz) was used in
topographical imaging to accommodate the fast changing surface features of
the (100) plate face in the growth solution.
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Figure 6.4.

Cone shaped screw dislocations on the (100) plate face of UA
crystals, indicated with arrows. Usually only one growth hillock is
observed; in rare occasions more than one dislocation sites are
present in close proximity. The dislocations are always
asymmetric with a vertical mirror plane.

6.3.1 Topographical Observations
In the presence of a saturated growth solution, the topography of UA (100)
plate face was very dynamic and the surface features changed drastically from
one image to the next. On occasion, it was possible to follow the evolution of
surface features with time by scanning at slightly higher rates without
compromising image quality. In Figure 6.5, a sequence of AFM topographical
images collected in alternating growth solutions of pure ~0.6 mM uric acid (#1 3), uric acid plus 1.0 µM BBR (#4 -6), and pure 0.6 mM uric acid (#7 – 10) are
presented. In these images, the change in a particular ‘pillar’ shaped
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multilayered surface feature (indicated with a broken arrow in the bottom right
corner of Figure 6.5 #1) is followed over time. The initial sizes of the pillar were
0.5 x 0.5 µm2 (length x width). In pure uric acid solution the pillar grew in the
fast growing c-direction (#1 - 3) at an average rate of 1.11 nm/sec. When the
growth solution was changed to saturated uric acid with 1.0 µM BBR, the pillar
immediately ceased to grow further (#4 - 6) along c-direction. Although no
attempt was made to observe growth at lower BBR concentrations, we believe
< 1.0 µM BBR concentrations might have less drastic effects on growth (slow
growth instead of complete cessation). Reintroduction of the pure uric acid
solution regenerated the growth of most of the pillar until it grew out of the
scan area (#7 - 10) with an average rate of 1.0 nm/sec along the c-direction. The
relative change in the pillar’s dimensions with time is given in Table 6.1. The
width of the pillar (b-direction) exhibited minimum change.
In the presence of BBR the direction of the growth front also changed, as
indicated in Fig. 6.5 #7 with the white diagonal line. The changing direction of
the growth front can be attributed to the formation of {121} growth sectors,
which are observed macroscopically for UA crystals grown in the presence of
dyes. The angle measured between the horizontal (top of the pillar) and the
slanted side was 114.1°, very close to the calculated angle of 117.55° observed
between (001) and (121) faces. The schematic on the bottom right corner of
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Figure 6.5 is a model of the faces of the pillar. The front face of the pillar is the
(100) face, the leading growth edge along ±c is (001) or (201) and the side is the
(210) face as observed in macroscopic UA crystals.

Figure 6.5.

AFM topographical images on UA (100) plate face showing
growth of a pillar shaped surface feature. A schematic of the
pillar is given on the bottom right. Growth conditions: #1-3
saturated uric acid, #4-6 saturated uric acid + 1.0 µM BBR, #7-10
saturated uric acid, scan rate = 2 Hz, t (time) = seconds. Image
area = 2.0 x 3.5 µm2.

The presence of growth-inhibiting impurities creates dead-zones, areas of low
supersaturation where growth is terminated.49 BBR molecules, with strong
affinity for uric acid {001}/ {201} growth sectors, are adsorbed on the surface
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from the growth solution and drastically inhibit growth. When the pure growth
solution was reintroduced the incoming uric acid molecules had to overcome
the growth inhibition by trapping the dye molecules in situ to keep growing
around them. This observation is shown in Figure 6.5 #8-10 where the slanted
side is reduced in size as the pillar keeps advancing vertically with the
adsorption of more uric acid molecules on the surface. Recovery from impurity
effects and regeneration of growth surfaces have also been reported for other
systems.48, 49

Changes in the dimensions of the pillar in Figure 6.5 under different

Table 6.1.

solution conditions. #1-3 in uric acid, #4-6 in uric acid + 1.0 µM
BBR, and #7-10 in uric acid solution. Initial dimensions: length
(±c) = 0.50 µm, width (±b) = 0.50 µm, and height (±a) = ~47.28 Å
(multilayer).
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Time,
sec
255
765
1275
1785
2295
2805
3315
3825
4335
4845

length (±c),
µm
0.50
1.35
1.63
1.63
1.64
1.64
1.75
2.18
2.83
3.28

∆x (±c),
µm
0.00
0.85
1.13
1.13
1.14
1.14
1.25
1.68
2.33
2.78
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∆y (±b),
µm
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.05
0.04

∆z (±a),
Å
0.00
1.80
24.6
42.6
56.3
52.7
53.4
57.1
57.4
63.8

BBY also includes and modifies the crystal habit of UA. However, higher
solution concentrations are required relative to BBR to obtain the same effect.
(see Section 3.3.3). In Figure 6.6 a fast growing topographical feature on the
(100) face was observed under pure saturated uric acid solution (#1 - 3), then
the growth solution was changed to 5 µM BBY in saturated uric acid (#4 – 6). In
pure uric acid solution (0.6 mM) the rectangular feature, indicated with a
broken arrow in image 1 of Figure 6.6, moved vertically (±c) at a fast rate (1.59
nm/sec) with some increase on its horizontal dimension (Table 6.2). The entire
image area was very dynamic and kept changing by the addition of fast
advancing layers. Although the surface growth was not completely stopped
upon the addition of 5 µM BBY to the growth solution (Fig. 6.6 #4-6 and Table
6.2), the top of the rectangular block showed anisotropic growth in the presence
of BBY. The top growth edge of the rectangle roughened and its left side started
lagging behind the right side in its advancement, creating a steep slope on the
right side of the block (diagonal line in image #6). Overall, the adsorption of
BBY on the terrace is evident from the anisotropic growth observed, but its
concentration was not high enough to cause a drastic change in the
advancement of the surface features. Increasing [BBY] in the growth solution
indeed affects the growth speed as discussed in the next section.
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Changes in the dimensions of the pillar in Figure 6.6 under different
solution conditions. #1-3 in uric acid and #4-6 in uric acid + 5.0 µM BBY
solution. Initial dimensions: length (±c) = 0.91 µm, width (±b) = 0.50 µm,
and height (±a) = 70.58 Å (multilayer).

Table 6.2.

#

Time, sec
1
2
3
4
5
6

Figure 6.6.

255
510
1020
1530
2040
2550

length (±c),
µm
0.91
1.13
1.83
2.58
3.65
4.57

∆x (±c),
µm
0.00
0.22
0.92
1.67
2.74
3.66

∆y (±b),
µm
0.00
0.04
0.18
0.30
0.59
0.69

∆z (±a), Å
0.00
21.25
22.97
19.18
22.84
31.09

Topographical images on UA (100) in the presence of 5 µM BBY.
Growth conditions: #1 - 3 in saturated uric acid, #4 - 6 in saturated uric
acid + 5.0 µM BBY, scan rate = 2 Hz, t (time) = seconds. Image area = 3.8
x 5.0 µm2.
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6.3.2 Impurity Effects on Step Velocity
In pure saturated uric acid solutions UA crystals exhibit a layer by layer
deposition from dislocation hillocks.9 The screw dislocations act as continuous
step generators, producing permanent sites for preferred incorporation of
growth units as described by the Burton-Cabrera-Frank (BCF) model.50
Addition of growth-inhibiting impurities to a growth solution changes the
kinetics by pinning advancing steps. In this work, we used BBY and BBYp dye
impurities to effect growth inhibition of UA. At low dye concentrations (~1 µM)
the effect of the dyes on step growth inhibition was minimal (<8%). This could
be due to the preference of dye inclusion in the {001}/{201} growth sectors at
lower concentrations while incorporating in the whole crystal matrix at higher
dye concentration as observed in macroscopic UA crystals.51 As the dye
concentration was increased, the effect on the UA (100) steps became apparent,
as the steps were pinned more rapidly with an increase in dye concentration. At
the same time, the steps were roughened, bunched together and eventually
became straight, indicating the termination of growth (Figure 6.7). Step
roughening has been reported to be an indication of high incorporation of
impurities on the crystal surface.28 Increased bunching of steps became
problematic as it made measurement of the step angles difficult and
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consequently introduced a large margin of error in calculations of step velocity
(see Figure 6.8 and 6.9). In the presence of BBR, excessive step roughening and
bunching made step velocity measurements impossible. The step bunching is
related to variations in velocities of individual steps caused by differences in
surface concentration of adsorbed impurities.52 Similar concentration effects
have been reported for in situ AFM growth of potassium sulfate in the presence
of acid fuchsin.48 The authors observed preferential inclusion of the dye in the
{110} sectors under low dye concentrations, while reduction in growth rate of
the {010} surface of potassium sulfate at relatively higher concentrations was
observed.
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Figure 6.7.

AFM deflection images showing the effect of BBY on the UA (100)
face: (A) In the absence of dye the steps are well formed and apart
from each other, (B) at 10 µM BBY the steps start to bunch
together and merge with each other, (C) at 50 µM BBY the growth
is significantly reduced, the steps became almost straight, and (D)
roughened topographical image in the presence of 50 µM BBY.
Scale bar = 1.0 µm.
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In Figures 6.8 and 6.9 the change in b-step velocity as a function of [dye] in
the growth solution is given. As can be observed from these plots, the presence
of BBY and BBYp in the saturated uric acid growth solution significantly
decreased the velocity of b-steps. The speed was reduced linearly with
increasing dye concentration. At higher dye concentrations (50 µM), b-step
growth was significantly reduced. As demonstrated in Chapter 3 and
elsewhere,51 BBY is more effective than BBYp in its ease of inclusion, habit
modification, and inhibition of macroscopic UA crystal growth. In the same
manner, here BBY exhibited a higher ability in slowing down the b-step
velocity than BBYp under the same concentrations. Compared to in situ AFM
growth in pure uric acid solution, 10 µM BBY in the growth solution reduced
the b-step velocity by about ~50% while the same amount of BBYp induced
only a ~20% reduction. At 50 µM the b-step velocity was decreased by ~88% in
BBY and ~80% in BBYp. The increased concentration of the Bismarck brown
impurities in the growth solution created dead-zones which helped pin down
the steps and significantly reduced the v of the b-steps. Although no true dead
zones (where there is no growth (v ≈ 0)),52 were created at the highest
concentrations used (50 µM), it might be possible if the dye concentration is
increased further.
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Figure 6.8.

Reduction in UA (100) b-step velocity in the presence of increasing
concentrations of BBY in the growth solution. Plotted results are
averages of several measurements.

Figure 6.9.

Reduction in b-step velocity in the presence of increasing
concentrations of BBYp in the growth solution. Results are
averages of three measurements.
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6.4 Conclusions

Dyes are excellent probes of crystal growth modification and inhibition. Using in
situ AFM we have been able to observe the microscopic effect of incremental
concentrations of Bismarck brown dyes on the (100) face of UA crystals. From
topographical imaging low concentrations of BBR were observed to effectively
inhibit growth of advancing fronts on the (100) plate face along the ±c-direction.
Compared to BBR, BBY was less effective in doing so at comparable
concentrations. In the presence of incremental concentrations of BBY and BBYp in
the growth solution it was shown that the dyes pinned advancing steps and
inhibited their growth. This is demonstrated by the reduction in the velocity of the
b-steps. The effect of BBYp on step velocity was slightly less dramatic as compared
to the effect of BBY under similar experimental conditions. The presence of
increasing dye concentrations in the growth solution also caused the steps to bunch
together and the surface roughness to increase due to high impurity incorporation.
Excessive step bunching and roughening made step velocity measurements in the
presence of BBR unattainable. These results give molecular-scale insight to growth
on UA (100) which complements what is observed in bulk crystal growth of UA,
where the presence of dye impurities in the growth solution exhibited inclusion,
change in morphology, and some reduction in crystal size.
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